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Montville,

_________

Clubs Guests of The

Waldo County
Commerce.
Belfast Chamber of

County Boys’ and Girls’
The Waldo
seventh annual county
their
/Tabs helu
...t in this city last Friday and Satwith their usual good weather and

^j,y

hippy times.

forenoon ttie leaders and memand were assigned
began to arrive

Friday
bers

which they were escorted by
rooms to
Harold Kelley, Charlie
Rhoades,
II,non
Marl1 Shible*> stanler Eaton,
Buz/ell.
I’eavey. William Cook, Wendell

Ruaaell

Vickery, Russell Knight
Kelley. John
Gray—Troop Three of the
,D(j Charlie
Baptist Boy Scouts.
”Th6 DClIHSl

Rilph

ui
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v* vui mci c
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ours, being the shire town of the County
of which the towns from which you come
are a part.
We hid you to have a good time along
with your meetings, duties, and work,
for some play and enjoyment of the right
kind are essential, especially so to the
proper growth and unfolding of our boys
and girls.
You have brought here for inspection
and comparison the products of your
summer's endeavors.
You cannot all receive
prizes; that is impossible, but
whether you do or not, there will be education, pleasure and inspiration in this
climax to your season’s labors
Again we greet you.

Edwin C. Martin of
tical
ment

Liberty, leader

Montville Club, and

the South

young farmer, voiced
of the guests in brief

chosen

words

of

and

of appreciation for these

annual privileges, greatly enjoyed by all.
Mr. Donahue presided, Bert L. Davis

the Baptist church, meal
needed, and also secured

led the club singing and Mr. Martin was
the official cheer leader.
The clubs with

at

when

tickets

homes for 160 boys and
rooms m private

girls.

prizei amounting to $200

were

furnished

National Bank and the Waldo
by tbe City
Trust Company. The latter bank deco-

be present. There was an abundance of
good food well served and a large amount
W. R. Howof it rapidly disappeared.
on the platform'for trying out the stunt
ard acted as toist master and easily
that it may later be used in local club
of
his
audicaught and held the attention
work.
ence as he has been a life long teacher
At the close of the banquet all went to
Between
children.
speeches
and k::ows
the Colonial Theatre, where they were
he also managed to give them some real
guests of Manager Clifford at moving
advice about staying on the farm. He
pictures, a feature in the visit here that
as
he
is
now
knows this phase of life, too,
the boys and girls thoroughly enjoy.
conducting his farm near the city. Each
adieu
bid
Saturday Morning’* Program
and
by
speaker was greeted
The awarding of the prizes from the
club cheers, led by Mark Shibles and
abbreviations of “Bill, Abe, Clem,” and $200 donated by the Waldo Trust Comothers were unique and also frank as pany and the City National Bank were
Remarks were made by the
after one of later speakers the cheer distributed.
leader said: “Wake up boys and girls,this officers in charge of the contest, Mrs.
is the First man to deserve a good cheer.” Mixter, Miss Nason, Mr. Shibles and Mr.
Principal Harry A. Foster of the B. H. Donahue, in the form of cautious, conS. had a fund of good stories and a short structive criticisms and also of deserved
In
discourse on the “Earthquakes” that ap- commendation and congratulations.
peared before St. Peter, but adroitly used the list of the prizes announced those
named as county champions will be enas an example for all lively boys and girls
titled to go to the U. or M. in December
to pattern after.
Nlr. A. L. T. Cummings of the U. of M. to compete for the State championship:
Canning
combined wit and wisdom in a coll;ction
Seniors: County champion, $2, Elzada
of incidents and dialect stories that alFirst honors, $1.25,
to the Nickerson, Brooks.
ways characterises his remarks

well

following leaders, Carl LeGrow of
Brooks, Mrs. B. L. Aborn of Knox, Mr.

the

and Mrs

E.

C.

Martin of South Mont-

ville, Hazel Boynton of Liberty,
C. A.
Stevens of Lincolnville,

Mrs.
Mrs.

Carter of Center Montville, Mrs.
rated their windows with Hags and also Myra
Alice Dickey of Swanville, Mrs Alice
in them a cordial greeting and
placed
Jefts of Morrill and Mrs John Q. Adstlcome for the ^>oys and girls to be

liter guests.
Manager W’alter J. Clifford of the Co-

Icnial

Theatre

presente^each

visitor with

ams

of Montville were present.

Club songs were given by the Misses
Florence and Verna Adams, Venessa and
Arline Davis of South Montville, accom-

ifree ticket to the thenre that evening
Mrs. Adams.
aod all accepted and in many instances panied by
The demonstration of creaming carrots
also
their
club
leaders
atI
tbeir parents;
by the Swanville Club was omitted on
tended
account of the illness of one of the girls
Sutton
Arra
assistant
Miss
Mixter,
An entirely new feature and conseState Club L- ader of t ie College of Agof unusual interest was the cullriculture Extension Service, was in Bel- quently
demonstration by Coleman
ing
poultry
fast since Tuesday of that week assistDavis and Lee Adams of South MontNorman
S.
County
Agent
Donahue
ling
ot 11 and 10 years, respectiveand Miss Estelle Nsson, county Dome ville, boys
With two live birds they pointed out
Ueoionstrsting agent, in planning the de- ly.
the features of the producing an I the
ntils of the contest. State Club Leader
The large audience
Lester 11. Shibles and A. L. T. Cum- non-producing points.
gave the boys its undivided attention and
mings, the b of M. Agricultural editor,
at the close of their work were cordially
arrived Friday bringing much enthusiasm
commended by County Agent Donahue.
with them.
Misses Laura

The Exhibits and I decorations.

Leadbetter,

Caroline Ler-

mood and Rachel Gould of the Lincolnville Club gave a practical demonstration

boys and girls of club life ol which he
so fond.

!

is

Mayor C. W. Wescott is the man who
makes the wheels go round in city affairs.
Once a farmer boy and always fond of
that vocation Mayor Wescott drew his

Tbe Armory was decorated with the
slogans of the club and what they stand
lor including the four leaf clover with
lour capital H’s, make the better best,
the Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs are managed
by the U.of M. College of Agriculture, the
United State Department of Agriculture ;
md the County Farm Bureau Co. co-op-j

of making fruit punch, salad and proper
setting, using the stage for their
Later samples were taken by the
worh.
audience from the properly set table and
were pronounced “good, line, delicious,
Then came adjournment for the
etc.

gating.

lowing results:

Tables extending the full length of the
trmory on either side were lilted with the
*ttspecimens the Club have brought here

Potato race, senior girls, won by Caro- home.
line Lermond, Lincolnville; second, Lau'a
Rev. William F. Skerrye met the Club
Leadbetter, Lincolnville; third, Ethel members of W aldo County for the first
l
Pond, South Montville.
real friendship will be the outPotato race, junior boys, won by Lucius ! time and a
Gould, Lincolnville; stcond, Robert Leslie, come of his brief address. He said he
Liberty; third, Merritt Tibbetts, PaLrmo. must first preach to them, but the sermon
Potato race, junior girls, won by Marion
would be short and he spoke for a few
Adams, South Montville; second, Venessa
out the best in
Davis, South Montville; third, Lena Rose, minutes on “Bringing
Brooks.
you.” He closed with his pet story the
Potato race, senior boys, won by How- running and skating record of a oneard Davis, South Montville; second, Erlon
which
down

a

Much of the rush
the seven contests
has given way to better

f enthusiasm

rork and deeper
He realty

interest in

what club

mean*.

'mayor WBSCOTT’Js
WELCOME
°°yi and Girl, of the Agricu t.ral
‘•ft
Oulw of Waldo
County, their Leaden
and Fnenda:
On behalf of the City it is
my privige to extend to you a cordial
welcome,
heoretically and figuratively speak ng
place in your hands the keys of the
tty; or in other words, I extend to
you
*■ freedom of the City, having confitncein your manhood and
womanhood
Ul you will use those
keys and freeom with
gentlemanly and ladylike dis
tlaVe alwa>’s been
delighted
ft01}jWe
ritb the dignified
bearing of those boys
ndgirls of these clubs, who have
visited
• informer years.
In reality I know of
oplaces in °ur city we, of
Belfast, would
M be willing for
you to unlock.
Indeed,
• intend to
keep our city at to receive
w at all
times, so that whether you
•H come here for these
club gatherings
• or other
purposes, your fathers and
ft" may feel entirely easy to have
mi;

ffi.

™ore

ftlze that

than this we wish you to
your city as well as

Belfast is

table

athletics

Payson,

on

that later they would find that the school
of books and teachers would be followed

by the school of life. There were many
thoughts for the boys and girls to take

school common with the fol-

Waldo;

third,

legged Frenchman,

Stanley Paul,

brought

the house.

Waldo.
Tug of war, junior girls, won by South
Montville, Annie Davis, Myrtle Wing,
Marion Adams, Vera Howes
Tug of war, junior boys, won by Knox,
Millard Curtis, Lloyd Wentworth, William Reynolds, Mason Shibles, Sidney

Representative William K. Keene

was

reminiscent of the grammar school days
of the toastmaster, and his descriptions
were

so

vivid that he

was

interrupted

with shouas of the children and the

Gordon.

con-

I vulsed laughter of the grownups. At the
lug ot war, senior boys, wou by Waldo,
Alfred Ellis, Ashley Paul, Nelsou Gurney, ! close Mr. Keene gave them some genuineChester Cross, Erlon Payson.
ly good advice of being fair with the
Tug of war, senior girls, won by Liu- i markets and putting their names on the
Laura
Caroline
colnville,
Leadbelter,
offered for sale.
Lermond, Rachel Gould, Elzada Nicker- | goods they
Supt. E. E. Roderick in the few min
son.
All up relay, junior boys, won by South utes left for the program spoke on the
Nlontviile, Herbert Robinson, Lee Auains, fact that there is always rpom at the top
Ira Davis, Leroy Howes, Howard Peavey.
All-up relay, junior girls, won by Wal- for the ambitious boys and girls and exdo, Celia Mardeu, Adelaide Marden, Min- j hibited a small jar of beans and rice as a
nie
Whitcomb, Verua Paul, Dorothy concrete example of the fact that the

j

Hirsch.
All-up relay, senior girls,

won

Hazel Boynton, Palermo; Eunice Cilley,
Brooks, second honors, $1, Ruby Boynton, Palermo; Dorothy Mahoney, Anna
Third honor, 50
Johnson, Northport.
cents, Esther Lenfest, Palermo.
Juniors: First honor, $2, Esther Blanchard, Palermo. Second honors, $1.25, June

City National

Erskine,

Bank of Belfast

It is far wiser to investigate an investment before you have purchased it. When
investment at once
for fear you may lose it, then is the time to
delay indefinitely its purchase, certainly until

urged

you have

to

buy

Mr. and Mra. George C. Trussell have

cinity.

Holton B. Jewett of
Salem, Maas., were week-end guests of
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Steve' a.

Bennett

Second
Helen Elwell,
Brooks.
honors, $1, Hilda Sherman, Wilmina
Blanchard, Liberty; Viola Turner, Virgie
Turner, Palermo; Hattie Esancy, South
Montville; Florence Mahoney, Anna John
son, Marion Mahoney, Dorothy Mahoney,
Northport; Iva Reynolds, Brooks, Feme
Reynolds, Knox. Third honors, 50 cents,
Eloise Shibles, Mane Hogan, Knox; Marion Dickie, Waldo; Dorothy Paige, Northport.
First honors, $2, Florence
Juniors:
Adams, Mary Adams, Frances Berry,
South Montville; Lula Clement, Montville. Second honors, $1.25, Annie Davis,
Verna Adams, Montville; Ruby Boynton,
Esther Blanchard, Palermo; June FL-skine,
F’lorence Brown, Liberty; Vel a Payson,
Minnie Whitcomb, Eleanor Payson, Waldo; Erma Lovely, Knotf; Lena Rose,
Brooks. Third honors, 50 cents, Gertrude
Lovely, Liberty; Mary M. Myrick, Iva
Moody, Swanvilie; Muriel Shibles, Evelyn Harding, Knox; Laura Leadbetter,
Margaret Lermond, Bernice Lermond,
Rachel Gould, Carrie Lermond, Lincolnville; Doris Fernald, Ruth Cunningham,
Troy; Verna Howes, Myrtle Wing, Marion Stover, Vanessa Davis, Montviile;
Avis sanborn, Waldo.
Garden

Seniors: County champion, $2, Ashley
Second honor, $1, Eu
Paul, Waldo.
gene Grant, Palermo;,Erlon Payson, Waldo.
Juniors: Second honor, $1 Sidney Gordon, Knox. Third honor, 50 cents, John

an

given it thorough investigation.
V

The City National Bank of Belfast

Ralph H, Howes went
Tuesday on business.

returned from visits in Portland and vi-

Poultry.
Seniors: County champion, (2, Hattie
McKinley, Brooks. First honor, $1.25,

Mrs.

Mr.

Mr

and

Herbert Small, Mildred Billadue, Clinton
Littlefield, Harriet Lenfest,Willard Ellis,
Swanville; Elmer Payson Velda Payson,
Waldo; Verna Adams, Laurence Colby,
Vtnessa Davis, South Montville. Second honor, $1.25, Clyde Gray, Belfast;
Verna Paul, Adelaide Marden, Oma Kellar, Alfred Ellis, Waldo; Rusaell Colby,
Herbert Robinson, Robert Lesley, Annie

Davis,

South

Arline Davis, Merritt Tibbetts
Montville; Prescott Shibles, Knox
Sewing

Seniors: County champion, $2, Dorothy
Brooks
First honor, $1.25, Hazel E. Boynton, Liberty. Second honors,
$1, Abbie Emmons, Anna Johnson, Doris

Weober,

Hodgdon, Dorothy Mahoney, Northport;

day

un

Rockland,

Increasing

Interest in the

Meetings

peo-

ple last Sunday evening was a remarkable effort, holding the top notch interest
of her large congregation to the very
close.
The services continue this week with
the following subjects:—

Tuesday evening:—Textual

Text,—Acts 26:19,

Sermon.
"I was not disobedi-

unto the Heavenly vision.” and,—
Prov. 29:18, "Where there is no vision
the people perish "
Doubter
Wednesday
evening:—The
Convinced.
Text,—1 Kings 10:7, "The
half was not told me.”
Thursday evening:—A Challenge, to
Heed the Word of God.
Text,—LamenIs it nothing to you.”
tations 1:12,
Friday evening:—Loyalty to Christ or
Slavery to Sin.
14:28,
Text,—Luke
“Counting the Cost.”
Children’s Meeting on Tuesdav and
All children
Friday afternoons at 3.30.
cordially invited
Next
Sunday morning:—The Holy
Spirit. Text,—Luke 24:49.
»,Next Sunday evening, it is expected,
will be a Union Meeting of the churches
of the city; an invitation having been
extended to that effect.
At this service Miss Adams will preach
what is considered her greatest sermon.
This is a remarkable discourse.
One
that will long be spoken of by all her
hearers.
None sh :uld fail to attend.
Commandments.
Subject:—I he Ten
Text:—Daniel 5:27, “Thou art weighed
in the balance and found wanting.’”
Everybody is cordially invited.
ent

Curtis,

and came to Belfast

a

number of

years ago, being employed for some of the
t me in the city street department.
An
injury to his hands many years ago inca-

Mrs. Ida
ion,

Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens return-

ANDRbWS-DYER.

Patterson, Mias Reta PatterRockland,

Mra. Helen Knowlton of

them.

Charles Dana Gibson, the artist, and
family who spent the season at his
sountry estate on Seven Hundred Acre
island, just across the bay, are now at
their winter home in New York.
They
usually remain here late in the fall, but
returned earlier than uaual this year on
account of the arrival of a grandson.
his

j

THE B. H. S. SPORTS
The Here and Hound Chaae and Hunting
Contest.

The annual events in the B. H. S. social
Crosby and Mias Anne C. life were anticipated this year with more
Crosby have closed their summer horn* enthusiasm than usual and consequently
and gone to Boston the
on Northport avenue
program gave a great deal of real
where they will spend the winter, as pleasure.
The girls met at the school
usual, at Hotel Vendome.
building shortly after 12 o’clock under
Mrs. S. G. Swift has gone to Boston to the direction of their respective captains
vis t her son Charles, who is a student at and chaperons.
Wentworth Institute, and will also visit,
The hares were captained by Katrina
her sister, Mrs. Herbert A. Drinkwater, Kelley with Mrs. Daniel Mclnnea and
in Newport, R. I., and other relatives.
F. Evans as chaperons.
Miss Esther
Horace B. Smalley returned Thursday They left on the chase
to his employment in the car shop of the Miller to Congress,
M. C. R. R., at Waterville after being at Little River, thence over the fields to the
his home in this city for several days on shore front with the City Park as their
account of the death of his father, Har- i objective point. They marked their route
with pieces of paper on posts, trees, etc.,
vey H. Smalley.
for the Hounds to follow. The notes of
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnam and Mr.
instruction contained several “stunts”
and Mrs. Robert F. Russ left October
for their pursuers, same of which were
5th for St. Cloud, Fla., where they
wilj the “real things that test.”
spend the winter.
They arrived at St.
The Hounds were captained by Gladya
Cloud last Friday after a very rough pasTrundy and chaperoned by Mra. S. A.
sage on the boat.
Parker and Mrs. Wm. L. Luce. They
Lieut.
Augustus Sanders, U. S. A. left about thirty minutes late? than the
Hares and to win should join them at the
now stationed at Fort McKinley, Portland, arrived last week to spend a vaca- City Park just that, much later.
lion with CapL H. H. Stevens in a huntHandicapped by taking an unknown
ing and fishing trip to the Stevens cot- path and also in following out their instructions the Hounds were informed
tage at Swan Lake.
that they were several minutes late.
;
Mrs. Horace P. Barker and daughter,
i
On arriving at the Park preparations
Miss Inez L. Barker, R. N., cf Center
Montville, were in Belfast Friday on their were made for the supper consisting of
frankfurts, rolls, cake, doughnuts and
way home after a week’s visit with Mrs.
B. L. Larrabee of Islesboro and Mrs. A. coffee. The boys were to share the supper with them on their return from their
P. Gilkey of Dark Harbor.
hunting contest, so the girls spent their
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Robertson and
time with
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Mel via

E.

Woods

games.
spare
The captains of the hunting teams were
chosen from the Senior class by the St-n

will

Saturday for a hunting trip into
Northern Maine woods.
They will dents’ Council president and were Ranmake their headquarters at No. 4, Range dall Knox and Harold
Greenlaw. Last
3, about fifty miles northeast of Mt. Ka- Thursda the teams were chosen and list
leave

the

tahdin.

of game posted, the list being: Rabbit, 50
points; partridge, 25; gray squirrel, 5;
W. Jackson of Belmont, who was oper- raccoon, 25;
porcupine, 5; skunk, 25;
ated on for appendicitis at the Tapley woodcock, 50; (ox, 50; duck, 25; goose,
Hospital Aug. 30th, has returned to his 50; heron, 25; croft, 5; hawk, 25; muskhome in Belmont and is getting along as rat, 10; mink, 25; devil-diver, 20; red
well as can be expected, as it was a seri- squirrel, 5; fisher, 50; weasel, 25.
ous case.
The boys chose their own fields for
the only stipulatiqn being that
hunting,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Doyle have
should leave at Principal Foster's
closed their summer home at Little River they
desk, where they were going. At four
and returned to Boston Monday.
They
they were to return to the school
o’clock
will probably spend the winter at their
hotlse and there learp where they were to
beautiful home at 233 Commonwealth
join the Hares and Hounds for supper.
avenue, opening their home for the first
When all the game was reported it was
time in two years.
found that the Knox side had won by 55
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Walker and sont
poiuts; they having 550 points to GreenWilliam H. Walker, left recently for law’s side
of_495. The boys also took,
Rockland, where they will spend the occasion to tease the girls with squirrels,
winter with Mr. and Mrs. Edward W.
etc., and play games until the supper.
Berry. Mrs. Berry was here last week As one boy remarked the supper with cup
on account of her mother’s accident and
and spoon reminded one of the mess time
accompanied them to Rockland.
at Camp Devens.
Bruce

Jackson,

son

j

of Mr. and Mrs. A.

After supper all went to the Armory
a
musical program wis enjoyed

where

:

Charles Copeland of Boston, one of the
beat known water-color artists of New
Auto storage—Summer 14 00 month;
A pretty wedding ceremony took place England, was the gueat last week of
winter 12.00.
at the c aptist church in Camden on SatHartwell L. Woodcock at hia cottage at
urday morning, Oct. 7, at 8 o’clock, when
Lake Quantabacook in Searsmont
Mr.
Andrews
of
Mrs.
Vera
tleald
Belfast
and
FOR SALE
Mr. Walter F. Dyer of Islesboro were Copeland was a former Thomaaton man
House 36 Northport avenue, corner united in marriage in the presence of the
and spent the summer in that town. AlMayo Street
immediate families and a tew friends.
though he has been unable to do much
Union Trailer Camp.
The double ring service was impressively
Hughes’ Player Piano, 75 rolls.
performed by the Rev. John S. Pendleto n work for the past two years on account
Very best site for big garage, Bridge of Bangor, little Hope Andrewa acting as of illness he painted several fine
autumn
street, known as the Pattee field. I ex- ring bearer. The couple left immediatley scenes while Mr.
Woodcock's gueat. Mr.
pect to build next spring unless the land for a camping trip and on their return will
Woodcock now plana to sail for Nassau
is sold or leased.
4w39
reside for the winter at Mr. Gibson’s sum- |
1 N.
WILLIAM A. CLARK,
P., the last of November or the first
mer home, where Mr. Dyer has been em
Over banks’ Garage, Clark’s Corner.
of December.
ployed for some time.
Four rooms 28 Bridge Street.

Mar-

Mr. and Mrs. John Peers of Camden were
guests Sunday of Belfast relatives. Mr.
ind Mrs. Peers will leave aoon for Kentucky, where they will make their home
inu will be accompanied by Mra. Knowlton, .who will spend the winter with

Hamm and daughter,
Helen A Hamm were in Searsmont the
past week, occupying the Whitehead cottage at Lake Quantabacook.

For Rent

Garage.

Martin, Frank

Arthur Drake of Guilford

lome Wednesday, accompanied by Mrs.
Clifford’s sister, Mrs. Charles Tompkins
>f Guilford, who has been visiting here.

Emma it.

pacitated him for many Kinds of employ
ment.but he was a very industrious man,
with the best of intentions and enjoyed {
Sweet Corn.
Seniors: County champion, $2, Manrice the respect of all who knew him. Shortly I
Boynton, Liberty. Second honor, $2, Je- after coming here he married Miss Lena j
rome Quimby, Brooks; J. Howard Davis,
Fernald of this city, who survives him; |
Leon two own
Allen Colby, South Montville;
brothers, Warren Curtis of BelThird
Liberty.
Boynton, Lyman Boynton,
fast and Roscoe L. Curtis of East Knox;
Knox.
Wentworth,
also five half-brothers, Frank of East
honor, 50 cents, Lloyd
Junior: Second honor, $1, Leroy Howes, Knox, Everett of Belfast, Clinton of
Mr. and Mrs. George K. Vattes and
South Montville.
Frankfort, Maynard and Victor of Knox. three children
have returned to their
The funeral will be held at his late home
Pig.
home in North Fairhaven, Mass.
Mrs.
Seniors: County champion, $2, Bennett this, Thursday, at 1.30 o’clock, with
Rev.
Kelley, Brooks. First honor, $1.25, Cecil churchGeorge C. Sauer of the Baptist j Vattes and children have been here for
officiating.
the summer with her father, Charles H.
Armstrong, Belfast; Irlene Esancy, South
Montville; Chester Cross, Waldo.
Brier and Mr. Vattes came for a two
RANU-LEIGHTON
Morton
Juniors: First honor, $1.25,
weeks’ vacation and returned home with
Reynolds, Kathlene Belgard, Knox; Adrie
A, very pretty wedding took pi ce at them.
Liggie, Montville; Coleman ^Rahdall
South Montville. Second honors,$1, Pearl the home of Rev. and Mrs. George C.
Mrs Maurice D. Towle and Mrs. SteBradford, Julia Hathorn, Knox; Glendon Sauer, 13 Cedar street, Saturday, Oct.
C.
S. L. Shute leftJast Wednesday for
Ira
phen
noward
l’qavey,
Gurney, Waldo;
14th, at 4 o’clock when Earl C. Rand of Boston where
they will spend a few days.
Davis, Marion Adams, South Montville;
FTed Whitaker, Troy. Third honor, 50 Monroe and Vesta Elizabeth Leighton of
They motored back with George D.
cents. Charles Boynton, Lucius Gould, Bangor were united in marriage by Rev.
Phelps of Cleveland, Ohio, who is here
Lincolnville; Frank Wyman, Liberty.
George C. Sauer before a number of
for a hunting trip and who will be the
Potato.
relatives and friends who accompanied
guest in Belfast of Mr. and Mrs. Shute
Seniors: County champion, $2, Stauley
them.
Miss Ioia B. Leighton was brides- before
WentLloyd
leaving fur Northern Maine.
Paul, Waldo. Second honor,
worth, Wiiliam Reynolds, Kuox. Third maid and Forrest L. Gilmore, best man.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton K. Braley announce
The double ring service was used.
The
1
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- the engagement of their daughter, Suaie
shall H. Rand of Monroe and the bride is
E., to Walter, aon of Mr. and Mrs. Chaa.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josiah G.
O. Dickey, an ex-Ensign in the United
Leighton of Bangor, and is a graduate of
rooms
housekeeping
Five furnished
Both are well known
the B. H. S. 1921, and active in the States Navy.
over
the
with bath, November to May,
young people’s worts, in the First Baptist young people and have many friends who
Banks’ Garage.
Church of which Mr. Sauer was formerly
extend congratulations and best wishes.
Mr. and Mrs. Rand will make
Five unfurnished rooms ready Oct. 1st,
pastor.
No date for the wedding is announced.
second floor building, next to the Banks their home in Monroe.
Knox.

Mrs.

notored here recently and were guests of
Mrs. Walter J. Clifford.
They returned

Maine

ed last Friday from Portland, where the
doctor visited the hospitals there, and
where they attended the Maine Music

little

Mrs. C. P.

A constant growth in attendance and
interest has marked the revival meetings

Miss Adams’ sermon to business

1

Laura

Eloise Siibles, Knox.
Third honor, 50 Festival.
cents, Orrie Emmons, Northport.
Juniors: First honors, $2, Mattie WhitMrs. Timothy Crocker and little daughcomb, Waldo; Ruby Boynton, Liberty; ter Virginia, who have been visiting the
Arline Morse, Montville. Second honors,
$1, Grace Gurney, Dorothy Hirsch, Wal- for ner’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Coldo; Mabel Thompson, Vera Place, Mar- lins, have returned to their home in
guerite Ingraham, Montville; Beatrice South Hyannia, Mass.
Clark, Arline Clark. Florence Adams,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles *\ Thompaon
South Montville; Muriel Shibles, Knox;
Ruth Cunningham, Troy.
Third honors, have returned from visits in Boston and
50 cents, Marion Stover, South Montville;
Stamford, Conn. At the latter place
Rachel Gould, Lincolnville.
they visited Mrs. Emily Harris Hyams, a
former Belfast resident.

Frances B. Adams

Mr. and Mrs. Carl
tin and

Whitmore of Lynn,
Mass., are guests of Mias Fannie C.
Welch, Northport avenue.
Mra.

snd

Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Carter and son
if Boston and Swampscot, Mass., autoed
here and spent Sunday with Mr. Carter’s
iarents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Carter.

business.

Mias

Bsrton

isst

Eiat Belfast

Mrs.

Mrs. R. W. Messer of

and

Josephine S.

to Boston

laughter Geraldine of Islesboro are guests
if her mother, Mrs. J. A. G. Beach of

Irlene

Seniors: County champion, $2, Feme
First honors, $1 25,
Reynolds, Knox.
Nelson Gurney, Waluo. Second honors,
$1, William Reynolds, Knox; Oscar
Bachelor, Liberty. Third honor, 50 cents,
L'oyd Wentworth, Knox.
honors, $1, Perley
Juniors: Second
Martha
Biadford, Laureut Larrabee,
Esther Blanchard, PaKnox;
Hubbard,
|
Nickerson, Swanvilie. Third
I larger and substantial bodies in material lermo; Clyde
honors, 50 cents, Joseph Fitzgerald, Thos.
by South
WILLARD B CURTIS
s well as in mental efforts will reach the
F’itzgerald, Swanvilie; Merwin Temple,
Victor Hathaway, Troy; Erma Lovely,
B. Curtis died Tuesday foreWillard
Julia Hathorne,
Knox; Virgil Morse,
Montville; Russell Knight, Carl Knight, noon at his residence on Condon street
Ralph Knight, Fritz Johnson, Northport; after a long illness with tuberculosis.
Clarence Drinkwater, Lincolnville; Ad- He was born in Frankfort 52
years ago,
rian Tuttle, Brooks.
the son of I.ibbeus and Mary (Metcalf)

is at the command of all who desire advice
on banking or financial matters of any sort.
If you have any financial problems to solve,
if you desire to make a wise investment, or
if you seek a loan, come and see us. Our
Officers are always ready to assist and help
where possible.

are

PERSONAL

Knox; Lucius Gould, Lincolnville.

Kathleen

erson,

Ellis,

you

PERSONAL

Edwin R. Thayer of Brookline,
Mass., is the guest for a few days of Mr.
and Mrs.(Fred Waldo Brown.

Celia Nlarchu, Waldo; Willena
Martha Hubbard, Knox.

Flint Corn.

The

ho ,nr, >0 cents, Marjorie Walton, Knox;
Ka,l Johnson, Northport.
Juniors: First honor, $2, Marion Adams, South Montville. Second honor, $1,
Laurieot Larrabee, Millard Curtis, AlHolmes, Raymond Holmes Mason Shibles,
Knox; Everett Clement, Montville;Ernest
Adams, Leigh Adams, South Montville.
Third honor, 50 cents, Merton Reynolds,
S, W.Gordon, John Ellis, Pearl Bradford,

Belgard, Montville; being held in the Methodist church by
Curtis, Miss Frances B. Adams, the Scottish
illustrations from subjects familiar with
Evangelist.
as
the
such
growth
| his young audience,
Cooking and Housekeeping
I.ast Sunday evening it was necessary
j of grass and grains, the unfolding of a
Seniors: County champion, $2, Hazel to hold the service in the large auditorirose as typical of tne development of the
Boynton, Liberty. First honors, $1.25, um, with
The atnearly all seats filled.
! boys and girls to men and women. He Fremetta Paul, Knox; Doris Hannan,
tendance of children at the children’s
Doris
Ethel
Liberty;
Hodgdon, Northport;
'
cautioned them that the world would alPaul, South Montville; Abbie Emmons, meeting last Friday nearly doubled over
ways measure them by their efforts and urrie Emmons, Northport; Elzada Nickthat of Tuesday of that week.

|

FIVE CENTS

Kelley, Doris Webber, Brooks;
Miss Belle Keating has been in Boato
Esancy, Hattie Esancy, South
Montville; Archie Lenfest, Palermo; and Allston, Mass., the past week visitFeme Reynolds, Knox.
ing her sister, Miss Clara B. Keating.
Juniors: FirU honor, $2, Robert Carter,
contests of nursery rhymes sung with vaMra. Mary French Rich of Glencove,
MontThelma
Margaret Rowell,
Choate,
riations. At its close Miss Marion Dickey
ville; Allie Walton, Erma Lovely, Julia recently elected one of the Knox County
of Waldo and Mark Dolloff of Knox were Hathore,
Knox; Adrian Elwell, Brooks; Commissioners, was in Belfast last Fri-

gram

practhe senti-

H. Howe*, president, furnished the
for their meetings and exhibits,

Armory
the banquet

Annie Davis, Ethel Paul, Marv top in the activities of life.
He mao®
Adams, Myrtle Wing, Helen t Iwell.
reference to the wonderfully helpful exAll-up relay, senior hoys, won by Waldo, Ashley Pond, Erlon Payson, Stanley ample of Ralph Parlette in a former
Paul, Nelson Gurney.
Chautauqua Course in Belfast and the
influence it had left with him, so he was
The banquet
The banquet is always the social fea- pleased to pass the thought to others.
The addresses of State Leader Lester
ture of these annual events and was held
H. Shibles and Counry Agent Norman S.
at the Baptist church Friday at 6 o'clock
with the ladies of that society catering. Donahue were omitted on account of the
Grace was offered by Rev. G. C. Sauer. lack of time.
During the program Bert L. Davis,
Covers were laid for 168 and all were
with Mrs. Harry H. Upton and Miss Alice
used.
It was an inspiring scene and one
Robbins as pianists, led the songs. With
that the people at the homes would have
the audience divided Mr. Davis and Mr.
enjoyed with the older people on the proShibles were close rivals in the familiar
if it had been their opportunity to

a

jos&i.

1!).

---■---

and the evening hours devoted to dancing. It was a pleasant ending of a very

for all.
1 happy day

|

Stitchers Wanted
—AT—

PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY
Bridge Street, Belfast.

SEAMERS APPLY AT ONCE
i

;

FlOUf

Bower

Sausages®
Leg!of Lamb 32*.
WOOD’S MARKET

Beltast, Thursday, Oct. is, 1922
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY FT

The

Republican

loumal Pub. Co.

HIS HEALTH WAS
WRECKED

ditions in the anthracite and to advise
Congress what measures to take to pre-

Hi* Feot Until

It has teen understood that a con'erence would be held in Washington in the
near future between our National Treas-

holdup of coal consumers
sfter August 21, when the wage
truce ends between the operators and
miners in that industry.

vent another

|

ADVERTISING TERMS, t orone square,
inch length in column, 50 cent* for
subsequent
one week and 35 cent* for each
Insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
50cent*
$100* year, *1.00 for six months;
for three months.

QUOTATIONS
everything,
“Aim at perfection in
though in most things it is unattainable;
however, they who aim at it and perse-

—Chesterfield

634

Qlinmpiac Ave.

N'ew Haves, C'osn.
down in health and
terribly nervous. My back w as weak;
my head ached every day, and I
could hardly stand on my feet.
A friend advised me to try “Fruit-atives”. I had used other advertised
remedies, but I finally got a box of
“I'ruit-a-tives” and they helped me.
I am still taking them and improving all the time, and w ill not be
without them again.
As soon as I e..n do so, I will
answer all inquiries as to the above
Statement—will gladly do so”.
CECIL STOWE.
“I

—Chalmers

A MORNING PRAYER
lift our eye*

unto

was

run

_

done under the

supervision

now

special

every one who knows
them and their history. Organized shortly after the Civil War, three of the origithe

nal

of certain lookout

fire service is second to none in efficiency
in the United States, and has saved unknown millions in property from de-

far as humanly possible, of all
control,
fires that may occur in his allotted terriThese men have numerous subortory.

j

men, and are responsible for their faithful and efficient service. These subordithe Chief
nates are recommended by

Parker Young

looking FORWARD to next
APRIL.

ting a friend in
morning shortly
a stroll to
j after his arrival that they take
An Englishman
Nevada suggested

vis

one

mountain visible from his friend’s
With much secret mirth, his host
home.
agreed, but after walking several hours,
the Englishman was amazed to find_ the
Lpou
mountain seemingly no n arer.
inquiring how far the mountain was from
them, he was astounded to learn that it
His
was still twenty-five miles away.
host then explained to him that the air
in Nevada is so rare that distances are
Returning home by a
very deceptive.
a

It is currently reported that the soft
Wardens but are appointed by the B'orest ;
.coal miners will d:mand a 6-hour day
no
red
tape
is
there
and
Commissioner
when the present wage
derelic- and a 5-day week
process in their removal for any
There
agreement expires, next April.
tion of duty. The duty of every patrolare about 600,000 soft coal miners in the
eventerritory
man is to cover a certain
will United States and their average output
day in summer when the weather
}f coal per miner is a little less than three
he
district
his
permit. Besides patrolling
a day.
They are now digging about
tons
lines
is called upon to build telephone
This is about up
tons a week.
10,000,000
are
district
his
in
lines
all
that
see
and to
to the average weekly output for the five
are
many
There
kept in working order.
years prior to 1921. This is a big country.
hundred miles of forest telephone lines
uses about 500,000,000 tons of soft coal
It
men.
these
built and kept in repair by
Our exports of soft coal
year.
every
In 1917, at such times as when patrol
amounts to only about the production for
more
built
they
necessary
duty was not
So many are the minand in- four weeks.
than 100 miles of telephone line
are the mines
so
numerous
ers and
on the
telephones
40
complete
stalled
coal would
of
soft
the
su pH
that
in
the
deep
lines built, almost all of them
1
the demand if this army of
in the forest outrun
15
built
camps
and
woods,
miners work more than about 250 days in
for the men engaged in forest protection
When that happens, the opera1
a
year.
of
from fire. The average annual cost
tors shut down the mines until stocks in
has
recent
years,
the patrol service, in
the bands of dealers and manufacturers
been about $20,000.
1are low and they are forced to pay the
on
boats
motor
’’he service also has
Both the miners and the operators
price.
*
use
t forest surrounded lakes for
1desire to keep the price of coal as high as
across
distant
at
points
res start
possible. Neither party has any sympathy
protec-

known to their friends aa
Willard, played their re-

Dave and

struction.

and watch-

me

members

Of the fair of 1923 we wish to state
that we hope to make it a two-day fair.
We hope to mane these da>s the biggest
and best of the whole year. Our midway
won’t be any longer than that of the
World’s fair, neither can we entertain
you with the “Sport of Kings,” but with
the co-operation of our townspeople and
your patronage we hope to make it the
best tlittle> fair in this section of Maine.

stations in ad

The State pays the major
part of the strictly administrative work
the forest
which in comparison with
Our forest
work is but a nominal sum.

as

10

day, delighting

Link,

1
dition
to this.

district to supervise and each is responsible to the Commissioner for the proper

The main linK, however,

the best for years.

It was an example of what a few energetic citizens can start and how quickly
and generously the whole community responds to help who show a disposition to
help their community.
Handicapped as we are for level ground_
the fair management entertained twice
the population of the town, without accident or incident to mar the occasion.
The Lincolnville Band was in attendance
and was one of the principle features of

amounts to about $110,000 This
tax and the money thus raised

tax
Iis a

1
ance

men spends his entire time in the woods
in the summer, and each has a certain

patrolmen

as

district. This fund is paid directly into
spective instruments with undiminished
1
the
State Treasury and is paid out on
vigor. And in passing the writer wishes
1
bills
for fire service when approved by to
say that these older members and
1the Forest Commissioner and have
been
many who have passed to their reward
certified by the State Auditor. The Fed- have helped and inspired every vouth in
to be instructed
eral Government now contributes some Lincolnville who wished
in the rudiments of music without money
mainten
to
the
a
as
an
aid
$6,000
year
and without price.

Commissioner w hose office is in the State
His regular office force consists
House.
of a deputy, a stenographer and a bookThere are some 35 Chief Warkeeper.
dens who are the fielo agents of the ForEach one of these
est Commissioner.

dinates known as

In point of numbers of people in attendand as an exhibition of agricultural
products our fair will long be remembered
ance

<

of the Forest

different route, they came to an irrigated
and at the first irrigation ditch the
Englishman sat down, and to his host’s
)
surprise, began to remove his shoes.
"What on earth are you going to do?”
he asked.
The Englishman, gravely contemplating
the ditch, replied, “Why, I’m going to

field,

swim the blooming riverl”—Judge.

jlli®®-!*■

Air,hi

■

For Sale

to Let

or

Snen room housr with hath, hot ant
rold watrr, rlrc'rir ligh‘» and furnarrs;
Kor rartiru'ar* apolr to
also a bar n
James c ih'kham.

'.?*

®lt»»,

"hluiru,

bid

t

a.roc„ssr.

_■*"£*&■*

COFFEE

of a lar&e number of juvenile cases
the presence on the street late at
night of children of both sexes, police
officials said.
Chief Watts declared the laxity in the
enforcement of the law in recent years
because of the daylight saving
was
movement which made the curfew hour
actually 8.15, instead of 9.15
The city ordinance fixing a curfew
hour provides that children not only shall
be off the streets at 9 15, but must be out
of the theatres unless accompanied byparent or gu rdian. A penalty of $20 for
child and parent is provided after a first |

court

and

warning.
A Huulton ice cream company i; going
and even
to take the seasons by the bridle

manufacture of the summer
weather delight. The Moulton Ice Cream
buildCo. is establishing a cold storage
gallons, j
ing with a capacity of 60,000
winter days, 1
Thus, on these cold, snappy
and packthey will be making ice cream
ing it away in the storage pl-nt, getting j
ready for the summer trade. Thus they
plan to equal.ze the labor.
out the

You

likely lolikeil
■

n

of the convention
Th? officers of the Maine Teachers’ AsHerbert
sociation are: President, G
Foss. Fort Fairfield; vice-president. Miss
Helen M King, IVriland; secretary, A lelbert Gordon, August i; assistant se. retary.
Miss Caroline
Orono; auditor, \S

Colvin,
H. Mann, Auburn; executive committee,
vice president, secretary,
VS nliams, Kumtreasurer and Leroy vs
fold; Edward E Roderick, Bellas;, and
John C. Parlin, Freedom
the president,

L'ath Iron Works Lands

Harvest Equi'pmentI I
1
f Every Description

big Contract

Bath, Oct. 10. Harr> Gilchrest of the
boiler department of tne Hath Iron Works,
Ltd., left Saturday for St Croix to take
measurements for work for which the
Hath lirm has the contract, a big uptake
In addition to that job
for a mill there
the hrm is to build a big tfO-foot smokestack fur the same company.

Ckiluren

g

-/°mm

p

Write today for our
180 page catalog. It's F REE
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me.
Supplying Agricultural h eeds since 1856.

Ory

FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTO R I A

MRS. ALEXANDER BRADLEY'S

FIVE-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER
DANGEROUSLY ILL
Here is a little bit of true life put into ranged stomach, occasional p3ins, pale
face of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull,
letter, Mrs Alexander Biadiey of Dan- |
bury, Conn., says: “After 14 long years twitching eyelids, short dry cough, grindtrying different remedies I have at last ing of the teeth, red points on the tongue,
starting during sleep, slow fever.
found a good medicine—Dr. True’s Elixir
“I was nearly discouraged. I was givA great deal of sickness comes from
ing the oldest girl something nearly every irregular bowels, a vital part of the body.
night, but now I keep a bottle of Dr. At the first signs of constipation give
True's Elixir handy, and only give it ocDr. True’s Elixir—for it is the right kind
casionally. I have tried so many things,
p 1 a ant to take, with no griping or
but now as soon as I see signs of worms,
distressing after effects
I give Of. I rue’s Elixir for quick relief.
A well known New Yorker writes:—
"Jly son, H years Ul asc, was mnajs
“While visiting in historic old Plymouth
and
small
troubled with worms when
(Mass.), my family became acquainted
Dr. True’s’ was unknown to me then.
with your Dr. True's fclixir, the True Famas
I
have
hand
it
on
have
I always
now,
ily Laxative and Worm t ypcller. It does
another small child; They ever! ask for
all you claim for it in aiding digestion
Now please print this letter so
more.
and relieving insomina and constipation.
other anxious mothers may know the
Please ship me six large size bottles, for
good results which follow Dr. True’s mother is in need of
it.’’—Wm. I. Ralph.
Elixir for children suffering with worms
Nearly every grown-up as well as every
and constipation, as I cannot recommend
child needs a laxative.
Keep tne bowels
it too highly.”
Symptoms to watch: Constipation, of- regular by using Ur. True’s Elixir. 40c—
tensive breath, swollen upper lip, de- j 60c—$1.20.

a

—
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W e are headquarters for*
red granite. W'e have in
stock or in transit

■

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St. Cloud, Minn., Red, \\ isconsin Mahogany, Warsaw, Wis., Red,
A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.
IMPORTED

Beers Red,

Balmoral Red

Magda Red,-*

CALL AND SEE THEM.

No collection

no

HEAL, Belfast, Alaine,
everywhat

Collections

pay.

Creditors Mercantile Agency

!!for the

ultimate consumers, and there is
at least a suspicion that they work together whenever there is an opportunity
to squeeze the public purse. It is only when

C. L. FISH, Manager,

j

35 Miller

Belfast, Ml/**

Street,

Write, call

Tel. 370.

or

phone.

Coughs and Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism |

For

and All Aches and Pains

The Standard of Comparison

at

a

Expert
and

at a

price

that fits the purse of the average

The lower body and higher radiator and hood, give this
sedan a distinguished appearance that is heightened
by the crown fenders, drum type head and parking

lamps.
Marked refinements in the chassis and in the famous
Buick Valve-in-Head engine increase the riding comfort and add materially to the inherent Buick qualities
of dependability and performance.

mYEUNG
Inv^Melo*

the gear shift lever has been
lengthened, bringing it up to
the level where the driver's
hand will rest naturally when
released from the steering
neel. Crangmg gears can be
nr quickly
without bending
tot ward or groping for the lever

v

Indigestion, Dyspepsia,

..

I

The Buick Line for 1923 Comprises Fourteen Model*!
Pour*—2 Pass. Roadster, $865; 5 Pass. Touring, $885; 3 Pass.
Coupe, $1175; 5 Pass. Sedan, $1395; 5 Pass. Touring Sedan,
Sixes—2 Pass. Roadster. $1175; 5 Pass. Touring,
$1325.
$1195; 5 Pass. Touring Sedan. $1935; 5 Pass. Sedan, $1985;
4 Pass. Coupe. $1895; 7 Pass. Touring, $1435; 7 Pass. Sedan,
$2195; Sport Roadster, $1625, Sport Touring, $1675. Price*
f. o. b. Buick factories. Ask about the G. M. A. C. Purch***
Plan, which provides for Deferred Payments.
m
*

W. R. GILKEY & SON

D-3»

Repairing

BELFAST, MAINE.
41tf

oT
The Marshall properties, formerly
»D
I
Jonathan Eivvell estate, situated
*• *1
I fast, Northport and Stock ton Spring**
| Iowa:
the

LAND IN
•

For

Sale

A. J

Giles G. Abbott,
Real Estate, Timberlands and
Fire Insurance
HAYFORD BLOCK, BELFAST, MAINE
License and

LAND IN

c*|ldJirt
r9tt

NORTHPORT

1. 1 hat part of the Jonathan
atead lying on the easterly ai*8,^ sal
from Belfaat to Northport tampg
iDflo*eo
adjoining the North Shore, end
ing the beautifully situated
oortMf»
point extending from
the
and weaterly aa the shore
tha cove, unuaually well Iocs or botel, t*
for a large eummer residence
acres.
taining about thirty-four
tpi
ten
2. Aboutone hundred and
rt
southerly of and adjoining
called, on the ro,d
This I®*
H*1*
to
Temple
ground
|(C,ted o"
long shore front and first menu ,r.ed rati
road weaterly of the

]|’xo«4jj

Northn^h,o besdj
run.join ^

«r^^ir

j!ul d'r/nti

Registration
%.

must

extendiogJ*J

Northport Avenue opposite
house, containing about thirty-fou

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

APPLICATIONS,

BELFAST

Lot of about IB acres
4
Northport Av.nue to the shore,''e
or tor
deay-able for summer home
inttr cottage lota.
^
2.
House and lot of one-eighth
»TCsi»
0
adjoining above parcel on Nortnp0
3
The old Preston place, 80
1.

A one-horse jigger wagon.

1922 Auto

J

FOR SALE

Tuning

Phone 126-4.

family.

The Fisher-built body is trimmed and upholstered in
fine plush with hardware of a handsome pattern. Wide
doors with large plate glass windows, adjustable to any
position, give easy access to the roomy compartments.
Silk shades, a soft dome-light and fine carpeting are all
of a quality found only in higher priced closed cars.

Piano

LLOYD D. McKEEN,

The new Buick four cylinder, five-passenger sedan has
every convenience and comfort of the finest closed car
—and

35c and 65c, jara and tube*
Hospital size, $3.00

Modest Cost

The 1923 Buick Four Sedan—$ 1395

Comtmtdtnt Gear Shift Ltvr
In all of the 1923 Buiok models

j

ALL DRUGGISTS

Year ’Round Comfort

j

situation whatever it may be.
Chilblain* or Sore rect.
has
wren-He
Co.,
IISMCI**
»«■**!
___»jin»
j After the report of the commission
I been made regarding soft coal it has inYOU* MOIIY RinHOID,
structions to investigate and report, not

are

~

A. S.

tion of our great forest area is the nounWe have in this State
tain watchman.
are j
sixty-four look-out towers. These
there is a cut in wages that there is any
Some of these
built on mountain tops.
clash between the miners and the operasteel.
towers are of wood and some of
tors.
They vary in height from ten or fifteen
We do not believe the soft coal miners
A wooden
feet to more than sixty feet.
get too high wages. We do believe that
at the
on Pocamoonshine Mt.
tower
the operators have boosted the price of
Machias
of
the
watershed,
land
of
height
coal to an indefensible height. Congress
is 58 feet. The steel tower on Mt Kineo
evidently believing there was something
At each of the several lookis 64 feet.
wrong in the coal business, passed an act
out stations one or two men are employthe President to appoint a comrequiring
fire
of
When there is no danger
ed.
mission to investigate'rhe coal business
the \
they spend their time in improving
Last week the
from every standpoint.
trail leading from the regular patrol President appointed John Hays Hammond
trails to the top of the mountain, bring- as chairman of the commission.
Mr.
and geting in supplies, cutting firewood
Hammond is a mining engineer of world
the
ting ready for dry weather. Then
jrepute. The other members of the comOne of them
real job begins in earnest.
mission are Mr. Marshall, Vice President
tower
from
the
must be at the top of
from 1913 to 1921, George Otis Smith,
daylight to dark and, through first-class | Director of the U. S. Geological Survey, j
around
search
miles
for
binoculars must
Judge Alschuler of Chicago, Clark Howin every direction, for the slightest ap
ell of Atlanta, Dr. Devine of New York
and when first seen
pearance of smoke
and Charlea Neill, chief of bureau
statj City,
be must telephone his chief warden,
of the Southeastern railways. This is an
the location of
j
ing as nearly as he can
exceptionally able and well balanced comthe fire. The cost of mamtsining the ; mission. It ia their duty to dig to the
lookout service in exceptionally long dry j b d rock and to report on the soft coal
in excep- j
summers is about 835,000, and
situation not later than January 15 next.
less
is
sometimes
seasons
wet
tionally
This commisaion has authority to exand
faithfulness
The
than half that sum.
amine,
accounts, take testimony and asefficiency of the watchmen and the patrol certain all the facta connected with coal
the
men working together is shown by
mining,
at in a single year 293 forest fires
It will be remembered that the wage
these
200
of
more
than
and
sported
agreement between the soft coal miners
men
withxtinguished by the patro
and the operators expires on the 21st day
..King assistance from outside their of next
April. The present agreement is
own force.
When it expirea if the presbut a truce.
The Maine Forestry District comprises ent rate of output continues there will be
nearly if not all the so-called wild lands plenty of coal and our railroads and ina
of the State and the law requires that
dustrial plants will have plenty of coal
on hand and the stage will be set for another flim-flam on the public. Congress
MEN
will have all the facta and it is hoped that
Had It
our law-makers will have sufficient sense
•J*U
■<"
Cut*,' Scalds, Barn*, and stamina to deal effectively with the

L".S

cate,) in Swanville, Meight
Belfast on State I, t ,w
contents, also »ta > « ,,j,
.,?**itb
II rods, including shore
tion is one of ih m
*l*»I
west side of the lake u
bf,u
etc.
Property may h. seen b. ,
on premises
S- .t. ;
o
«t anj time, to he o;
(
l0ber 27,
I<t2d, at 7 p m wn
,r
^ 9
reject one or al! ti !«. s-

right.sL,n4h

Koval Entertainment.
The opening meeting of the convent!
the evening ot the ->..i.
re
will take i
will be a concert by the
and a feat r
I ur.day
Bangor aympliony orchestra.
morning the annuii s hoo' mu.ic
anJ
A chorus of 'iOi> voices
will be given.
nil school pupi
an orchestra of 7u pieces,
an.
will be supp'emen'ed by aoioists

lestiva^

LINCOLNVILLE FAIR A SUCCESS

iis to be used exclusively for the preven1
tion
and control of forest fires within the

This important work is carried on in
this State by the Maine Forestry District
which was established by act of the legislature in 1909 and its work is being

Being

creases

^

..

j

the hill* from whence cometh our help.
Our help cometh from the Lotd, which
made heaven and earth. In the noise of
war and rumors of war our hearts this
morning go out in sympathy and prayer
for the multitude of the distressed, the
impoverished, the bleeding, and the dyRebuke the mad ambition and cruing.
Give
el selfishness of men and nations.
cause
us peace in our time, O God, and
war to cease unto tlte ends of the earth.
Accept our thanksgiving for the repose
and protection of the night, for the |
“Fruit-a-tives” or “Fruit Laxo
sweetness and beauty of the morning.
Tablets”
are a marvellous Tonic and
comMay we return to our work in the
unequalled for invigorating and refort of Thv protection and in the enrichThe Lord bless us
building the run-down system.
ment of Thy grace.
and keep us. The Lord make His face to
30c a box, 6 for $2.50, trial sire, 23c.
us.
unto
be
gracious
shine upon us and
At deal rsor from FREIT-A-TIVES
upon
countenance
His
The Lord lift up
In the name of the ; Limited, OODE.YSBUKG, Y.Y.
us and give us peace.
Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Amen.
Ghost
tax of one and three-fourths mills on a
—Rev. J. J. Muir,
dollar shall be assessed annually upon all
Chaplain U. S. Senate
the property within the district.
This

_ivc5T FIRfc PROTHC1ION

Oct.
This Association will Meet in Bangor
arc
2J, 26 and 27. and Preparation,
Made to Give Them a

remarks a
ity standards of production.
native pessimist, ’’the nail may or may
not be strong enough to hang one s self
the other in
on after he his looked over

COTTAGE

o»k sale
At Swan I.akr, near
dance

j

CECIL STOWE

in kindness, love
the hearts of those who
and
will
come in contact with you, and you
never be forgotten.”
name

we

CLIFF

Teaciiers.

About the only thing t&at can be
i bought in Germany today for one mark
“Under t le present qual
i is a wire nail.

|

will come much nearer to it than
whose lazinesa and despondency
make them give it up as unattainable
vere

thoae

Almighty God,

Annual Convention Of Maine

prices

in prices.”
thousand marks
war a
Before the
would pay for twenty suits of clothes
1
a
ve*t.
Today that sum will purchase
urer and rrpresentatives of our late allies
A good piano couid be b< ught then for
for the purpose of making an agreement
900 marks, a sum now required for a pair
undtr which their debts to the United of boys’ shoes.
f ive hundred pre war
Now marks sufficed to build a small house,
States might ultimately be pm I.
quartet numbers
while now it scarcely foots the bill tor j
une oi ine mov
we
are told that Sir Robert Stevenson
woolen
stockings
j two pairs of women’s
tkc com
Horne, chancellor of the British ex- Two pounds of better can be found on catio
exh biticm to hr given on r riday
chequer, says that the conference is in- the market today for 4t*0 marks, or the afternoon
Groups of pupil* selected
will hive drill*,
from several schools
definitely postponed. This action, they pre-w’ r price of a m lch c<»w
larches,
v>ne cannot gei a
dances, old and modern, fancy
tell us, is
in consequence of the politifor the former price of a sewing maa fashion show and a pig-ant
cal situation in England.” Everybody
will he
chine.
Fiftv marks once bought a lad>’s
Among fhe prominent speakers
in this country knows what the words
silk dress; now it will buy a cheap hand- ; Dr. Albert Bushneil Hart, professor of
There was a time, some eight history and gt veminent at Harv ard. Dr
kerchiet.
“indefinitely postponed” mean.
I years ago, when one could get a bottle of j Fannie Dunn, professor of rural education
for what it costs now to ride at teachers’ college, Columbia l niversity,
The American consumer is being told champagne
on
the subway. Two ciga ettes are Dr. H. E Burton, professor of Latin at
that
the
and
traders
profiteers
free
by
worth what a hundred of the same quail- Lartmouih; Prof. J J Mahoney of Boston
the
cost of living is going to be increased $3,* tv cost in 1914
University; Charles Sw ain 1 homa- of
A radio address by
To follow the daily rise in prices of the Atlantic Monthly
: 000,000,000 a
year because of the new
the Berlin newspaper readDr. A O ihomas, Maine superintendent
tariff. The total duties collected under present time,
er must pay six marks for a copy of his
of schools, Will be heart! at a genera! conIt
the new tariff will be about $400,000,000 favorite
vention session Thurslay evening
journal. In the “good old days
We fail to understand why du- the paper cost him sixty times less, or will be broadcast from Springfield. Mass
a year.
In addition to the general sessions, there
ties which aggregate $400,000,000 should ten pfennigs.
will be the u*ual department and group
increase the cost of living seven and a
meetings covering all branches of e ucaCURFEW LAW IN PORTLAND.
! half times that sum.
tional work, which will be conducted by
1
will Maine teachers and some from other
‘Figures wont lie, but liars will figStarting Nov 1st, the curfew law
states
The-e sessions arc for the exure
be enforced rigidly in Portland. Th.s acchange of ideas and the discussion of proin
recent
appearance
tion
follows the
blems and often constitute the real meal

one

your
mercy on

and

on

Could Hardly Stand on
•
He Took FRUIT-A-TIVES”

A. 1. BROWN. Editor.

“Write

GERMANY’S

later than July 15, on the existing con-

The Republican Journal

Land in Stockton

be sworn to.

SpreP

^

MAURICE YV. LuRD
Notary Public.

w‘

Justice of the Peaca

Hayford Block. Belfast, Mauit

tf4
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Central Maine Power

Truth Plainly Stated.
never have been i.olairP not and
alTairs, in trade, in social
in money
__iook at our loans,our commerce,

W

ted

miner*
,ing personal relationships
the *ver':fiit.os with individuals abroad
of oUL isolated only in the political aenae
we
keep out of the
vensc that
-<e

P°lltlC3f

Washington said,
which to

that,

governments

as

have a set of primary
have none, or a very

as

relation”—foreign governments
Waabmgton’i words again,
quote
tb'1’'
the ciuses of
in controversies,
to our co
‘Teh are essentially foreignway
*w ..
we are
i fiat i* the only
thank God ior that pro,to

isolated”_and

alTa.rs politically—keep
"at"1!*1 foreign
awful object lesson flames to the
*

An

before our very eyes. Turkey,
arc the an
Minor and the Balkans
th red and recking answer. Every
if we had gone into
now sees ill at,
ratified what Lord
eJliue of Nations,
d as the infamous treaty of
Rrvce brand
and been trapped into the so-

2
»

■

!a

enn

J2l

Versailles

c •iled
»■ be

“

mandate,”

Armenian

we

could

poor out more billions
money to pay all the ex" American
would
„f another war; and, what
C .nlinitely sadder, we could now be ob? d to sending tens of thousands of
men to blazing lands lo
American young
blood.
Extinguish the flames with their
hands olf of
aim only must we keep
but the *10,000,000,000
Europe politi .Hr,
from us, every dolthat Europe borrowed
a legal and a moral
0[ winch is a just,
I hey say they ctn•
debt must be paid.
can and do af„ot afford to pay; yet they
armies greater
ford prodigious standing
World war, they can and
tban before the
vast sums for military
do afford lo spend
can and do afford
,ndnav al purposea, they
They say
and to make war.
IB plan war
to pay, yet they got
Ojgy cannot afford
ternisitof victory the n ost extensive
accessions and material gains in the
Let us get from
bstory of conquest.
owe us
tbese nations what they honestly
and keep out of their political affairs.
If only we will uphold American prinabide by American
ciples, if only we will
"the
traditions, if only we will be true to
assure
faith of our fathers,” we will
and
prosperity and happiness to ourselves
our children’s children;
our children and
and we al o will make America the hope
of the
of mankind and the salvation
world. Europe is devastated by greed and
suspicion, by hatred and ambition, and
Vesuvian
Asia, seemingly, approaches
t eir
eruption. Americans cannot stay
bestow
upon
madness even though we
and
spray
them every dollar we possess
of
drop
lupou old world passions every
lour young m -n’a blood.

°t

required

to

all

Soon, historically speaking,

It

in defense of their interests, rights
honor whenoutraged, violated and attack
ter(d, but who are then, and only then,
J.
wrath.—(By Hon. Albert
•ible in

(everidge.

Consuming

the

Flood.

Fuel

Faced by the simPle fact that

one

ton

of about one
kt tuet o\\ Witt do the work
and two-thirdi tons of coal, the demand
the world’s merchant marine for oil
aouotiog with striking rapidity. A
ion ofavfrage fueloil means a trille more
ban six barrels, and a fair average price
oday would run about $1.35 a barrel,
'rice, therefore, is not the compelling arTechnical advantages and savnment.
Oil
igs in hbor carry the most weight.
uel does its work with about one-third
he number of men required for coal.
The first result of tns growing popu
irity of oil is to check the flood of fuel
liltiiat has been sending its prcssteadiProduction has been
j down for years
argely in excess of domestic consumpion the refineries produced about 4,660,100,000 gallons in 1916, whereas the do
atsti
msumption was only about 3,7U6,100.000 gallous, and the stocks on hand
loDec. 31 amounted to more than 720.60.000 gallons. Since then, not only has
lie annual production increased by many
illions of gallons, but the stocks on band
Last year they
live increased likewise.
lire more than 1.320,000,000 gallons, folowing a production of more than 9,500,100.000 gallons and a domestic consumption of only 7,000,000,000 gallons.
lhe recent changes on laud have been
Pubii noteworthy as those on the sea.
ic utility power plants are now using oil
in much larger quantities and lessening
their consumption of coal. New England
power plants, for example, increased their
oil consumption last year by more than
13.000 gallons. Everywhere the Diesel
type of engines are making headway.

The

i
Some

£

The railroads, too,

are

heavy

users

the youth had progressed sufficiently
to give a graphic story of his experi-

storms

ences.

time

For ns long as he could remember
he had been confined to a dark cell,
Into which the sun had never peneHe had been visited once a
trate 1.
day by a man who washed and
dressed him and fed him a ration of
bread and water. It was this man
who had taught him to write the
words "Kaspar Hauser,” which Professor Daumer believed to be u false
name given to him in order to mislead
the authorities and to conceal his real
Identity. Finally, he declared, he had
and led Into the
been blindfolded
street where the police had found him.
The young man's story naturally
created a vast amount of comment In
all sections of Europe and the Daumer
house became the center of attraction
for the curious, many of whom maintained that they might he able to Identify lluuser, but none of whom were
able to produce the proof of their contention.

Joy of Work.
ago, President Eliot

The next development In the mystersurcircumstances
of
ious
chain
rounding the youth, came about live
months after Hauser’s discovery by
the police, when lie staggered into
Professor Daumer's library, half-blinded by the blood which dripped troin
an open gash in Ids forehead. It was
some time before he recovered consciousness sufficiently to state that a
masked man had struck at him with a
saber, that he had dodged the blow
and that his assailant had fled before

was

speaking to an audience of Labor men
one Sunday afternoon in Kaneuil Hall at
a meeting of the Council of the Central

Srom

He gave them an ad1 Libor Union.
dress, as he always does, packed with
good, sound sense. The following Sun-

j

day afternoon President Driscoll of the
Central Labor Union was addressing a
similar audience in the saint. place, and
at one point he looked up and said,
“President Eliot talked to you last Sunday about the joy of work.” And instantly q wave of loud, derisive laughter
The idea that
swept over that audience.
any mail could be so utterly silly as to
talk about the joy of work seemed to
I
those men like a kind of bitter joke.
suppose that laughter was auout the sad
dest thing that old f aneuil Hail had heard
Those men were losing
in many a day.
the sense of joy and pride in their work
without realizing that thereby they were
Men and women
losing their own souls.
will not be saved by sermons and sacraunless
they are also be
ments ou Sunday
nig saved on the other six days in the
week by the work they do and by the
spirit they put in to it.
It was a man who lived in a hot climate—he had not been there long, but
had grown very tired ot it—who said it
was the curse of God that men were compelled to eat their bread in the sweat of
How little he knew! Work
their brows.
Man finds himself through
is a blessing.
his work,
by doiug his best work he atHe has a
tains his highest development.
challenge to meet physically, intellectually, and morally by doing honest work,
whatsoever his hands or his head linds to
do, heartily and well.
There are a lot of people in every community who are going to the devil because they have nothing to do—-some of
them in limousines, some of them in
Eords, and some of them on foot, but
they are all going, as 1 said, mainly because they have nothing else to do. They

I
i

j

j
j

;

They

be could give the alarm. The inference which the police drew from the
nttack was that the same person who
had Imprisoned the boy was now striving to kill him, lest he divulge the
secret of his birth.

Shortly afterward, the ease came to
of the wealthy Lord
the attention
Stanhope, who, convinced that Hauser
was of uristocrntic and perhaps of
royal parentage, adopted him and sent
him under guard to Anspach, where
Some three years
he was educated.
later. Lord Stanhope arrived in Anspach with the intention of taking his
protege hack to England with him. On
the morning of the day that they were
to leave Hauser received a note, telling him to come to a certain place
where he would learn the secret of Ills
birth. Less than a hour later the English nobleman heard moans from outside his apartment and, opening the
door, was just in time to catch Hauser
as he fell, blood welling from a knifeHe had barely
wound In his side.
gasped the words. “Uzen monument—
palace grounds” when he fell dead.
Lord Starhope hurried to the Uzen
monument and found there a slip of
paper bearing, in the young man’s

consuming about 45,000,000 baryear.
The consequences of this slow revolution in fuel requirements are not to be
neasured alone in technical gains.
They
teach through to issues of international
importance. Tbe struggle among the
toger sea powers to maintain adequate
applies for their navies is already family When each country must add to
They don’t want to
are unemployed.
toils powerfully increasing domestic deonly desi.e to be amused, and
they
work,
tund, and particularly if, through lack of that is the rum of them. There are otheis
“•sight, any one country becomes too who -are unemployed from necessity,
“Pendent on oil for its heavy equipment
j They are not skillful either in hand or
md
machinery, then the race will be not brain, and they find themselves ou1. of
h>
“7
tbelstrongest and largest producer, 1 work. Alas for them all ! Except for
mi to the
longest-lived. We shall have j the little children and the aged and the
“Plomacy lending an eager ear to geolo- invalids I am sorry for any that have
uto, and peace treaties written with
Work is a blessing, but it
to do.
ton a keener eye to gushers.—<*Tora nothing
! must be work under human conditions,
••ton Herald.
The severity of it must be judged by reaIt must not be the
son and cousience.
work that brutalizes, but tue work that is
Economies.
euobling, and when that work is done
The splendid effect of Ihe budget rnetli- under right conditions and in the right
one ot the greatest gifts that
»of haudliug the
government's expen- mood it is
In order that we
Murcs u evidenced in the record of the God has made to miu
that we
_ostoflice Department, wh re hundreds may move ahead it is necessary mood.—
•
thousands of dollars have been saved should do our work in that finer
Human Relations by Dean Charles R.
*aSt **sca* yeal *n the bu>'lu‘f
brown in Christian Register.

He now

teli

a

handwriting, the cryptic messnge:
“Kaspar Hauser—murdered at the age
of twenty-one. Know by this that I
come from the Bnvarian frontier on
the river. The Initials of my name are
M. L. B.”
And not even the offer of a reward
of 5,000 florins by Lord Stanhope nor
the Investigations of countless amateur and professional detectives could

|

j

e\rr

the

Post Office

'•pj6
of buying supplies,
jhdtr *Sthe old system
swarded
were

in'

to

various

!*“,f°r furnishing such supplies
ordered during a fixed period
j®*
The
.■

as

His Complaint.
,.,!>•
"As the song has it. we nr,
poor weak mortals, after all.”
“Admitted,” said Mr. Qrumpson
“What I object to is the large number of persons with no other visible
means of support who draw fat salaries for telling us how weak we are.”

of :
.*■
bidders were without inforcompiled by the U. S. Bureau of
Juh
!“n as to the exact quantities that Rublic1, Roads
Tbe registration of all
,
° °e
or^er<;d and so they could I
the United
lot
classes of motor vehicles in
their
prices
as
Of
oriinarily
they
Kn,uUt°“
Stales on that dale was 10,620,471
who|esale lots.
h a
number 1,006.605 were motor trucks,
this
t*le Qew system supplies are purcent over the numan increase of 16 per
specified quantities, This perber of motor trucks that ware registered
e b'dders to
give accurate and
was a very
lo»..
®er estimates.
in January 1, 1922. There
number of motor
ianomies effected by tbe new pur- appreciable increase
i
to the increase in the number
methods have far surpassed ex- buses due
in rural and suburban
"'°»a- While the downward trend of motor buses
of pasi|
routes operated for the carrying
ls Partly
responsible for reductioni :68
This increase in registration ot
sengers.
®ths. p“rcbaaing coats, the biggest part motor trucks and motor buses bears out
'* ^ue to the improved buy*»m..kV!,n®
that the only factor which
*•
The Postoffice Department the statement
tut »„ »
the development of motor
2,080,000 pounds of paper is retarding
for the carrying of freight
per ceQtOn stationery the transportation
disand p .ssengers in rural and suburban
*ven ®reater• amounting to
2(1 Per
As fast
tricts is the lack of good roads.

Ever Thus.
An Egyptian mummy with bobbed
hair has been found. They are now
digging for her horn-rimmed spec-

tacles.

■

ih»La1
lajlre^.,n

i

said Coyo e Joe,
of these here optimists?”

“Bob,”

p*-*.?.®

“Well, answered Broncho Bob,

as

Children Ory
for
FLETCHER’S

Astoria

improved

highways

are

called plersure vehicles.—Courier-Gazette.
ber of

so

“as

as

All that Is known of the early history of' "Mrs. Henrietta Robinson," the

palpably

assumed name of the woman
rests beneath the numbered headstone at Mattewan, Is that
she win of either English or Canadian
origin and that she came to Troy, N
Y-, In 1881, being always well supplied with funds from a source which
remained concealed even during the
rigid Investigation which followed her
arrest on the charge or murder.
Some months after “Mrs. Robinson"
settled In Troy a strange and appar-

whose body

FOR FLETCHER’S

I

CASTOR

Rear-view mirror.
Exhaust heater.

Handsomenickel-plated bumpers,

IS years of her life senpassed, in .Sing Sing penitentiary. Sfhe was then moved to the
Auburn State I’risoti for the Insane,
where site remained for IT years, and
finally to the Asylum of the Criminally
Insane at Mattewan, where the woman
The first

of mystery finally died on May 4, l&Oo,
I Hiring all
after
years in prison.
this time, however, she never wrote a
letter nor spoke a word, save to her
lawyer who visited iter tit regular intervals and who admitted that ids

Potter’s field

at

Arm rest

before, the other after the
These early oratorios, which
sermon.
the
shortly gained renown, bringing
dealt with such
into

performed

Oratory

repute,

Biblical subjects as the Prodigal Son.
he Good Samaritan, and Tobit and
he Angel.

Conditions

Catarrh is a local disease greatly influit
enced by constitutional conditions.
therefore requires corl5Sit,'i^£,*3L
MEDICINE
ment.
HALL'S CATARRH
is taken internally and acts through the
Blood upon the Mucous Surfaces of the
System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
gives the patient strength by improving
the general health and assists Nature In

doing

its work.

Ohio._

An upper tenement of four rooms,
■ large shed and barn, city water and
electric lights. Apply to

MRS. MARGARET P. WOOD,

tf40

I

on

each side of

10 Vine

Stress

investment. There is no rea-

rear

Cord Tirea Standard

Equipment

BIG-SIX SEDAN
(SPECIAL)
Completely equipped

as

illustrated

*2650

THIS

YEAR

STUDEBAKER

A

IS

SHINGLES -Results CountTHE PIONEER CHIROPRACTOR

We have a tun line of shingles
in our yard on Primrose street
at reasonable prices, delivered
without charges.

MILTON B. HILLS
Tel. 205

^

^
HAND MADE

Collars

Georgia A. Davis
80 MAIN STREET

Monday, Wednesday

Prices
Call and
office

Friday.

II

I"—

I"

II.

!

■>■■11'

■!
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rwlOU CANT ENJOY LIFE
with a sore, sour, bloated stomach. Food does not nourish.
Instead it is a source of misery, causing
pains, belching, dizziness and head-

p^j

aches.
The person with a bad stomach
should be satisfied with nothing less
than permanent, lasting relief.
IJ The right remedy will act upon the
linings of the stomach, enrich the blood,
aid in casting out the catarrhal poisons
and strengthen every bodily function.
€fl The large number of people who
have successfully used Dr. Hartman's
famous medicine, recommended for all
catarrhal conditions, offer the strongest
possible endorsement for

them at the Jour-

nal

AMYL. WILSON,
SUE M.

PARTRIDGE.^

TOT
Undertaker

J

Tie Circlet it more than a Brassiere. It's

SeH-Adjostini, and simply slips orer
the bead, clasps at the waist aad aaderarm, aad smeotha eat Of ly liaes.

Pe-ru-nA

If your dealer cum ’f pa tit. sand actual
Oust measure, noma, address and
Sl.00. We H send the Circlet prepaid. Sires 34 to 48.

IN SERVICE FIFTY YEARS
Licensed Embalmer

lb

in.mi

Maine.

■«

.—...

»

Tel. 61-3

HHICHESTER SPILLS
1UB vuau.iv

Special

We wish to inform the public that wt
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROET Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.
tf47

1882

At 72 Main Sheet, Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker
ORRIN J. DICKEY
Insurance
Fire, Liability, Automobile
PYTHIAN BLOCK.

IPhone 316-3

House for Sale
ON SALMOND STREET.
All modern improvements and garage.
My address is No. 78 Water Street, Randolph, Me. Can be in Belfaat any SaturJ. F. SYLVESTER.
day p. m.

wanted
Second

Hand

SOLD BY DRUGG!S1S

Range

Belfast, Maine

Dr. A, M.

FOR SALE
price second Hand purloi
and kitchen stoves,

Ki.ihen

State price lirst letter.

jmsrs known ss Best* C ^ISst.Ahr3ytRs^Shk

Loir

East Itth St., New York. Dep’tM.

Box 185,

r

are

SINCE

fj\

bd!c«t Ask your DrujwUt foe
Chl-ches-ter S Diamond Brul/JW
k Pills In Bed Sad Mold meulUcVl^
R boxes, scaled with Blua Ribbon, w

Notice

Nemo Hygienic-Fashion Institute
120

TABLETS OR LIQUID
SOLD EVERYWHERE

License 377.

Belfast,

9 to 11 o’clock A. M.

OF THE STOMACH

$1, $2 and $3
see

and

CATARRH

Made of Chinese grass linen, also
voile and net, and trimmed with
real lace. Cuff's or front to match
if desired.

free.

AH Druggists. Circulars
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo.

as an

Studebaker stands for satisfaction.

The Banks Garage

Mattewan, a he.d88.
tlte number

treasured by all music lovers, as being
largely responsible tor the institution
of oratorios, u form of composition employed by the greatest of musicians.
.St. Philip founded in 1531 the religious
,rder of the Oratory or praying place,
and with the intention of drawing
fathers
youths to the church, the old
of the Oratory instituted oratorios,
the one
pieces divided into two parts,

name

seat.

Large door pockets.

stone bearing only

St. Philip Founded Oratory.
The memory of St. Philip should be

The

to pay more.

shield with rain visor.

thing?"
Who supplied the tunds with which
the lawyer was paid?
The answers to these and as many
with
more unsolved riddles connected
this woman of mystery lie concealed
beneath that simple headpiece In the

Consider the Big-Six Sedan
son

Jeweled eight-day clock.

absolute, leaving as a heritage some
of the most puzzling questions In the
history of criminal proceedings:
Wlmt was the woman's real name

refuse for more than half a century
to make any plea for leniency?
What did she mean by her statebe
ment that she "had promised to
silent, to die without betraying any-

cover.

Artistic coach lamps
Opalescent corner reading
lights.
Dome light and courtesy light
Three-piece rain-vision wind-

services had loin paid for by "certain
influential per- n..-*-' whom lie was
not at liberty to i.ame.
All that was known of “Henrietta
Robinson" was that she played the
of
organ at Slug Sing with the touch
a master musician and that she died
us she hud lived—in silence, utter and

and where hud she come from?
Had she poisoned tlte merchant and
his young guest and, if so, with what
motive?
Why had she insisted upon concealing her face during the trial?
If she were Innocent, why did she

And finally, compare the equipment and appointments.

rear.

wheels (complete
Two
with tires and tubes) earned
on front fenders.
Ventilator in cowl
Thief-proof transmission lock.
Uphol'terv ot rich mohair velvet p>ush with top lining and
floor carpets to match.
extra

tenced to death—a decree which was
Inter commuted to life Imprisonment
hy order of the governor, though not
before "Mrs. Rohtnson" bad made her
one formal statement in the shadow

tence were

front and

Spacious trank with

gazed at."
The request was not repeated and,
af’. r a deliberation of several hours,
of
a
verdict
the
returned
Jury
"Ouilty” and the prisoner was sen-

traying anything."

Get behind the wheel yourself. Test its performance, its
comfort. Check its appearance with any car at any price. And
don’t overlook this point: Studebaker has more than 3,000
branches and dealers throughout the country who are always
ready to render efficient service.

radiator shell,
motomcter and ornaments
rad.ator cap.
Automatic windshield wiper.

plated

Nickel

fused to say a word even to her lawyer.
To ndd to the air nr mystery which
surrounded the entire case, the defendant insisted upon appearing in
court shrouded In a heavy black veil
which effectually concealed her features. Al! during the trial she sat.
Impassive and unmoved, apparently
taking not the slightest interest in the
conduct of the proceedings. When the
state had concluded its case, a comparatively flimsy structure of circumstantial evidence, the counsel for the
defense arose and, admitting that he
had not n shred of direct evidence to
offer, introduced the plea of insanity.
At the conclusion of the trial and
before delivering his charge to the
Jury, the presiding Judge called attention to the fact that no one in the
court had seen the defendant's face
and requested "Mrs. Robinson” to lift
her veil.
Slowly and with great dignity she
arose, but made no effort to comply
with the court's request.
“I am here," she stated, in a voice
which penetrated to every corner of
the crowded courtroom, "to undergo
most painful ordeal, not to be
a

_

1A

EQUIPMENT

ently Inexplicable tragedy occurred.
A merchant and a young woman who
was living with his family dropped
dead at the table. A post-mortem examination showed that they had been
poisoned and, despite the absence of
motive, "Mrs. Robinson," who had
been present, was arrested, but re-

FOR RENT

Children Cry

Compare this Big-Sis Sedan with the most expensive cars.
Check the body with any body built, compare the chassis
construction, look into the endurance records of the Big-Six
as compared with any other car.

commonplace by comparison.

of the gallows:
•When I am dead," she declared,
"nil will die with me. I have promised to be silent, to die without be-

can

If you pay wore than the Big-Six price, you may buy more
weight, but it is impossible to get finer materials or better
craftsmanship than are used by Studebaker.

even In the face of
the law's
most
determined
effort*
which makes fiction appear pale and

the hand.”—Washington Star.

completed

there is in the vicinity of those highways
ot
immediate increase in the number
numsuch motor vehicles as well as the

one

I kin make out, an optimist is a
feller that kin look at a pair of deuces
an imagine it’s as good as three kings;
’aTi still have sense enough not to bet on

near

^uctin1

cen*8*

“what’s

The Studebaker Big-Six Sedan delivers everything you
ask of a motor car.

!

identity concealed

Catarrhal

Harmless Cheer

j

I

throw the slightest light upon
birth or death of this human

enlgmn.

The freight carryiu i business of the
nation is turning' more and more to highas indicated by staway transportation
as of
tislics of motor vehicle registration

coin*

TV the {’fitter's field Just
outside
the gloomy anils of the Asylum for
the Criminally Insane at Mattewan,
N. Y., there Is a
headpiece which
bears the number "88"—and, back of
this simple Inscription, Is a story of

wards developed, was the only clue
he could give to his past.
Prof. G. F. Daumer of the University
of
Nuremberg, hearing about the
strange case, took the young man to
his home--amazed not only by the
fact that he could neither talk nor
walk, but that he would eat nothing
but bread and water. The professor,
however, started to educate him at
once and In a surprisingly short time

Union Gas station is one of the
Company’s oldest plants. Originally intended to develop ll.UU horse power it has
delerioiated to a point where it supplied
only a fraction of that amount
1 he station is to be thoroughly remodeled and a new generat'ng unit installed.
Fifty men are now employed on this job
and it is hoped to have the station in
operation by December 1.
The largest of the Company’s present
activities to develop more power is al
Skowhegan where a new fourth unit is
being installed. This unit will add 4300
more horse pow'er to that big station and
bring its total output up to over 16,000
horse power.
The work at this station is
going on with hut few changes and no
interruptions, because the plant was originally built to accommodate four units.
The Company, by installing this unit,
will take advantage of a larger source ol
power because a considerable amount of
water which has been running to waste
be
over the Skowhegan dam will now
utilized.

and

TX7HEN the police of Nuretnburg
v
first discovered this youth, apparently about eighteen years of age,
leaning up against a wall In one of
the public squares with his hnnds over
his eyes to protect them from the
glare of the sun, they nt first thought

In an effort to discover something
about his identity, one of the police
officials offered him a pencil which,
much to the surprise of those present,
he seized and wrote the two words
"Kaspar Hauser,” which, as It after-

The

man-

Jl

“NUMBER 88”

that he was gome Idiot who had escaped from a sanitarium. But Investigation soon developed that here was a
case as unique as that of the man In
the Iron mask, and resembling It In a
number of ways.
Not only were the boy’s eyes weak,
but his muscles were as flabby ns
those of an Infant and the soles of
his feet were convex, like those of a
baby that has never learned to walk.
He had to be carried bodily to police
hendiiunrters and even there, the sight
of the commonest objects appeared to
terrify him, while the slightest of
sounds caused him to cover his ears
and wince as If his ear-drums were
accustomed only to total silence. On
the other hnnd, his face Indicated
that he was of good parentage, and
the clothing which he wore was fashioned of the softest, finest materials.

was

temporarily by

Emnhasize Its Value

WHO WAS KASPAR HAUSER?
will be supplied

evident that more power muat
be ready.
The demand was increasing
s eadily and gave every prospec
of continuing to increase. The comp iny wished
to keep its power development at least
a year
ahead of the demand so it gladly
embarked on the opportunity to add to
its power resources.
The order has just been placed for ihe
new 1500 horse power unit for Deer Kips
Station
In addition to this new unit there will
be added a 4,0i)0 KVA synchronous condenser in order to improve voltage conditions.
A new transmission line will be
built from the station to Lewiston which
will mean additional capacity and improved voltage likewise. As this line
will be on a separate pole line it will give
greater security from interruption.
These improvements will mean much
toward increasing the power and light
service in Lewiston and vicinity.
The redevelopment of the Union Gas
Station at Waterville will mean as much
for the improvement of service in Waterville and vicinity.
It will mean that the
distributing station at Waterville will get
service even if the high tension lines entering the city are put out of commission

kind may be in utter chaos and crying out
for some steady, serene and stable exampie of order and freedom, successfully
combined In that supreme hour of human destiny let America beGcd’sholy
answer. ,So will the stricken nations look
and
upon a liberty-loving, self restrained
happy people; and looking on that beatilic
reality, take heart again, cleanse themaelves of war lust and follow the Ameriworld and
can plan of peace with all ttie
plan
goodwill to all mankind—follow theloathe
ofl people who despise,disdain and
never draw sword except
irmed

conflict,

power

ingdale.

Lnal

I

Inis additional
follows:

One thousand additional horse power
from th redevelopment of the so-called
“Union Gas and Electric Company” plant
on the Messalonskec Stream
in Waterville.
One thousand, five hundred additional
horse power by placing another unit in
the Deer Kips Station in Lewiston
Four ttiiunnl, three hundred addition
al power by adding a fourth genersting
u lit in its big new plant at Skowi ei an.
When ihe plant at Skowhegan was
completed it w -s supposed that there
wou d be sufficient power dev el< pi d for
the normal requiiements for some time
to come.
Yet within a brief period of tin e there
The Comcame the call for more power.
pany’s power reserve was reduced to a
low margin It became necessary to back
up this demand by generating electricity
from steam at its reserve plant in Farm-

us

Me

fl

Comparison Will

M aine.

adventures and intri-

schemes,
foreign

,1

Co

To keep up with the insistent demand
for more power’ in the central part of
Maine the Central Maine Power Company
lias begun construction at three of its
present power plants which will mean
6600 additional horse power of hydroelectric power for the industrial heart of

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

fKLtPHOMs 336-3

27tf

J. A LSI IN McKEEW

~FlNElim

FOR SALE

Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1-4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
Excellent summer or year round
office.
MAURICE W. LORD
dwelling.
tf45
Hayford Block, Belfast, Me.

AUTOMOBILE
TRIMMING
Auto tops, curtains and cushions made and repaired. Slip
covers for all cars.
Special
Ford Sedan slip covers.

LORD & CO.
Tel. 343-3

Room

to

Let

All modern conveniences—
tront

comer room.

The

Apply

Journal Office.

to
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Women Need More
and Better Blood

THE

North Vt'aldo Pomona

CHURCHES

To be strong, well, equal to demands
of home, society, omce or shop.
It is a jaet proven bvthon-and* of

SerFirst Cmversaust Church
vice* will be held next Sunday morning
Sermon by the Rev.
at 10.43 a. m
T. B Gregory, and music by the choir.
A cordial welcome is extended to all.

voong or older *om“n.
The meet common ailments of
women drain an 1 weaken the system
and sometime-- r—u,t in anemia, nervous weakness, general break-down.
Hood's Sarsapai "a gives the H •!
r. m memore vitality and lietter c

People's MethMETHODIST CHU RCH.
odist Church, Rev. Charles W Mart n,
pastor; parsonage. No. 7 Court St.; teleppone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
Sunday school, 12 m Evening
at 10.45.
Prayer meeting this,
service at 7.30.
Thursday, evening at 7.30.

gratefn! letters that Hood's '»r*ato
parilla is remarkably beneficial

stronger nerves, and contributeIt:’
the length and ei» yim

Memorial

Bradbury

The

11

nearing completion
Through the courtesy of Hon. Norman
H White of Northport and Brookline.
with
Mim, The Journal local editor
others was given the privilege Tuesday
afternoon of inspecting the building from
and
cellar to top floor. The hospital is all
for it as
more than what has been claimed
it is ideally arranged, beautifully light d,
suitably ventilated and well heated. All
the floors are to be of hard pine, the walla
white and the doors, etc. of bard wood.
The furniahinga and all the fittings
moat upare to be of white iron with the

The cellar contains a coal bin of a
twenty five ton capacity just opposite the
immense heater furnished by the AmeriIt is working
can Heating Company.
now and gives the be?t of satisfaction.
Near this i» a small heater connected

with the hot water tank for summer use
only. In the front cellar is the large
laundry, where all the building's washing
will be done.
The main entrance to the hospital is on
the side which opens into a large ball and
from this to a hall that runs through the
middle of the building on all three floors
with winding stairs connecting them. At
the right of the main entrance is the waitat the left the superintendents,
ing
and business office and just-upposite these
room,

large toilet room. On the firsPfloor
front are four large private rooms. In
the rear of this floor is a diet kitchen,
a

separate aide entrance and opposite it is the nurses’ dining room. This
section is cut off entirely from the main
with

a

tingling through the vein*. The body
becomes ruddy with the glow of health,
the mind casta off it* d row a: ness and becomes once more alert and active; there
comes new iife, new energy and a new
After a
feeling of ability to do things never j of six cindidates were presente 1 ar.d
thought of before
As the hour for dinner had
Join, today, the vast army of those duly elected
a bountiwho have been mane healthy and strong arrived a recess was taken and
Throw s'T the p sons th^t ful feast enjoyed
Every human being is e t.Ued to health, by Tanlac
It >s posit vely are ruining your digestion, weakening
to order
happiness and success
The meeting was again called
Do not your nerves, making your liver torpid,
with less
wrong to be satisfied
sang.
choir
agun
the
and
health as
causing headaches, bs.-ksches and crip- at an early hour
fold your hands and accept ill
introsomething you cannot avoid or overcome. pling you with rheumatism and otner de- The candidates were immediately
women
of the
structive diseases
Tens of thousands of men and
duced and instructed in the lessons
testifrom all parts of the country have
the color to your cheeks snd the
G H. Stevens. MasBring
of
Pomona
"degree
worth
living
fied that life has been made
spark! of health to your eyes Be robust, ter of the host gran e, extended fra terns
to them after they had almost given up strong and sturdy.
T ou esn do this and
who
ones
and Clara D. Ttork responded
These are the fortunate
hope
you owe it to yourself, your future, your greetings
strength
and
health
to
have been restored
of the visitors
nowact
to
in
behalf
briefly
the world a family,
and
by the use of Tanlac, by far
Carrie Spaulding was called upon
Tanlsc from vour nearest druggist
Get
medicine.
tonic
most celebrated
followwatch how quickly you begin
poem,
SDd
a
an
original
with
today
Tanlac
brings
that
responded
They all agree
to eat better, sleep better, feel better «nd
to every
ed with a song b> the choir.
feeling of new life and energy
blood work better.
the
sends
and
talk on
the
body
of
ortion
O. B. Dow gave an interesting
_
the
Japanese
‘‘Are
the following aubject:
SEaRSMONT
remarks
THORNDIKE
a
peril?” Mr. Dow cioaed his
1

Inspiring and
Bring
Hopeful Messages to Those
Who ere Sick jn Body and
|
Spirit.
Cheerful.

at

Mrs

Mass.,
Mrs. Helen Bragdon.
Mr. and Mrs. Don

Reynolds

for dressmaking.
Mr.

of Matta

Mr. J

L. Marcia and son Norman
her sister, Mrspassed the week-end with
Frank Linnell, at Main stream.
G. M., inMrs. Lelia Roberts, D. D.
Chapter,
Drummond
A
spected Joseph
was
O E. S., Oct 12. The attendance
Mrs.

r.

the birth

three aides and

on

an

light overhead.

Next

operating

is the

room

dressing room.
The sterilizing

room

immense electric
the left of the

to

surgeons’ private
is fi.led with elec-

tric appliances of the most modern types.
An ambulance has been ordered and is
Mr. White poin’ed out
being built now
the ease with whi h a patient can be
brought to the hospital from a distance,
taker, into the main entrance, carried
with wheel chair to the entrance of the

elevator near by and taken to the operating room with the greatest of ease or
left on any of the other floors.
The nu.ses’ apartments on the top floor
will be made into most comfortable quarters with plenty of room for trunks, etc.
/ Oj all the floors are large linen closets

A. W. Ward.

Reuel Wtrd and daughter Ora, Mr.
Arthur Ward and Mrs. Ray
and
A-hford of Unity, Mrs. Hattie Higgins
of Bangor, .Mr. and Mrs. Ripley of South
the
Montviile, were here Thursday to
Mr

Mrs.

There is to be a children’s ward furnished by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea
in memory of the little girl and boy they
lost in childhood. Northport has furnished and will maintain a free bed and other
towns

will later do the sam;.

There are several rooms large enough to
be converted into ward rooms in case of

epidemic like the influenza or a major accident, where a number have been injured.

Outside, the building presents an
posing appearance and is an asset to

imthe

city and county.
Mr.

White baa made

a

atudy of hos-

Ellen Hunt and son of Hermon,
L- Merrick and- family of

e same

lines.

much
ter scope than the usual general hospital because it can and will take patients
from any city or town which may desire
to send patients there and physicians of
repute from away from Belfast may at
any time eome here and operate upon
citizens who live in Belfast, should auch
surgeon's special w_rk be required.
"Free clinics and charity work will be
given in eccordance with money received
for this purpose, and free heds for varioua
The Hospital

has

in

fact

OSBORNE-BEAN.

a

pairs on their houses this fail.

fast spent the weekend at their home.

One of the most interesting events in
Reformed
the history of the Trinity
Church in East Belfast took place last
when
Frank A
Thursday at 10 a. m.,
I Osborne and Miss Marv F. Bean, both of
Richmond, were united in marriage. The
pastor, Rev. William Vaughan, officiated
with a very impressive single ring ser| vice. The bride bad seen this beautiful
little church on a former visit here and
at the time made the remark that she
would like to be married in it For that
towns will be maintained as fast as such purpose they autoed here accompanied by
towns will render their support. Ail free her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George M.
beds and charity work, of course will be Bean, also of Richmond, who with a few
!
given at actual cost, so that persona who intimate friends attended the service.
donated for specific purposes may feel The bride was becomingly gowned in a
that they are rendering a public service dainty white dress and carried a shower
the
to the community in lines which they may bouquet of bride roses. The groom is
most desire. The management hopes thal son of the late Cyrus Osborne of Richcitizens of Waldo County will arise to the mond and is superintendent of a local shoe
occasion and see to it that proper support factory there. His bride has been for
some time the assistant post mistress of
rendered.
1

1

i

I

bride

tor read

from a letter

extract

an

from

and friends from Bath
day.

were

and

wrote

BELFAST.

relatives in Bangor.
Mrs T. D. Nickerson

the deicious friuts and

then said Se.rsmont is a good place
-hurcb that she atlive.
Ska
tended had a membership of 1200

HITE’S CORNER.

V\

has

gone

interport

N.ckerson and Miss Celia M. Nickerson
motored to Belfast Sunday morning rnd
attended services at the Universalist
church.
The deepest sympathy is extended to
Mrs.Lewis H. Hart and family of Belfast
It is to be
in their recent bereavement.
regretted that Mr. Hart was unable to
live in the beautiful cottage he took so
much interest in having built.
Miss Alice Young, R. N. of the Marine

went to Machias, Oct.
employed by the H. L.

Wbeelden
wiring.
Mrs.

Co.

L. A.

Bangor, in electrical

vtnite

spenas part

Lida Mahoney left Friday for
of

Belmont visited

presented

WINDOW OPPOSITE
SEE

A

THIS

:

_

1

and

Tuesday,

ONE.

IN PRICE.
DON"! MISS

IT

WITHOUT LIMIT

STAR ROVER

Thursday,
Small Price.

COMEDY

I

A

BIG

26, Another Big Paths.
Big Pictures.
Small House.

October

MAINE

METRO.

Come

In.

Come

Stain Oil

Shingle

make your own
Shingle Stain by Mixing
Dry Ochre with this OilYou

INOIlCti*

a
Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
and for the County cf Waldo, in vacation, on
the 14th day of October. A. D. 1922

can

Jj

ember, A. D. 1922. at ten of the clock before
noon, end show cause, if ary they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
Attest:
r*»AR. E.

COALand

WOOD
Scarce.

;

Telephone

ln.~

|

|

C. C. ROGERS,
after 6 p. m., 179-24-

Housekeeper

Johnson. Register.

a Probate Coart held at Belfast, witnin and
for the County'of Waldo, in vacation, on the
17th day of October, A. D 1922.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Rachel If. bradstreet, late of Palermo, in said Ccunty of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate with petition praying that said will be
allowed atd that letters testamentary issue to
him, the said Eben H, Foster of Palermo, the
executor named therein, without
giving bond
in accordance with the request of said testaj trix as expressed in said instrument.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
! Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate
to be held at Belfast, within and for
Court,
j
•aid County, on the>econd Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed•
ELLERY BuW DEN, Judge
A true copy,
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, register

[S

Coal is high and
load is a gamble. Buy vour woo®
cord and get what you pay t°r4 ,
Furnace Pr'c??’r:n
wood, tlO.OO.
UFitted, Jll.OO. Delivered and C.

WANTED

At

TheWakefieldCase
PICTURE.
NO ADVANCE

Tel. 55

Belfast. Me.

At

A true copy.

Wednesday, October 26

METRO

PROBAIt

[B

Lou Ward Murch. daughter and heir-at-law

•

Saturday, Ootober 21
BIG

BROOKS,

by Underwriters.)

li

show you.

of the estate of Albert W Ward, late of
Lydia Stevens, Leader of the Thorndike, in said
County of Waldo, deceased,
"Boys’ and Girls’ Club” accompanied the having presented a petition praying that she,
club here to Belfast to attend the Co. Lou W'ard Murch of Thorndike, in the County
weeting ob Friday and Saturday of last ; of W'aldo, or lome other auitable person may
be appointed administratrix of '.he estate of
meek.
without giving bond.
daughter •aid deceased,
Mrs. Ethelle Johnson and
That
the said petitioner give notice
Ordered.
Gertrude
Miss
Elizabeth accompanied by
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
Nutt, all of Lowell, Mass., who have been this order to be
publiahed three Weeks succespassing two weeks with Mrs Effie Hardy sively. in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
and Mrs. Bell Russ,returned Saturday^
publiahed in Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be heid at Belfast, within
1
and for said County, on the 14th day of Nov-

October 23-24

BIG

us

Mrs

Monday

A

ed

new.

HUTCHINSON’S
STOVE STORE

Mr.

ford,
Windsorville and Bangor were expected,
but were prevented by the inclemency of
the weather.

Friday, October 20

(Ruberoid Products Approv-

$15.00 up

Mrs.

dent.

_

Shingles

riprht. Clariwood only in 3

Come in and let

enjoying
tives in town

and

Heaters for

Pipe

Ruberoid Roofing
Ruberoid Strip

are

sizes. All in stock and all

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen of Camden are
relaa two w*eeks* outing with

enjoyed.

Mr. and Mrs. U. A. I ora. ox n-eDuusaeag,
Mr. and Mrs B. C. Higgins and two sons
of Levant, Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Ritchie and
Mr. and Mrs. W. N. York, of Monroe met
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York.
Oct. 8, at a family gathering in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. E W. L» Carkin of MedOregon. Relatives from Waterville,

on

Miss Ella Pottle of Medfield, Mass., ia
at home on her annual vacation.

and Mrs. Allie Allen and Mr. and
Ray Allen attended the funeral of
Mrs. Basil Allen’s father, Mr. Hart, in
covery.
Belfast on Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Wood entertained a
Frederick Grey while picking apples on
their summer
party of Bangor friends at
on Saturday,
home here, Wednesday evening, Oct. 4. I the farm of Mr. Allie Allen
All were members of the auction club Oct 14th, picked a full blown apple blosit to your corresponand, after dinner was served, the game

__

BIG

a

in stock

Beaver Board

Pipeless Furnace
prices that

we carry

Pipe
Conductor Pipe
Eaves Trough
Engines
Saw Rigs

CLARION

relatives in town Sunday.

som

\

Galvanized

sizes, Round Oak Stoves in 4

Morton

Ada

Tile

FOR wood

visit in Boston.
Mrs.

to uet.
not buy a

—OR—

at
Mrs.

Why

Genuine Round Oak
Wood Heater

LINCOLN ILLE

Mrs. C. W. Nealey visited her uncle,
Percival Smith at Coles’ Corner, recently,
Mr. Smith, who is a civil war veteran,
it serioualy ill and conaidering his advanced age, fears are entertained for hia re-

was

Winter is here.

oi eacn

week at the village, helping to care for
Mrs Julia White who is gaining slowly at
this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York accompanied
by Mr. and Mrs. E. W.L.Carkin attended
the funeral services for W. G Davit in
Brewer, Monday.
Mrs. C. W. Nealey entertained several
ladies of the Monroe, W. C. T. U., Friday
A lunch was served at the
p m Oct. 6.
cloae of the meeting.

that

Coal is hitfh and hard

Portland, arrived Saturdaynight, Oct. 7th, for a visit with her
aunts, Mrs. Luella H. Nickerson and
Sunday the entire
M sb Cora Paraons.
family were guest* of Mr. C.- H. Libby
and family, at Wbite's Corner

Bertrand Jewett

Belfast, Maine.

,

Right 'low DoYouKnow

Hospital,

No. Searaport Oct. 11.

Ave

^

Mr. and and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson and
F.
niece, Ger'rude Nickerson, Mrs. Mary

Mrs. C. B. Jewett and Mrs. G. H. York
attended a meeting of North Waldo Po-

of

Noruiport

the intestines.

his uncle, C. H. Libby.

is

Tel. 181-12

taken sirs as soon as he reached
Belfast in the forenoon and died in the
in
evening, death being caused by a knot

was

doing dress making.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Drew have moved
into Charles Ball's house and will occupy
it the coming winter.
Ernest Libby of Melrose, Masa., arrived
Thursday for a brief visit at the home of

he

delivery within city limits.
BARBOUR BROS.’ GREENHOUSE
Prompt

Nickerson & Damm lost their valuable
He
horse “Dick” last Tuesday.

meeting of the Winterport
Fruit Growers at C. C. Cements, Wed.
Oct 4.
Mrs. Leslie Howes of Prospect was at
Mrs. C.B. Jewett’s several days last week,

9, where

a supply of Holland grown stock, including the famous Darwin Tulips.

We hjB'e

|

work

was a

in

DUTCH BULBS

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stephen

were

Mr. and Mrs. Me,.en Brady of Gardiner
recent cal.ers at A. G. Larbv’s,

mona

MAINE

to

Libby

were

There

COOK’S STUDIO

A.

M.

in town Sun-

Mrs. Albert Porter and children returned Saturday from a ten days’ visit with

to

W

^

PICTURES for XMAS

.s
Dr Carrie Bradford of Berlin, N H
the guest of her sister,Mrs. Aia Billing?.
Nickerson and famiiy
Mr. Percy L

of the delight-

Bixby

Mrs

climate

Thursday, October 19
A BIG PATHE
COMbDY

the

Moody.

Sir and Mrs. W. E Dimm, Miss Hazel
L. Nickerson and Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
N.ckerson motored to Unity Sunday and

Calf.

I

A. D

Stockton for a time, to care for her niece,
Mrs Asa Stiles, who has returned from
Hebron Sanatorium.

ful

y, Xumaik
7\l/

NOT TOO EARLY
TO THINK ABOUT

former resident,
Mrs. Augusta Bixby,
who is living with her daughter, Mrs.
M.nme Jenkins and family in Surrey,
a

1

spending

is

DREAMLAND THEATRE

is

“As soon as possible, a staff of consult- Richmond. They left here on the noon
ing physicians and surgeons will be ar- train for a wedding trip. theThe officiating
compliment
ranged, and it is hoped that clinics by clergyman appreciated
instrueminent physicians will be given at stated to the church edifice he had beej
mental
in
alter
coming to
building shortly
times. Several prominent surgeons have
New York, where he waa
already offered their services, and at a Belfast from
infiuenlater date the list of consulting physiciani I obliged to resign from a large and
I tial church on account of ill health.
will be announced.”

E

E

from

_

The State Boys’ Conference under the
auspices of the State Y. M. C. A., will be
held in Auburn-Lewiston, Friday to Monday, Dec. 1 3. This announcement will
bring joy to thousands of boys in Maine.
Rev. George C. Sauer has again been appointed to serve as County Le der for the
Conference. Every church and Sunday
school is urged to send representatives to
the conference.

giving a snort talk to the cbil
Sunday morning, the pastor, Rev,
Harrison, dei,vered an able serm.n
“And the spirit and the
the text
Rev. 22*17 and the passay comr,

After

dren,

Miss Effie M. Shorey
week with her sister, Mr

Mrs. Arthur Templeton left
for Portland, and Mrs. Henry

winter.

and

1 Oc

for

SWA.NMILE
meetComet grange will bold its next
ing Saturday evening, O.-t. d8tb.
Mr Z D Hartshorn and family of Bel-

and

15

by

Saturday
will go
Ripley and Miss Mary McFarland
and Mrs. Lucy Robinto Melrose, Mass
son will go to Rockland this week for the

Mrs. James

pitala and aaya this is on the same lines as
the Massachusetts General, and for its
size is one of the best in New England,
which means the best in the country.
It is now hoped to open the building the
last of October or the firat of November,
if t he workmen, under Mr. E. E. Babcock can complete it in time.
Mr. .White aaya: "It is strange that
many citizens do not yet appreciate that
the Bradbury Memorial Hospital is a general hospital, held in perpetuity by the
trustees, their aucc-ssors to be appointed
by the Suprema .uo.cial Court of the I
Cross, despising the shame.”
State of -Maine. The Hospital has been
“If I stoop
founaed entirely by donations, bequests, Into a dark, tremendous sea of cloud,
for
the It is but for a time; I press God’s lamp
and gifts, but is in every sense
its splendor, soon or
use of the public, subject only to the ap- Close to my breast
late,
and
the
of
trustee*
of
the
board
proval
Will pierce the gloom! I shall emerge
physician in charge. The Massachusetts
one day.”
jral Hospital is founded largely upon

served

be the usual program of music, readings,
a Question box.

topics and

repairing their house. Mr. Arthur
Templeton, Mrs. Ella Wentworth ar.d
Raymond Pa-kard have also made reMr.

funeral of Albert W. Ward.

|

and commodious bath rooma.

was

cigarettes

The

The Misses Susie and Fannie Hansen

of

is the operating room on the third
floor back with the very best of day and
artificial lighting. It has large windows

lection by the choir
g
next meeting will be with Morpir
E. 11.
8th
Nov.
Monroe,
Light Grange.
Libby, Secretary of the State Grange,
wii,
will address the meeting and there
st

are

Waterville, Mrs. Beuiah Blethen
daughter of Unity, Mr and Mrs. Arthur
tests for Boy Scouts, Troop IV.
Williams from Skowhegan, were in town
rooms.
A date the boys will remember, Dec. 1,
to attend the funera, of A W
Thursday
The arrangement of the rooms on the 2 and 3, the State Boys' Conference at
Ward.
!
the
of
that
1600
with
expected
similar
boys
Auburn-Lewiston.
is
second floor
Albert W. Ward died very suddenly at
It contains a maternity ward of
first
He
his home Monday morning, Oct. 2.
The Federated Church, Rev. w.
four rooms and bath separate from the
residence 26 High had attended to his business every day
F
minister;
Skerrye,
this
on
other departments. The rooms
Please do not
street; telephone, 86-4.
well as usual, but
floor are as desirable as those on the first. fail to telephone the minister of any case and Sunday seemed as
went to his room early
his
when
daughter
the
of
arrangeThe crowning feature
illness or distress where his service
ment

pleasing selection
conA recitation by Celia Nickerson
was
meeting
the
and
cluded the program
and a
cioaed with the u-ual formality

Stoninglon
his buildings

W. Skinner haa received word of
of a grandson, George f- arren,

gram, after which supper
the host grange.

Palmer and Mrs Rich of Newport
Wood of
and Mrs. Blanchard and Mrs.
HarPortland were guests at Mr. Peter
funera
the
attend
to
town
mon’s while in
Mrs

Sunday morning service Monday mcrning she found he bad just
may be helpful.
at 10 45; sermon topic, “Knowing and Dopassed oq to the "sleep that knows no
A coring: A Difficult Reconciliation.'
He was 82 years old, the oldest
Here waking.”
dial invitation is extended to all.
Active and interlet no man be stranger. “Whosoever thou business man in town.
art that enterest this church, leave it not ested in all that pertame,: to the welfare
without a prayer for thyself, for him who of his native town he will be sadly missed
ministers, and for those who worship
lr. the community. Funeral services were
bete.” Sunday school immediately after
"As the twig is held from his late home Thursday forethe morning service.
bent, so is the tree inclined. Ali the noon, Rev. C. H. McEihmey of Madison
philosophy of child training is contained officiating. Mr. Ward had been a member
The purpose of
in that terse statement
and an active worker in the Masonic
the Sunday school is to train th» child in
The Masons
those thoughts and feelings that make Lodge for over fifty years.
upright aDd serviceable manhood and j of Unity Lodge attended in a body, conwomanhood. Of this training no child
ducting th.ir services both at the home
should be deprived.
Interment was at the
This is the footbai. season in our col- and the grave.
leges. Thousands of young men have Centre Cemetery in the family lot beside
set their hearts on winning the right to his
wife, who died five years ago. He
To do this they
wear their college letter
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Albert Murch.
of
them
is
It
must endure much
required
beautithat they turn their Dacks on the pleas- Tne large number present and the
of
ant enticements
friendship; against ful flowers from the Masons, Eastern
the allurements of social life they are re- Star, Sunday
school, relatives and friends,
quired to set their faces sternly. They sho. ed the
high esteem in which he was
are to
give over their wonted freedom
and follow a regimen fixed and unrelent- held.
ing. They must dole out their hours as a
On the field they must
miser his gold.
ISLESttURO
endure bruises, pains, wounds and disloFor days at a time many an iqaatious.
Mr. C. M. Williams is having the xdividual will be under the anxious care of
physicians and nurses. Some will be ray used by dxictors in Belfast.
crippled for weeks. But all this sacrifice
Preparations are being made to rebuild
of pleasure, this endurance of hardship,
the wharves at Ryder's and
Hewes
appear to them of little moment in view I Point.
The
of the end for which they strive.
Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Small and child
prize they have set before them .makes
all their hurts seem, by compariaon, triv- were guests of friends and relatives here
ial.
lhey are part of the game, to be ac- last week.
cepted with a smile or dismissed with a
Pearl Fairfield has been attending the
shrug; and when a man ha woa his cov- horse races in Maine
where his horse,
eted letter, be accounts the severity of
Violet Patch, is entered.
> his
training as but a fair price to pay for
that which he baa gained.
Ivy Babbidge of Dark Harbor returned
Every life has home from Portland last week where
It is much so with life
How
they Misa Babbidge bad business.
its burdens and disabilities.
shall be seen and interpreted depends on
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Small will be
waits
If
theie
in
view.
has
the end one
before him no shining goal the light from leaving town soon for Belfast where
which illuminates his path, if all has fad- they will spend the winter.
ed into the light of common day, his life
Alfred Decker and grandmother, Mrs.
Rose Decker left town last week to
may well seem to him a hopeless and
helpless mystery. But e who sees life spend the winter in Boston and Madison.
to be a beautiful process of growth toThe Steamer Csstine will resume her
ward a divine and eternal end, will acroute st Camden, West Islesboro and
cept its disappointments and sorrow: not
The motor
as griefs,
but as heavenly reminders of Belfast on December 4th.
It was so sloop Ruth run by James L. Pendleton
the coming day of fulfilment.
It was in ; will leave here on certain fair days,
that the Apostle Paul saw life.
1
this view that he expiaimed the sacrifice weather permitting, until the Steamer
for
the
“Who
joy Castine is on the route again.
and suffering of Jesus.
that was set before him endured the

in

Parker Skinner of
son of Mr. and Mr
San Francisco, Calif.
Victor grange was visited by Riverside
grange Belfast, Wednesday evening when
the visiting grange furnished a fine pro-

large.

Mrs.

was

last week to make repairs on
which he bought in that place

of her
wamkeag were week-end guests
Mrs.
Hogan.
and
Mr
parents,

as-

the

Rose

Ernest

Cigarettes
—a firm verdict for
superior quality.

the situawith a story very applicable to
with anfollowed
tion.
D. M. Kimball
read a
other story and Abbie Jewett

Ells Wentworth his returned to
Concord, Mass., where she his customers

Mr. ShurUifT »nd wife of Somerville,
passed a few days with his sister,

evening services of this
church. The public is cordially invited.
“Tte Measuring of Stewardship” is the
theme of the mid-week services during
The churches of our faith and
October.
order are reviewing their obligation in
stewardship, which is based on deep
spiritual principles, takes into account
the strongest instincts in human nature,
and has the Bible for its authority. Wnen
and the
we gave ourseives to Christ
church we made a complete surrender.
Stewardship aims to make this surrendtr
practical and carry it into every sphere
of iife.
Th- appointments for the present week
are numerous indicating the many side-iness of the work of the church: Monday evening, Social and indoor circus by
the younger boys and girls of the church
under the direction of Mr Sauer and
Tuesday evening, committee
helpers;
meeting, 13 Cedar St.; Wednesday evening, Choir Rehearsa at the vestry; orchestra rehearsal with Robert Holt, Main
street; Thursday evening. Camp Fire
Girls; at 7 30 mid-week service in the
vestry; Friday evening. Older Boys’
meeting with their parents and fr.enas
in the vestry,
George H. Robertson,
leader; Saturday, Hike and Second Class
sists

O B Dow: Assistary officers: Overseer.
Harold Stone
ant Stewards. Mr and Mrs
The choir
Nickerson.
Celia
and Ceres,
rendered a selection with Alice Nickerson
Five granges were repreat the piano.
condition.
sented and reported in a good
names
brief business session the

I

Rev
The First baptist Church.
treorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, IS
Cedar.
Telephone 123-11.
The appointed services of this cburcb
..ill be held at 10.46 and 7.30 on Sunday
with Bible school at 12 o’clock, and ChrisThe midtian Endeavor Society at 6.30.
week service Thursday evening at 7.30.
The pastor’s Sunday morning sermon
will have for its theme: “The Preacher’s
Best Sermon.” This is the first of a short
senes on “The Preacher at his Best.”
The
follows:
are as
Other themes
Preacher’s Best Congregation,” "The
Preaoher’s Best Example,” "The Preacher’s Best Helper,” “The Preacher’s Best

Reward.”
A large chorus choir and orchestra

A million men
have turned to
One Eleven

North Seirsport.
assemb ed
Worthy Master F P Wr»>b
temporthe meeting with the following

this service.

to-date inventions on the mirket All
the beds, forty or more, are of uniform
•ize and can be arranged to give the patient almost a aitfmg posture, something
to appeal to every body confined to a aick
bed.

!

Rev. T B. Gregory will preach at the
L'niversalist church next Suntay mornHis subject wiii be, “Just Whal
ing.
Has Happenec to Our Historical Christianity”—,n the iaat one hundred year*
of human investigation, stated in plain
This being the last Sunday ol
language.
Mr. Gregory’s summer stay in this city,
it is hoped that all who can will attenc

Hospital

* i,Jo
An interesting meeting of North
Grange,
Granite
with
Pomoos was held
Wednesday, Oct. lt'h

In a family of one adult and
the youngest 5 years oldj dren,
good wages. Apply <o

_R.

Get Your
promptly
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Stomach Kigw
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money back plan.
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For Sale
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weighing

Also some fresh
double harnesses and ho
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Tel. 75-21!
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One bay horse,
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Stomach misery, gas
are
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Waldo,
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.
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Mrs. Julia Baker of Augusta will speak
Mall, under the auspices of

in Memorial

the Spiritualists association next Sunday
evening at 7.30.

OVERCOATS
We

A special from Portland under date of
Oct. 17th states that Mrs. Alice M. Palm-

Have ’Em

of Monroe was elected president of the
Kebekah Assembly of Maine Mrs. Palmer is receiving the
congratulations of

er

Big burly fellows with plaid linings for the
man that wants warmth and style combined. A great variety of patterns and a
range of

wide

grounded on the
muJ flats below Winterport Tuesday on
her way to Bangor.
With the assistance
of the tugs Walter Boss and S. N. Smith
ot Rocklai d she was floated at high tide
without the least damage.

all here.

While

Good clothes do net make the man, but
him.
poor clothes may unmake

Mrs.

The Universalist League will meet with
this, Thursday, after-

noon.

The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will be held tomorrow, Friday, evening.

ment of condition.
adHutchinson’s Stove Store, Brooks, and
wood heater
vertises Round Oak
for wood.
Clarion pipeless furnace

Forrest and Louville Woods

j

have

re-

turned from a hunting trip in the vicinity
H. Smal- I of Patten, bringing with them two large
The family of the late Harvey

of thanks.
ley publish a card
for
M. A. Cook advertises pictures
Xmas.
advertises picture
The Colonial Theatre
program.
See advt.

oi iann

iui

Jeer.
The Traveler’s Club

»dic.

See advt. of household

goods for

sale.

dances at
£ S Townsend advertises
trees
Eaton's Hall, also Christmas
announces the
A. W Knight, Honroe,
car.
new superior model Chevrolet
advertises

phonograph.

Ball

advertise Dutch bulbs
greenhouse.

Barbour Bros,
carried at their

meet

next

Palestine Commandery, K. T., elected
the following officers at its annual meeting last Wednesday evening: Commander, Lynwood B. Thompson; Generalissimo, Ralph D. Southworth; Capt. Gen.,
Norman S. Donahue; Treasurer, Charles
R. Coombs; Recorder, Fuller C. Wentworth; Senior Warden, Norman A. Read.

Tuttle’s Shoe Store
Band rubbers.
EdiFred D. Jones advertises the New
son

will

Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. James H.
The program will be as follows:
Howes.
Map Talk on Canada, Mrs. F. W. Brown;
Down Nova Scotia Way, Miss Margaret
A. Dunton; Halifax, Miss Mabel Cra g.

the Dinsmore Slqre advertises
at id 95
The funeral services of Lewis H. Hart
shoes in their bargain window,
at 19o were held in the Universalist church last
|
J. Henry Morris offers place
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock with
High street for sale.
at Ins
an
S. D. Flood advertises service
unusually large attendance. There
restaurant.
was a beautiful display of flowers.
Rev.
See adv. of glasses found.
William Vaughan pastor, officiated and
a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Murch publish
the Odd Fellows attended in a body and
card ot thanks.
their special services and actMonroe, advertises used performed
men

a

A, W. Knight,

cars

ed

for sale.

on lines
Wood’s Market quotes prices
of goods.
The Dreamland Theatre advertises picture program.
Bert L. Davis advertises over oats ..id;
fall suitings.
8. O. Norton quotes new prices on Ford

cars.

l,ay
etc.

Holmes

advertises

horse,

cows,

i

The Windsor
dinner.

Hotel advertises aun<iay

as

bearers.

A special fron

Oct. 16th,

says:

Augusta under date of
"The State Fuel Director i

A. P. Lane has notified the coal dealers

ministration

so

that two tons at

one

There are no restrictions
of bituminous.
The North

Church

on

held

Convention will be
held in Lewiston-Auburn Dec. 1, 2 and 3.
Waldo county may send fifty boys to this

Mrs. Fredteen members being present.
erick R. Poor, Mrs. Harry L Kilgore and
Miss Florence E. Dunton were elected a

convention.

nominating committee to report a list of
officers for the ensuing year at the meeting to be held in the North Church par-

State Boys’

The Belfast high school foot ball team
Bucksport high on the
won from the
Me Lellan field last Wednesday afternoon
The Rockland
in the score of 18 to 12.

high will play the Belfast high on thp
McLellan grounds next Saturday after-

lors Monday evening, Oct. 30th.
for the winter were discussed but
tion taken.
sewing.

Plans
no

ac-

The hours were spent with

Light refreshments

were serv-

noon.

in summer.

Two offenders hgainst the Sunday gunCunningham of
ning law, Elmer E.
Swanville and Charles Spinney of Ban-

In accordance to

a

Come in and Hear
the New Edison
PHONOGRAPH.
BABY
produced

The one you have
The instrument that Re-Creates
a new musiMr. Edison has indeed
music
of mechanics.
cal instrument. He has eliminated the blight
all the fine qualThe NEW BABl CONSOLE EDISON has
instrument tor
musical
ideal
ities possible to make it the
after every record 1 he
to
change
needles
No
home.
your
from each recor
correct volume of tone is produced
As there: are■no metafile
diamond
this
point.
through
is eliminated
substances in the reproducer, all vibration
the
diaphragm.
when the tone is passed through

CONSOLE
been waiting for.

be convincea oi
Come in and hear this new model and
m your home this
music
have
good
its beauty. You should
it.
coming winter and now is the time to get
Edison and our
A card to US will bring to YOU a New
of the Edison,
special salesman fora free demonstrationk
and it puts you under no obligation oian\
pteatrf to
a car
the road any day. We would be very
business.
our
s
that
for
bring a New Edison to your house

oS

postal and see and
entirely FREE. No obligation.

.Send

us a

hear the New Edison. Its

Yours truly,

FRED D. 'JONES. Belfast. Maine

Love,

produced by rGeorge Melford, producer of "The Sheik,” "Behold My
Wife” and other Big Productions.

Wednesday, October

October 21

25

EUGENE O'BRIEN in

DOROTHY DALTON in
"The Siren Call"

“i he

Prophet’s Paradise”

An Adventure of the Orient.

Robinson Crusoe.
International News.

News,

Pathe Comedy.

figure

1

gor, the latter in Swanvilie at the timi>
before Judge C yde R. Chapman of

-:

were

the Municipal Court last Monday. They
were each fined $10 and costs of court,
which they paid.
Mrs. Cecil Clay has received the decoDennison’s for the Hallo

rations from

we’en concert and ball to be held in the
An interesting antique picture, the
Armory, Oct. 31st, as a benefit for the property of Mrs. Norman H. White of
The proceeds will be used
Belfast Band.
is on
Northport, and Brookline, Mass
for heat, light, rent and music. McKeen’s exhibition in Woodcocks’ window.
It is
orchestra will furnish music for the dance a view
of the city from Rogers Hill, East
to follow the concert by the band.
Belfast, and was taken in 1853. The
The executive committee of t.ie Federated church, W. K. Howard, James H.

Howes,

Hill, Elmer A. Sherman,
Miss Charlotte W. Colburn, Mrs. John R.
M. C.

Danton,

Mrs. C. B.

Holmes,

Mrs. C.

j
■

W.

steamers Boston, Penobscot and Daniel
Webster are at the wharves, three large
vessels are building on the ways and the
harbor is full of shipping and pleasure
boats.
It is a steel engraving about 16

Wescott and Charles S. Bickford held a by 28 inches, with its original plain gilt
meeting Tuesday evening and elected frame.
Morris L. Slugg to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Ralph H. Dun- j
THE NEW BELFAST FAIR
bar.. It was suggested that the name, J
Horsemen’s Consolation RaceBelfast Federated church be changed to | Will Give
Meet, Saturday, October 21st.
A special
the First church (Federated).
The last race-meet for the season will
meeting will be held Sunday, Oct. 29th.
te held at Belfdst at the New Belfast
Fair

grounds,

21st,

October

1922.

At the Colonial
-1

Tom Mix

Burning

noon.

It is hoped that everybody will turn out
start

the

liberty.

held at the home of the society
Tuesday evening and the following directors were elected: Dr. Elmer Small, Mrs.

Camden

Sarah E. Pierce, Mrs. Essie P. Carle, Mrs.
Alice E. Bramhall, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Mrs. Rate Hannum is in town for a
few weeks’ stay at her home here.

R. Coombs, Hon. R. F. Dunton, Mayor
C. W. Wescott and Mr. Ralph H. Howes.
Dr. Small was elected president, Mr. Dun-

F.

Hurd

Dr. C

one

was

a

business visitor in

Hoit had electric

B.

Dear Mr. Keaiing:
Your Central Accounting

lights inweek.

last

Mr. and Mrs. James Vickery of Unity
were Sunday callers at J F. Bryant’s.
Mrs. Myra Bryant and daughter, Mrs.
Nathan Vose, have gone to Bradford,
Mass., to visit Mrs. Bryant’s son, Omar
F. Bryant.
The children at the Stream school held
a box social at the schoolhouse Thursday
evening. There was a small company
because of the shower, but a goodly sum
was

£430.00

Belfast, Me.

\

•

This is the Season for

has

realized

Ovster Cocktail

Epicruean

Mockturtle Anglaise
Queen Olives and Sweet Pickles.
Egg Sauce
Boiled Chicken Halibut

Consomme Avery-

ing ...Mrs. Etta Small of Thorndike, who
a medical
patient for the past

weeks, returned home Tuesday
greatly improved.Miss Ruth Oxton, a
surgical patient, returned last week to
her home in Se«trsmont.Mrs. Homer
H. Jellison and little daughter Hope have
returned to her home on Northporf avenue.Mrs. Aurelius Pitcher, a medical
patient, is getting along well.S. K.
Richards of East Belfast was in the hospital last Tffursday for a minor surgical j
operation.Mrs. Josephine Sanborn, I
five

is

Office

WINDSOR HOTEL

has been

Thursday,

High Street,

j

doing well.John Phillis was in the j
hospital Saturday for a minor operation. !
...J. G. Aborn, an accident case, is im- j
proving and able to receive calls from his
relatives and friends.

Potatoes Windsor
Boiled Leg Mutton Caper Sauce
Cranberry Sauce
Roast Native Chicken
hoast Prime Ribs Beef Au Jus
Sirloin Beef Dish Gravy
Macorina Cream Cheese
Asnaraeus Tips on Toast.
Asparagu
Macedoine of Fruit Salad
Delmonica Dressing and Saltines
Boiled Onions
New Hubbard Squash
Boiled Sweets
Poiled Potatoes
Mashed Potatoes
Walnut Jelly Whip Cream
Mmce Pie
Lemon Pie
Green Apple Pie
Young American Cheese
Vanilla Ice Cream
Tea
Coffee
Milk
Spring Water

Price $1.25.

Developing

David Cahoon, Chet

and

25 Mam Street

Printing for Amateurs
Belfast, Maine
(Tel. 34-11)

W. M. THAYER

Expert

Diamond Setter and Jeweler

Buy all you can of me, NO
profits or war taxes.
Wrist Watches

hearty co-operation.
With kindest regards and best wishes
for the future, I am
Yours very truly,
F. C. AYRES,
Director Savings Division

Sunday, October 22, 1922, Menu

last

430.00

B. O. NORTON

pays
must be a source of gratification to you
to know that the work which you are
doing ia resulting in rendering assistance
It is certainly a
in so many directions.
record to be proud of, and I take great
satisfaction in knowing that I have your

being planned. It is much regretted that
the musical entertainment for the 10th
had to be given up, but nothing else
seemed possible.
Waldo county Hospital Notes
Mr. Everett Cook of Unity Plantation, a
surgical patient, returned to his home
last Monday....Little Marshall Thurlough
of this city, a medical patient, is improv-

on

31385.00

Mr. A W. Keating, Postmaster,
Belfast, Maine.

JONES & WHITTIER, Props.

operated

235.00
380.001
395.00
4 Doar Sedan 725.00

598.00

^662.00

bands

Armory on the evening of Nov. Uth.
McKeen’s orchestra will furnish music
for the ball and some special features are

was

Style

595.00

j

best to give it up for the present, and to
concentrate all their efforts upon the
Armistice ball, which is to be held in the

who

New

! notified me of the success which you had
George Sprague, C. M. Hurd and Mrs,
i in connection with the sale of Treasury
Alice Rnowlton recently newly shingled
Savings Certificates during the past
|
homes.
their
month. A sale of $14,581.00 made by
Miss
Verand
Fred
niece,
Mrs.
Millay
the patrons of your office
na Simmons, were auto visitors in Bel j you among
volumes for your energy, and on
speaks
fast Saturday.
]
of the Treasury Department I want
Bert Meservey of Waterville is in town behalf
for your co-operation and
for a few dtys’ stay with his brother. I to thank you
congratulate you on your success.
George Meservey.
By giving the personal attention wbicn
Mrs. Hattie Prescott will leave Monday you have to this department of your work
and
for Bath where she has taken a rent
you are rendering valuable assistance to
will reside there in the future.
your Government in helping to finance
the War Savings Stamp maturities which
occur next January, and you are also
KNOX
helping your patrons to invest their
money in a security which is absolutely
Miss Addie Cross is at home from a safe and sure and at the same time one
visit in Massachusetts.
a
which
good rate of interest. It

ton, vice president; Mr. Wescott, treasurer; Sue M. Partridge, clerk; Mrs. Bramhall collector. The regular committees
will be announced at the next meeting of

1530.00

262 Federal Building
October 16, 1922

day last week.

stalled in his house and stable

Tractor

wj 425.00

Treasury Department

men was

L.

Big Story. I

Sheik.” On a scale more lavish than
that great success, with Wanda Hawley,
Milton Sills, Robert Cain, Jacqueline
Logan, and other stars.

and begin sharp at 1:00 P. M.

The adjourned annual meeting of the Association of Belfast Home for Aged Wo-

Coupeiet

Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 23-24. The
greatest of all romances of the desert.
Written by a man who has lived all his
life with the Arabs as a flaming answer
to Edith M. Hull’s “The Sheik.”
Produced by the man
who made "T he

The en’ries will close October 19th, at

races,

Back in

269.00
"

Sedan
,
Truck Chassis
Ton Truck Chassis

How much is it worth to kiss a pretty
an?
“One dollar for the cheek; ten dollars
for the lips,” Charlotte, the pride of the
Northwest Dance Hall, quoted.
Till a handsome stranger told her that
to kiss any woman without loving her
was to insult her and—
But see “The Siren Call” Saturday.

no entrance money charged.
After the expenses of the meet are paid
the horsemen will be given the enti.e
gate receipt1-', and the first four moneys
in each of the three classes will be alike.

and give the horsemen a lift.
Joe Farwell of Unity Will

Coming

Delivered

$298.00 *$454.00

Runabout

wo

There

and

“White

is

F. O. B.

Touring

Tom Mix is returning here next Friday
in a big story of the Canadian Northwest
called “Up and Going’’ In addition to
being a big, stirring story, “Up and Going” is said to be scenically one of the
most beautiful in which Mix has appearIt was written by Lynn Reynolds
ed.
and Mix.

noon, 2:18, 2:22 and 2:27, all mixed races,
three seconds allowance given trotters,

is coming in

Today.

\ou will find rare delight in Betty Balfour, a star new to Americans, nut fully
deserving her popularity as England’s
finest comedienne. As the saucy flower
girl in ‘‘Me and My Gal,” beset by the
cares of a
good-for-nothing father and
sister, she achieves a characterization as
new to the screen as is her personality—
vigorous, yet delicate; droll, yet tender
and pathetic.

will be three classes raced off in the after-

The beauty peerless,
The star so fearless

call, 32 men, attendants at the Federated church of Belfast, the board of directors.
met at the North church parlor, Monday
Marian Hewes, the young daughter of
afternoon at her home on Bay View street
Oct. 16th. The meeting was Mrs. Marian W. Hewes of this city, who
evening,
Mrs.
Eva
Mrs.
Dickey,
The guests were
order by W. R. Howard, who was recently committed to the State
John Norton, Mrs. Earl Healey and Mrs. called to
stated briefly the object of the contem- school for Girls in Hallowell, as the reafterA
pleasant
very
K. S. Donahue.
plated organization, and then appointed a sult of misconduct in running away from
noon is reported.
committee consisting of James H. Howes her mother, made her escape from the
Mrs. N. W. Whitman of 13 Congress
S. Bickford and Ben D. Field to
office Charles
school last Thursday. Officers here were
Journal
The
to
street brought
bring in the names of men to be voted notified and the matron of the school incrimson
of
Tuesdav a handsome spray
for for President, Secretary and Treasur- formed Mrs. Hewes that a letter, evidentrambler roses picked at her home in the
er
They reported the names ol Hon. R. ly written over a fictitious name, telling
as
as
were
perfect
They
open ground.
F. Dunton for president, F. I. Wilson, the girl he would assist her in escaping,
any in the early summer.
secretary and treasurer, who were elect- had been received, but was not given to
A harvest supper will be given under
A committee consisting of Rev. W. Marian.
ed.
Up to date nothing has been
the auspices of the Universalist church
F. Dunton and W.
F Skerrye, R
K, learned of her whereabouts by her mothparish on Thursday evening, October 26, Keene was appointed to draft articles of
er or the officers here.
in the church vestry, at 0-15. A table of constitution to be presented at the next
The Frank D. Hazeltine Post, Amerivegemiscellaneous articles and fruits,
meeting, to be held Monday, Oct. 23rd. can
Legion, J. Earle braley, commander,
tables and preserves will be arranged for There was a general discussion of the
had been planning to give a musical resale.
The public is cordially invited to
scope and objects of the organization.
attend the supper.
vue in the Colonial theatre on the evening of Nov. 10th, but it is impossible to
make arrangements at that time, so the
members of the Legion have deemed it

Mrs. Wallace Sprague entertained at a
sewing and luncheon party last Thursday

Desert

So for this reason you will see men’s shoes in our
Rargain Window at $2.95 that are in many instances
worth as much more. Not all sizes in all kinds—
but certainly your size in some kind and the price
is only TWO NINETY-FIVE.

their

first meeting of the season Monday e\enT
ing with Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman, four-

The

16th a branch of

de-

Merle Sylvester and family have moved
onto the Isaac Kendall place in Belmont.

A Thrilling Tile of

are

can

the delivery

Guild

some

3ILL8

MILTON

Going"

bound to be “left overs’’ the best way
it. We have found there is only
you
one way to clean them up and tltat is PRICE.
There

be delivered to householders.

can

WITH

the shoe business.

raspberry bush about ten inches long,
having on it five perfectly rip- berries of
unusually large size and also several
The foliage was as fresh as
green ones.

of the state that as there is a fairly good
supply of an'hracite coming into Maine
he is amending the order of the tuel ad-

j livery

and

Saturday,

40 pairs of men’s shoes to make a
complete range of sizes and widths on just one
style of last. When you consider the many styles,
to suit different feet and opinions, a store carries,
you can well imagine some of the difficulties in

brought into

Swan

“BURNING SANDS”
WANDY HAWLEY

A Trip to Paramount town.
Pathe News.

I

a

Mrs. Louise Shales

statesearsport Savinas Bank publishes

B.

"Up

I

It takes

The Journal office Oct.

BELFA8T, MAINE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

William

!

TOM MIX in

weather of the past week

Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter held
its annual meeting Tuesday evening and
elected the following officers: H. P.,
Dana B Southworth; K., L. A. Nichols;
Scribe, N. S. Donahue; Treas., C. R.
Coombs; Sec., Fuller C. Wentworth; C.
H Harold Ladd; T. S., J. H. Cilley.

BERT L. DAVIS

;

October 20

Friday,

middle of October.

The new shade fabrics are here for
look like the
your inspection. You can
will.
if
to
be
want
you
man you

THE ANSWER TO THE SHEIK

A qew Star that is Going to Shine.
George Walsh
Comedy
Full of Pep
Stanley in Africa.

variable with the most dense
fog Sunda> evening, a sharp electrical
shower late Monday night and several
nights cold enough to leave the marks of
a heavy frost, it is still beautiful for the

right price.

The News ot Belfast

was

has been

Our fall line of SUITINGS is second to
We have the right goods, we quote
none.
the

the

and I uesaay,
October 23-24

Monday

October 19

BETTY BALFOUR in
“Me and My Girl”

in her home county.

Steamer Camden

Full belted, half
you will find them

prices.
plain backs,

and

belted

many

Thursday,

-OVER

HOPKINS’

Used Cars
FOR SALE
One-half ton Ford Truck, 1918 model,
Price $250.
in good condition.
One 1919 Ford Touring Car, starter
type. This car is as good as new in all
respects. Price $275.
One 1922 Ford Coupe, has shock absorbers and extra tire.
Like new. This
Iwl2
week, price $150.
A. W. KNIGHT, Monroe, Maine.

Mealers

Wanted

Lizzie E. Black has taken rooms with
Ida S. Burgess and on October 16th will
begin to serve meals at reisonab e rates
by the day cr week. Regular boarders
preferred. For further particulars call at
2w41
43 Church street, Belfast, Me.

a

Specialty

new, neat and clean.
Home cooking tastes good.
COMB IN AND ENJOY IT.

S. D.

FLOOD,

101

High

JUST ARRIVED
A New Line of Chocolates for

49c

FOUNl)

29c

and
—AT—

D.F. Stephenson’s
74 Main Street.
He has also

opened

a

Everett C.

REST ROOM.

Hopkins

STONE MASON
-AND-

Street

A pair of good spectacles, which the
owner may have by calling at this office,
describing same and paying for this advt

8TORE-

PAPER

Flood’s kestaurant
Everything

excess

CONCRETE WILL BUILDER
28

Bay View

Street

Fisher
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For Infants and Children
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r'ACTnPM Mothers Know That
WIA Genuine Castoria

|1| £Aa,u
jiiti

Mrs.

dren of Wmterport arrive ! last week for
a fortnight’s stay with her parents, Mr.

The

new

sidewalk

on

Church street is

completed—1023 feet of it—presenting a
most pleasing appearance to this import
ant huhwj>, leading to B .agor and Bar
H irbor.
Mr. Irving R. Sawyer, accompanied by
h s two children and si-iler-in-law, Miss
Anderson, reichrd bis home on Cape Jel

and you wilt be

Correct

sure

Mrs. Thom

Style

and utmost in
Sold by

An
iMbn last week from Perth, N. B.
oiher »i»ter in law and hu-bnid, Mr. and

of

B

came w

fitlock of Ked Ripids, N.
ith them for a visit.
is

Partr.dges are making their appearance
people, one last week flying
against P. L. Hupper’s plate glass win-

wear.

amoug

o p. Palm3raaI O^van 5ros.

dow

with sufficient force to

neck.

Another one invaded the camp of
Nicholas Ginn, Camp Skipiki, and

Mrs.

break

its

when she and her parents found him was
in no burry to depart, even after they
Mr. Hosea

LUMBER
Spruce Lumber

All Kinds of

has purchased the business of Mr. Arthur
in Camden and will shortly take

possession, moving bis family to that
village. This will add one more to the
number of closed houses in our vicinity.
We wish him success in his new field,

repairing.
Shingles.
grades
Roofing Paper, Nails, Laths and Clapboards.
of

We have all

Our
call

at

prices
our yard

eastern

but regret the loss of the family from our
midst.

sawed

very reasonable.
Give_ us
205.
Tel.
Primrose Street.

are
on

Renouf, who recently withthe Ames Grocery Company,

Colson

building and

for

Reference
case

a

was

made last week to

found hy Sheriff

the effects of

a

Hupper

certain

Milton B. Hills Belfast.

examination
other $500

suit

a

man

in the

hidden

lining
Mi. Hupper failed for some time to locate
the bonds, but finally through the names
of the agents, found they were stolen
from Canada some months since.
No
trace of the thief has >et been found.

I

The

Swarthmore

Winter

Chautauqua

its sixth year in our village November 2nd, continuing the 3rd, 4th and
5th.
The program is extremely attrac-

opens

|

tive, including among its features a lec
ture by Chancel.or George H. Bradford,
who won all hearts by his lecture three
ago, everyone saying “his part was
worth the entire price of the course.”
This great privilege ought to be realized
y'ears

!

and

patronized, seemingly

by

a

larger

than does avail i(se!f of the opporWith the present fine roads in
tunity
area

every

house.

direction there ought

to

be

a

full

Season tickets $1 50

as usual, and
don’t forget that the tickets sold in ad

vance

W. A. JOHNSON
Lowar

thus

APPLETON.
were

in Ban-

gor Oct 2.
Mrs.

S. E.

Parkburst

was

in Water-

ville Oct 7th.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hurd returned from

Boston Oct 6th.
W. B. Clark has moved into the Taber
house for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett York of Brewer
in town Oct. 8th.

were

Mr. and Mrs. U
on a

W. Knight

areaway

two weeks’ vacation,
into the

Charles Gannett has moved

house vacated by John Cook.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

B.

F.

Ham entertained

friends from Belfast Oct. 8th.
Fred Rice of Salem, Mass.,

This place was well
Union fair.

re-

cent business visitor in town.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Leadbetter enter,
tained guests from Lewiston Oct. 8th.
£. L. Wood has bought|the E H. Steward place and will take possession at

Mills,

at the

who his been stop-

ping with Mrs. Mabel Keene, has

return-

ed to her home.
Mr.
recent
son

and Mrs. Everett Whitnev were
guest* of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Han-

in Camden.

Miss Ethel Clark of Freedom

is

teach-

ing the Ridge school and boarding with
Mrs. Hazel Ferry.
Mrs. Harrie Stanley, who has been at
Silsby’s hospital in Rockland for the past
month has returned home.

Whitney
days’ visit,
spent with relatives in Lincolnville.
Misses

was a

represented

Mr. and Mrs. O. T. Keene are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son.
Mrs. Chloe

Maude

and

have returned from

Jennie

a

ten

Mrs. George Cameron and caughter,
Christie Heal, have returned to their
home in Lincolnville, after ■ visit at Berton

Whitney’s.

once.

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Condon of Massachusetts are the guests of

Mrs.

Magee.
Everett Cook was taken to the Waldo
County Hospital in Belfast Oct. 8th for

appendicitis.
Hugh Chase

BURNHAM

Etta

Supt. of Scboola, N. T. Gregoire of
Unity, was in town for the day, Thursday,
on

business.
Mrs. Wentworth Pease and Mrs.

Clar-

returned to Boston Oct. 7,

ence

McAllister were in Clinton

where he

is attending
the Boston school
of Technology.

ness,

recently.

Mrs. E. M. Saul returned from HaverMass Oct. 7th, where she has been
for several weeks pas t.

James Clukey of Waterville, has purchased the farm at East Burnham onWinnecook lake that was the property of the
late Mr. and Mrs. EvartL. Varney.

hill,

Mr. and Mrs. J.

C.

Pillsbury,

Mrs. F. H. Whitehouse
Whitehouse attended the

Mr. and

and

Vernetta

races

in Lewis-

ton.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Booker of Bangor
in town. They were called here by
the death of Mrs. Booker’s mother, Mrs.
R. S. Ward.

on

Each year,
deficit, which

Oliver Buckley, one of the telegraph
operators at this station is takmg his annual vacation, and with Mrs. Buckley and
their little son, is visiting relatives and
friends in Leeds and Monmouth.
Miss Rebekah

BRANCH MILLS.

Mrs. R. S. Ward passed away early
Mra. E. R Dowe left for Braddock
Thursday morning, Oct 5th, after a long
Funeral services were held the Bay, C. B., recently, ‘called there by the
illnaao
following Saturday, the Rev. Mr. Willis aeriona illneaa of her father.
of Pittafield conducting the service. F.
Mra. Jaton Snell haa been viaiting relaM. Furbuah had charge of the arrange*
uvea in Auguata for a few daya.

short

v

is

gone to

Upton

sit.

Mrs. E en Coombs
quite i!l at her
home; she is ben g cared for by her
s

daughter, Mrs Alien Beckett.
P. Miller and family have moved
to Dark Harbor, into the he use they re
ceoily bought of Mrs Maud Sherman*
Mr

J

having sold their home in Pripet to Mrs.
Adelaide Trimm, into which she expects

j

ol

success

cn

c

aud bewails

ties

acute

shortly.

ludigestion,

i.iacy of law.
uiidatiou and

i*

very cute.
Wentworth and Eugene Perry
went to V-ssalboro recently to install a
M. M.

in

Jivf

Elizabeth

tbe home of

Willis

alLDRENS
“dosing.”

Leslie

and

wards of the State.

Maine’s longest barn has been discovat Tasco village.
It measures 300
It has 30 windows of 16
feet in length.
panes of g ass on each side; four with
16 and 27 with four panes on the opposite
side; four on each end with 16 panes, and
three cupolas with four shutters each.
ered

There is an (fBce and harness room, 27
box stalls and a ground floor for driving
This
or exercising the horses in winter.
barn was built by the late Cyrus C. Mayberry, and : as been the home of many
trotting horses among which was William
Aigerl, 16 1-4 of yeari ago, and Albert
Herr, 23 1 4. Monbert and the two-year
old Aurora*! Peter the Great of the present day.
The stock barn and the estate
is still owned by the Mayberrys.

“40f*
INDUCES

REPOSE
Humphrey*’ Number
“Forty” Induces Repose, and
Natural, Refreshing Sleep.
For Ineomnla, Sleeplessness, Wakefuinese, Restlessness.

No Narcotic, No Opiate,
No Dope, No habit forming

Drugs, Strictly Homeopathic.
lOe. and gl.00. at alt Drat Stores,
oa receipt of price, or Parcel Post collect
dattrasy.
or

sent
on

Book on the treatment of
all diseases mailed free.
■MSfciW Hosaao. MadMu Co- da
Wf

tests. Saw Tort.

I

I

*

pi Mz

;l**c

A helpful Remedy

11 Q Q

ft*

use

li! •sssssg?’

II

pi<in'.i-

„

For Over

"ti§^

|| Jg§|j
Copy

Exact

of

,n

!

-r

Thirty Years

Wrapper.

tmc ccntaur

|

company,

niw yon* city.

COLDS

Hutchins &
Successors

Treat croup

and colds “extemail y" by

:

using—

l

all persons interested in either of the
estates hereinafttr named:
At a bit late Court helo at RelfsBt, in arc
for the ( ounty of Wslco, cn the second Tues
day of October, in the year uf our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty two, the
following matters havir g been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereor be giver,
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
To

this order to be published once a weea tor
weeks successively before :
tore
second
of November, A. I>, 1922. in The Rea r
t ublican Jc urii*
ewspn|er published and
printed at Belfa*.., in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
ti e Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of Novemoer.A.D. 1922. at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

Tuesday

see cause.

Harvey H. Smalley, late of Belfast, deceas
Will and petition for probate thereof an 1
that letters testamentary isaue to H race B,
Smalley, he heir g the executor r.armd therein
and presents said petition
application that
no bond be requ<r< d from said tx« cutor is cental ed in the pttiiiun tor probate thereof
Lilia Hatch Pearson, late of Morrill, de
ed

V> iii an1 ; ti it un lor
ceased.
|rebate thereof
and that letters testamentary is ue to Finest
F Bower, he being the executor named there
in and presents s*id petition,

F. Tyler, Lie of Belfast, deceased.
petniou for probate thereof and that
testamentary issue to J- seph Tyler, he

Hn.nn
V\ i I and

th- executor named thereir and pre
sents said petition
Application that no bond
be required fr«.m sai i executor is contained ii.
the petition for pr« bate thereof.

Skay

to Hutchins Bros.

WE HAVE A FINE LINE CF

w

Over 17 Million Jars Used N early

Probate (Notices

being

V

jt.kM.ut*

t:;e

V/ICKS
VapoRus

Augusta were in town
last week, 1 okmg after tbe cuildren who

letter,

StU
Sm*a

Edith

Wadsworth of

are

0f

Oniam.MorpWn^
NotNah^oi

!

IkM

Children have very d...cate digestions, easily
disturbed by too much

Crosby.
Misses

neither

Signature

kola

gaining.

a pair of
coons, a
male and female, w hich he recently captured
They are last spring’s model aid

Bennett furnace

Always

Mineral.

'iji

lie exalta tyranny by
uestroys respect tor c ,uri'.
Most of the summer visitors have left
In tus zeal lor protection ol the rig. t ol
for their winter homes; among the most some men to
quit, he has no In ught for
recent to leave were Mrs C. E. Williams, I tlic right of other men to work. He justiquoting constitutional
who has gone to Cambridge, Mass, for fies himself by
guarantees of free speech, but he is in
the winter, and Mrs. Lucietis Coombs
league with men who defy the constituand Mrs. Josie Ear row to Malden, Mass.
He
tional guarantee of freedom to live.
is
against tins government or any other
government mat proposes to protect the
CBM BK UOMVILLB
rights oi dll from the bruie force of a tew
lie is aii undesirable citizen in any country
Mrs. W. B. Jaquitb, who wai ill with at any time."—Fr< in Courier Gazette.
to move

Cheerfulness and Rest

ilA
it!?

Estate of Michael O’L^arv, late of Belfast
Petition of Willism P. O’Leary, administrator,
that h° mev be licensed to se a: d convey at

public

situated

or

riva’e

in ‘aoi

B* tf*st

;e

certain

bebouing

real estate
to said de-

d-tcribt-d it said petition.
Estate of Clara \N Patters<m of Belfast.
Petition of Ja e N McDonald luardiar, that
*he may be licensed t
sell ar d convey certain
real estate situated ir. Belfast b* I
ging to said
ward and d siribtd ir ba d petition.
Es'ate of Leroy S. Nick* rson, late of Stock
ton Springe.
Petition *>f Margaret E Nicker
*
n, widow, tint ar allowance may be made to
her out of the personal estate of paid dece* p d.
Es at** of Eugene H Mahoney, late of B a*
ton, Masaael u***tts
hire: and final account
presented for allowanc* by Old Colony Trust
clared and

Company.

xecut

Call

and Talk

with^

Us

rs

Estate of
Abagail B Anderson, late of
First and final acpounf presented
£>earsp.>rr.
for a lows! ce I y W
Anderson, administrator.
Estate of Ht rl ert Meader, 'ate of Relou nt.
Petition of Charles H. Mender, execut .r, fdttermination of collateral w herit»nce .ax.
Estate f Merry W. Mackie, iate of Belfas*.
Petition of I-. bei M. Mackie. wil *, that an
allowance may be made to her out of toe per
sona! estate of saul deceased.

Estate of Muriel Barbara Varney, late of
Burnham
Petition ..f Julia E. Weed, guardian of said Muri:
Barbara Varney, that ahe
may be licensed t> stll aid convey at private
sale certau reas estate situated in said Burnham, bei> ging to 8: id ward at.d described it*
said

petition.

Estate if Evart L, Varney. iate of Burnham.
Petition of Georg* \N Varney, administrator, that he it.a. be licensed to sell and
convey at t nvate sale certain real estate situ
ated in said Burnham belonging to said CeCeared ana described in said
petition,

Rhoda C. Taylor, la e of Unity, deceased.
hope the good people will sufficient- W ill and petition for probate thereof and that
ly appreciate the work of these guaran- letters testamentary issue to George M. Taylor, be being the executor namtd therein and
ELLERY BOWDEN.
tors to assist by their presence. The propresents said petition.
Judge of said Court.
A true ci i y if the original.
gram for the Juniors is particularly atAddie A. Shuetleff, or known as Adeline A
Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.
tractive and what pleases the children Shuetleff, late of Thorndike, deceased. Peti
tion that Helen S.; Bragoon or some other
interests the parents. The program fol- suitable person may be appointed administraNotice is hereby given that the following
tor of said estate.
Petition presented by snid
lows: Opening dsy, afternoon, series lecappointments have been made by the Probate
Helen S. Bragdon, daughter and heir-at-law of Court, within and for the
County of Waldo
ture, Chautauqua superintendent;concert said deceased,
and State of Maine:
Popular Operatic Company; Junior ChauPronell P, Nichois, late of Searsport, deEstate of Alice J W. W aldron, iate of Sears
tauqua. Night, concert, Popular Operatic ceased. Petition that Wilfred V Nichols of port. William K. Gillatt of Searsport appointSearsport, or some other suitable person may ed executor October 10th, A. D, 1952.
Company ; lecture, Chancellor George H. be appointed administrator of said estate.
Estate of Charles C. Nickerson, late of
Bradford, "This Way Up.” Second day: Application that i.o bond be required from Winterport Alice Yl. Nickerson of Winterj
said administrator is contained in the petition j
afternoon, series lecture, Chautauqua for probate thereof. Petition presented by j port appointed .executrix Octeber 10th, A. D.
1922.
Wilfred
said
V.
widower
and
heir-atJuNichols,
superintendent; concert, Dixie Duo;
j
Estate of Annie C. Conant, late of Winterlaw of said deceased.
nior Chautauqua.
Night, coocert, Dixie
M. Conant of Winterport ap
Lena A. Sanborn, late of Belfast, deceased. port. Ciiarlts
executor October 10th, A. D. 1922.
B.
“When
Homer
Hurlbert
Duo; lecture,
Petition that Margaret L. Vinall of Belfast or pointed
East Meets West,” Closing day: after- some other suitable person may be appointed
Estate of John V. Lusher, late of Montville.
administrator of said estate. Petition pre- Hattie T. Lusher of Momviile appointed exenoon, Junior Chautauqua stunt party, sented
by said Margaret L. Vinall, sister and cutrix October lOlb, A. D. 1922.
one act play.
Night, comedy-drama, heir-at-law of said deceased.
Estate of Fred Millay, late of Liberty. |
“Cappy Ricks.” The superintendent this
Orisa Anna Pendleton, late of IsIesboro.de- Rena M. Millay of Liberty appointed execuyear is Miss Margaret McClees.
us

busi-

German of Albion, whc
has been teaching the primary grades in
the school at Reynolds corner, baa beet
obliged to give up her work on account ol
Mrs. Lawn Bagley underwent a surgi- illness. Miss Grace
Jones, Clinton higt
cal operation Oct 7th. Or. Tapley of ’22, is
substituting in that grade.
Belfast performed the operation. Mrs.
Strople of Troy ia caring for her.
are

a

again arranged for the “annual event.”
J his year there are more guarantors and

let

Dr. and Mrs. Treworthy

there has been

the generous patrons have sustained and

Main Street

UNITY.

helps the guarantors.

far,

a

•

>

fellow-

a

sum

bond

lor

the guest

town

Mias Rena Know

who had

of money,
further
of that case revealed an-

a

in

is

in searching

"skipped out” after relieving
workman of

in

PPBNS.

XwSiSSKsi’

Bears the

p*^
$:l
Ji5*

fundamental'*
"There is something
* < hemt
wrong with a man wt.o can gel
in
denouncing wh*t in claim*d oh*
t
'-s
error ot the Attorney Geneial bj :i
>iru'
one word ot denunciation tor tl
w ,ta
lion of properly, t >e interference
rnuf
traffic, the personal issa Its an I r-,ie
dtr» which have character/, s lh?c»*n
>ec on >
and rail strikes A man whuC
the possible mistak s of g"ver. ment official* an minds his eyes to u qu.stioiiby
i- ble and notorious crimes con.united
the enemies ol law and order, is .«t heirt
an
an*rchist, whatever may ne I- sprit*»'*
t nsiuns in his public utter lie s
sympathies are w th the idler, not with
His cm cent is lor ltie w
the worker
fate ol the r.< n r, not tor tlie- welfare ot
«
He guinea in ilie
the law abiJin*

E, N. Whitcomb has

had gotten him out of doors.
drew from

of relatives

Mass.,

ut Mis L. S. Titcomb.

•

Mr*. Dearborn of Cam ten

three chil-

Carleton and

Morton

frie.ids

Ryder visited

Belfast recently.

the DU job at Ellsworth.

on

Helen

Mr*.

Sunday to work

Clarence Dubbin left

H

IM S OFTEN

PkiPtT.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

I

ceased. Petition that Kichard L>. Pendleton of trix October 10th, A. D. 1922,
Brooklyn, New York, or some other suitable
Estate of Florence E. Bacbelder, late of
person may be appointed administrator.of said
Fred O. Goodwin of Albion appointed
Petition presented by said Richard D. ; Troy.
estate.
with the will annexed, October
Pendleton, son and heir-at-law of said de- j administrator,
10th, A. D. 1922.
ceased.
Estate of Lucy A. Rust, late of Palermo
Mary C. Stilwell, late of Stockton Springs, Silas E. Bowler of Palermo appointed admindeceased. Petition that Marion K. Prichard
istrator, with the will annexed, October 10th,
of Cohssaet, in the Commonwealth of MassaA. D. 1922.
chusetts, or eomejother suitable person may be
testate of Mary F. French, late of Stockton
appointed acministrator of said estate. PetiCharles A. French of Stockton
tion presented by Harry F. Hodges, George C. Springs
heirs
and
Frances
cousins
and
Springe
appointed admin.strator October 10th,
Mitchell,
Hodges
A. D. 1922.
at law of said ceceased,
Estate of Otis A. W'ellman, late of Sears
Josephine A. Proctor, late of Prospect, de
Petition that Frederick W. Smith of mont. Elisabeth M. W'ellman of Searsmort
ceased.
or
some
other
suitable
appointed administratrix October 10th, A. D.
person may
Bucksporr,
1922.
be appoii ted administrator of said estate.
Estate of lhaddeus 1. Huxford, late of
Applies!i ii that no bond be required from
in
ibe
is
contained
petition Brooks. Clara E. Huxtord of Biooks apsaid administrator
for probate thereof. Petition presented by
pointed administratrix October 10th, A. D
Anna G. Avery, sister and heir-at-law of said
1922.
deceased.
Estate of Angela M. Hodsdon, late of Beldeceased.
Lewis A. Brown, late of Belfast,
fast.
Ralph 1. Morse of Belfast appointed apPetitiom that Eliza J. Brown of Belfast or mimstrator October 10th, A. D. 1922.
some other suits: le i erson may be appointed
Estate of Hannah C. Colcord, late of Searsacministrator of said state. Application that
port. Charles O. lawyer of Searspurt apno bond be required from said administratrix
administrator October 10th, A. D. 1922.
pointed
is contained in the* petition for probate thereInstate of Alice H. Whitney, late of F'reeof, Petition presented by said Eliza J. Rjown,
dom. Belle M. Penny of F'reedom appointed
widow and heir-at-law of said deceased.
administratrix October 10th, A. D. 1922
Phineas A. Dunlon, late of Dincoinvuie. deEstate of George A. Ingraham, late of Knox.
ceased. Petition that Irvin O. Eugley of Linof Knox appointed admin
colnville or some other suitable person may be John W, Ingraham
October 10th. A. D. 1922
istrator
Peti*
estate.
appointed administrator of said
Estate of Henrietta Giur, late of Prospect.
non presented by J. C. Collemer, a creditor of
said estate.
Josephine G. Banks of Prospect appointed adJames B. Dunton, late of Lineoinville, de- ministratrix October 10th, A. D. 1922
Estate of trank W. Rhodes, late of Knox.
ceased. Petition that Irvin O. Eugley of Lincolnville or some other suitable person may be Alvin L- Rhodes of Union appointed adminisPetiestate.
aaid
trator
October 10th, A. D. 1922.
of
adminiatiator
appointed
tion presented by Cheater A. Dean, a creditor
Estate of Sidney J. Young, late of Lincolnof aaid estate.
ville. Joseph S. MulJiu of Lincolnville ap
Estate of Victor G. Golding, lete of Hol- pointed administrator October 10th, A. D. 1922
account
final
and
Massachusetts.
First
yoke,
Estate of Henry W. Mackie, late of Belfast.
presented for allowance by Carrie E. Golding, Isabel M, Mackie of Belfast appointed admin*
administratrix.
istratrix October hHb, A. D. 1022.
Estate of George W. Parker, late of Monroe.
Estate of Scott H. Toman, late of Boston,
First and final recount presented for allow- in the Common wealth of
Massachusetts. Frank
ance by Ada F. Parker, executrix.
T. t iffin of Boston appointed executor October 10th, A. 1). 1922. Edward C. Payion of
Estate of Dewitt C. Abbott, late of Knox.
Final account presented by John D. Abbott,
Rockland, Maine, appointed agent,
administrator.
Dated at Belfast, in eaid County of Waldo
Estate of Ceiestia A Stetson, late of Linand State of Maine this 17th day of October,
eoinville. First and final account presented
A. D. 1922.
for allowance by Abbie F. Knight. admimatraCHAS. E. JOHNSON. Register.
rix.

Look for the Mark!

BANGOR

The Norwegian “FisherI man Mark” of quality and
| goodness that is on every
bottle of
!

Scott's Emulsion

health-building, I
bearing cod-livjr I

you

in

purest torm,

its

plpasant

to

take,

assimilated
and transformed
into strength.
The “Fisherman
Mark' should be on every |
bottle of emulsion you buy. I

readily

I

130 p.

in.,

VS inter}

j

5 45 p

m

n
in

pm;
; Camdue in

m.
Host* ft tie following morning about 7
Return—Leave Boston M»nda\i Wednesdays and Fridays at 6 p. m
ana
Leave Rockland Tueado*1. liurr,
t
u... BelSaturda>s at 5 a m Camden
fast 7.15 a m., for Bucksport, VS n un rl and
Bangor,
At F»itin correction is made via the Metc.-serger
ropolitan Lit e express freight ar
uin sod
steamer* tor New York and pointWest.

MAINE

LINt

STEAMSHIP

Portland-New

Yoik

Freight Service.

Direct freight service between Portland and
New York is r<turned from the Ntw State
Fier Portland, Maine.
I bn ugh rates bid direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trur k Kailroads.
GLO. L. OUMTON. Agent.
Belfast. Maine.

Saves

Club House

Time
and

Cigars

Energy
Makes

If you like Havanas,
there is nothing better

House

13c, 2 for 25c
at

2 1

rt

Rlckland. MU p

Smoke

Sold

>

Boekiport 109 p. bl; Bdfiit, 4SI
drai,

oil

Bangor Ttmdii'it 1

at

uroa>fi

I

vdamine
(assures

HU- Ab 1

S'l EAMSH1P
Utvi

I INE

Cleaning

all Dealers

Easier

PKOBAir

MllltS

Removes all kinds of stains and spots
—almost without effort.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub
scrik-er hereby gives notice that she his been
duly appointed administratrix of the (slate of
OTIS K

RYDER,

late of Belfast,

in the County of Waldo dtceastd, and gi en
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same tor settlement
and till indebted ihtreto are requested to make

payment immediately.

ALMA J. RYDER.
Belfast. Me. Sept 12. 1922
CONSERVATOR’S
scriber hereby
duly appointed

NOTICE.

The

gives notice that he has
conservator of tbe estate

subbeen
of

LENA P. HOYT of. Belfast.
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said Lena P, Hoyt, are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
pa)

ment

immediately.

EDGAR S, MCDONALD.
Belfast, Me, Sept. 12, 1922.

FOR RENT
To* small family, a reliable man and
woman, a comfortable village rent within three milea of Belfast. Apply by letter.
A. B. C., Journal

Office,

Belfaat,

Maine.

Closets, Sinks
new

and

after single

Bath Tubs,

Floors look

;ike

application

CAPITAL MAGIC WATER CO.
AUGUSTA, MAINE

AGENTS WANTED
Industrious men and women wanted
i
retail the genuine Watkins Products
y
city territories. Exceptional opportum
to tie up with oldest and largest company
of its kind. Our hustlers average iiicom
to

weii»

is $1.10 an hour.
Are you doing as
a
If not, write today, for free samples
Vev
particulars. The J. Watkins Co.,
Boston,
81, 64 Washington St., North,
Mass.
4w40*
_.■

YOUNfl WOMLN VVAN1ED
w**° aTf
Excellent opportunities for those
of having a profession.
Elliott Community Hospital of
N. H., offers a three years’ c®urs*,v.five
six yTraining School for Nurses. A
desirous

bed modern

boapital

now

in const

For particulars apply to
N
K NMARY A. DIAMOND.
3w40

Superintend*0

\

^

^
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Women Visit Houston
Mile Tour

Hero.

Modest

Monroe locals of

recent

a

C.
(hat announced that
East Boston is visiting rela-

|

Clarendon W. Gray is a
Sixty y<ars ago he was
nia»
sons of Rue,
,,U3rtet of brothers,
who won much gl >ry
^tnrkton.
Ut
O

“V”ra:,.e
f

a

8.000

MAINE ITEMS

Wf

A.66p
a

A

-own

'frl

o

°"f
f.r|Y 01
the.n died
Civil War, an i three of
m the
story of such heroism and
,,i„
The
in Pa
for ability and patriotic

RECORD

Mrs. George U.

regular

AUIO

TRIP

11 tch of the party is a
in Belfast at the

summer visitor

home of her huabimP* parents, Mr. and
Mrs W alter G Ha'cli of North Belfast.

Eight thousand miles by

auto in eight
k>!
last is the accomplishment of four
Mi-sachusetts society women wao pis-ed
promotion
*
through llous on on their way hack home
mu well be told on thisoccasion,
ni«r
if ter com ile' mg a tour arou id the b >r•et' ice
in the papers
ed
appea
never
dcr» ot the United States.
h is
r it
lived.
Kobwhich
they
In a twin six Packard touring car, ac((IK-unty m
the eldest, who enlisted at companied ny their chaulfuer—the only
ilcory was
male member of the party—Mrs. Herbert
ompany of Cap*. Frank Nick- ! Damon of
j m [be
Malden, Mrs. George Bartlett
fourth Maine Regiment. He was ut Brookdne, Mrs. George U Hatch of
was (wounded at first ; GreeutielJ,
and Mrs. William Watts of
a sergeant,
his arm broken, taken Melrose are completing the last lap of a
battle,
t<u„
II
journey 111 it ha- never before been at9th day escaped, swam the
•soner, the
tempted by women.
aid
a
of
fence
the
with
The wanderlust and the urge to "See
Potomac river
was made second lieutenant of America Kirst" gripped these four Boston
rail and
suburbanites last June, and afler a month I
was promoted 1st lieuCompany. He
tilled with much discussion and planning
the following' year, and upon the and preparation and outfitting, on July
tenant
Whitcomb
to
20
of Captain
they waved a farewell to Boston as
8 dvancement
ttieir car rolled,
fully equipped for a
was promoted to
Gray
Lieutenant
:or
‘come what may” trip, down the highwhen
Major
of the Company.
way toward New York.
wounded at GetIn all sorts of weather—good, bail and
Whitcomb was mortally
succeeded him in mdilTerent; over all sorts of roads—under
burg Captain Gray
all sorts of conditions for the past eight
-phe first day in the Wilderness lie
weeks these foul women have kept their
and was
the
of
regiment
command
car headed for some plac
,?8
else down the
three
bullets, dy- road and they declare they have never
bis borse by
shot from
and is buried in Fredericks- lost heart nor wished that they had never
ing Mi> 9th,
started nor felt that they would like to
cemetery.
burg
turn back ,nd anan Ion the trip
ennsieu
J.
uray
| They have been "just everywhere,” as
His brother Manderson
Oct. 2, 1861, at the Mrs. Damon, "hostess” of the trip aptly
jn the same Company
in the battle of expressed it when asked by The Chroniof 16 and was killed
cle representative where they had been
and was
and what they had seen.
Fredericksburg. Dec. 13, 1862,
brother Clarendon,
“If anyone wants to become a good
itjnel there bv his
one of the women declared,
mile American
about a
Rappahanoek,
the
Dear
"they should see ihe country as we have
from Fredericksburg.
The vastness of it—the beauties
seen it.
brotii- of it—the wealth of it! One could not
Augustus L. Gray, the youngest
fail to he impressed with the wonders of
at the age of 1.3, March 1,
(F enlisted
and was killed at America after such a journey as we have
1863, o the 7th Maine,
] made.
Sheridan.
Cedar Creek, under
“We have seen it all, the fertile farmthe in
Clarendon w., enlisted with his broth- ing section of the Middle West;
in the Bed Lanas of the
scenery
spiring
and
of
the
age
at
18,
j Dakotas; the beauties and wonders of
ers in the tth Maine,
to corporal Sept. 2, 1862;
was promoted
Yellowstone National Park; the wonderwas awarded
ful forests and orchards of Oregon and
to sergeant, Aug. 8, 1863;
heroic conduct, Washington and California; the mightithe Kearney medal for
the Grand Canyon; the deserts of
his
breast by Gen. ness of
upon
having it pinned
Arizona, New Mexico and West l exis—
Daniel E Sickles. Gray, Bupportad by- yes, we’ve had a wonderful trip and we*ve
at Fair seen America as it really is.”
three comrades, having captured
The party left Houston Tuesday aftertheir colonel.
l
Oaks six confederates with
They will
Beaumont.
noon bound for
of the
close
at
the
reinlisted
clarendon
make several short stops between Beau
and mont and New Orleans. They are schedthree years’ service of the 4th Maine
where uled to sail from New Orleans September
was transferred to the 19th Maine,
It is their intention to take their car
he 27
his reputation had preceded him, and
aboard the ship so that they can complete
and
to the Color Guard
was assigned
the trip from New York to their various
they
re- homes in the same
manner that
given the colors. At the disastrous
in
Station started out on the morning of a day
pus- f 'fie 2nd Corps at Reem’s
July which, they say, will remain vividly
the
in
leading
his
in 1861,
gallantry
in their memories for many years to
ch3rg- >f the regiment to retake the come.—Houston Chronicle.
work from which they had been driven,
r»

we

v

New Sweden, Aroostook county, will
be well represented st Stockholm, Sweden, Europe, next year, when a splendid
exhibit now in process of making is completed and sent there. Olaf Nylander,
well known naturalist, is putting consi 1erable time and energy into the task. He
is endeavoring to secure a picture of
He his alevery home in New Sweden.
ready drawn an accurate map of the
town, giv ng Hie various roads, location
and names of farmers.

*rjon,

^a)P

1,1

cTptai"
jn(l

jn

!

|

encouraging
waving the flag and greatly
the Maine farmers’ almanac
of 2nd
tns
nraJes, led to a commission
Some time in early November William
He was engaged in 32 battles
nente uant.
Bull Run to J. Ryan, Portland's well known blind
ana skirmishes from first
man and ardent worker in the interes s
He was mustered out ot the
Appomattox.
blind, will start on tiis 42nd annual
four
exactly
served
trip to central and northern Maine selling
June I, 1865, having
years.

Gray

Mr

resided

Stockton

in

five

he re-

of the
[ years. At .the close
to Boston, where he
moved
[I for 33 years of the Metropolitanmem
pobet
war

was

a

1 lice force, from which he retired to enter

f crade in

East

Boston,

in which he was

succeeded by his sou. Such a specimen
of a manly man deserves to have the
story of his patriotism told anew when
be re'urns to

Waldo county for a visit.

cousin, Christopher C. Gray,

A

a

son

Almanac for 1923.
the old Maine Parmer
I bis year the entire proceeds derived from
the sale of these almanacs will be turned
over to the treasurer of the Maine InstiThis institution is
tution of the Blind.
doing wonderful work for the blind and
deserves the most generous support from
Mr. Rian’s itinerary inMaine citizens.
cludes such towns and cities as Moulton,
Oldtown, Bangor, Lewiston, Dover, Dexter, Pittsfield, Belfast, Waterville, Augusta, Brunswick, Bath, Livermore Falls
Me earnestly re juests
and Farmington.
that all prospective purchasers of the old
Maine Farmers’ Almanac hold their orders for him.

of Abijah Gray, a near neighbor in
Stockton, also enlisted in the same ComThe Difference
pany and was promoted during his nearly
of
three years’ service to 1st Lieutenant
HI For seventy years, Obosh the sage,
Sat on the mouutain side
the same Company, and fell in that
Swallowing sunshine:
bloody grapple the first day in the Wilhe never became illuminated.
But

derness.

By

unfirtunate and

an

unintentional

error :n the Stockton town history Major
Gray is recorded as a 1st lieutenant and,
Lieutenants Christopher C. Gray and

Japanese poem.
Obosh’s son, emigrating to America
Sat on a Kentucky mountain
Swallowing moonshine
And got lit up in no time.

ak

bb

a b a

WORMS
** VylxlYlO-

these svmtoms in,ii(.n,lt
worms.

Atwood’s Medicine is a safe, sure remedy for worms in children, evicting
the cause of disturbance, restoring
normal appetite,and toningthesystem
to natural function. Usedfornearly 70
years. Large
bottle, oOcts.
1 ct. a dose.
All deah ra

j

One of the most striking figures of the
Spanish-American War, and one who
contributed the most romantic chanter to
the history of that war was Rear .admiral Charles E. Clark who died Sunday in
It was Admiral Clark who
California.
guided the famous battleship Oregon
from San Francisco to the Florida coast
in 67 days, arriving in season to help destroy the Spanish fleet at Santiago, his
passage imperiled by storms, by a lurking torpedo fleet, and by the formidab e
Spanish warships cru sing in the Cariu
bean Sea.
For this sp endid achievement Capt. Clark was advanced in rank
seven numbers, and promoted to rear
admiral.
Maine’s interest in him was
something more than national pride, for
one of his daughters became the wife of
Charles F. Hughes of Bath, now a rear
admiral in the Navy, and for a number of
years a visitor to Rockland with the Naval Trial Board.

Scorned

Gray.

Cassius C. Roberts,

Tampa, Florida.
816 Curtis Avenue.

The oM *chooner Sarah Eaton certainly
doe* h ave h *r hard luck >n bunches. Uonnat
trom M achi as to W arehan wiih • load •»'
lumber recently she r in ashore on P-allm k
'he
Rtp Shoal off Vineyard Haven.
paunded heavily but was floated free in
ou'
of
'he
an hour
She had just gotten
dry dock, having been salvage', rrpirea)
an! put into commission after going
ashore last year in the narrows.

WATCHES FOR MEN
Waltham, E'gin, Illinois, Hamilton

‘•I.. F.”

MEDICINE
COMPANY
Tort land,
Maine

Ladies’ Wrist Watches

|

both American and Swiss, Gold Filled and 14k Gold

V_
As the Bar Harbor season of 1922 nears
its end it is more and more apparent that
this has been one of the best seasons in
the history of the resort
Business men
in many lines assert that their business
has been better this year than ever before.
Members of the summer colony
state that this lus been one of the most :
enjoyable seasons that they have ever
spent here.
People are remaining later
than usual and there is a very considerable summer colony in Bar Harbor
and many of these people plan to stay
well into October.
The season is ending with the greatest I
real estate activity of recent year
The i
importance of the real estate transfers of'
this season is generally accepted as an indication that the resort is entering upon
an era of
great prosperity. The men and
women who are buying these summer residence properties are men and women |
| who know Bar Harbor and who plan to
use their proper ies in future years.
The j
j sale of a number of business properties
shows the faith that business men and i
; women havn in the future of the resort.
Bar Harbor was hit hard by the war and j
other circumstances have not helped any ;
in recent years, but as the late James G.
Blaine said, ‘There is only one Bar Harbor,” and that ar Harbor is just coming
into its own. One may confidently look
forward to the season of 1923 to the bigg -at and best seas in that this resort has
ever known.
i

^CLOCKS*-

(Boston Transcript.)

can

by.

catch trains

Bridge Street, Belfast.

SEAMERS APPLY AT ONCE

location in Boston’s
Established 1818.

#

BY CHECK RAISING

It has been reliably estimitei that from thirty to fifty million dollars are
being stolen annuilly from bank depositors who do not protect their checks.
It may never hivi h ippea ; 1 to yoa—/et your next check may be raised.
It is next to impossible to write a check that is safe, unless protected with
lern device.

Remember, that in these diys, every class of crime is constantly increasing and an unprotected check is a dangerous asset.
No matter to whom you give your ch ;ck it is not safe for it may be transferred to another party or stolen from the miil or get into the hands of a dishonest employe, who by using a few drops of amd or by clever pen changing
can make over your check so that you would scarcely know it.
Do you know that your signature represents every dollar that you are
worth? Is it not worth a few dollars of your money to protect it?
>on’t put this m itter off another d ly, but write for interesting literature
post card will do.
It does not o oligite you at all.
on check protection
We can supply you with any sta
devioe for half price or less.

1

Jar 1 mike of

^FLORIDA
Two Sailings Weekly
Tuesdays and
Saturdays, 8 P. M.

by
®
^n» ^a
X*
", Boston to Savannah
First-Class Passenger Fares. Boston
I To

Jacksonville

wS, $42.82
&ey $51.28
Rx°“Sd $96.15 ! RTTPd $79.23
Including

m«ai* ana siaierwm

Ocean Step tittup Co. of

S»»»nn«h

Ism.le

•

Eweiywhere You Hear It
Firestone Builds
the Finest Cords
-

a day goes by but some one
Firegoes out of his way to tell us that
stone Gum-Dipped Cords are the best

HARDLY

dream

man never

know

renown,

tires built
Cords—as only Firestone builds them—will
give you many extra thousands of miles of wear.
And for fall and winter driving there’s nothing
like them. The strong, resilient Firestone carcase of gum-dipped cords, can stand the hardest

But none can touch in the after hours
vandal hands to your gay dream flowera.

Calling

each comrade bac* again,

Bailing your ship on a phantom main,
•Wasuring all like a miser’s gold
Lounting each friend as a wealth untold,
r*e as a
wisp on the breeze to play,

punishment

With the reputation Firestone Cords hold, it
not surprising that so many motorists in this
community have made them standard equipThe demand for Firestone Cords in the
ment
last few months has broken all records.
is

mto the realm of yesterday.
—Robin A. Walker.

Prices

Perhaps

CASTOR IA

again

Cattle,
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as they are now.
mileage be sold so

r—I————^_

B. O.

Tools. Furniture,

150 acres, two miles from village on main
to
neighbors, churches,
schools, 50 acres field, 300 apple trees,
large amount of wood and lumber,bouse 7
rooms, barn 45x80. It sold before November 1st, will include 2 horses 0 c ttle,
farming tools, hay and grain in barn,
furniture in house, everything mcluded
for $3200 on easy terms. Send for photo.
ALONZO P. RICtiARDS,
2w41
Farmington, Maine.

'Mj//llk

wsy////l\

low

can

City

for old paper.

NORTON, High Street, Belfast

House for Sale
A five

Woolens
October 3

Material for ladies’ wear direct front
factory. Write for sample and mention
garment planned.

room

_—-

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30„High

Street.

lei.

320

31 Inclusive

to

Trucking

Trip

From

Fare

Belfast.
Camden..
Rockland,.
Bar Harbor.
eal Harbor.
Northeast Harbor.
Southeast Har-

6 00
6 00

6,00
9 00
9 00
9

CO

I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable^
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.

.Round
Trip

Round

| Bangor.$7,00
YVinterport. 7.00
j Buckaport. 7.00

F. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine.

3m36

Return Limit 15 Days from Day of Sale
From

Fare

Stonington.$8

00

Nor'hlHaven.-7.00
900
Bluehill
South Bluehill. 9 00
Brooklin.j. 8 00
Deer Isl ’. 8.00
Sargentville. 8.00
South Brookeville 8 00
Eggemoggin.,. 8 00
Dark Harbor. 7.00

Telephone

connection.
|W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

RwoiYinpMkcasB

9.00

Accommodating

Two Persons,
$2.00 and $2 50

FOR SALE
For particulars app'y at the

JOURNAL OFFICE.

Visit. Boston During October
Boston is famous for historic and interestSightseeing automobile trips to

ALGOLA PILLS

ing points.

CAMBRIDGE

LEXINGTON CONCORD
MARBLEHEAD
PLYMOUTH

SALEM
GLOUCESTER

Regulate

I

Usual Attractions at all
Theatres

the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood.
For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
them.
10c.
25c.
At druggists.
Try
Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Boa
Hall
1103, City
Station, New Ycrk. S«e
signature on each box.

Jlchef

Visit Annual Food Fair at Horticultural

Whan you’rs suffsrlng from

HaU October 9th to 21st.

house and lactory.

Cemented cellar and electric lights.
A. P. LORD,
Enquire of
Box 154, Camden, Maine.
28

SAM FREEDMAN,
Cross Street, Belfast.

39tf

Two Horses, Nine

road, bandy

Decide now that you will get Most Miles per
Dollar. Drop in any time and let’s talk tires.

in Use For Over 30 Years

wereof

never so

$200 Secures

cheaply.

For Infants and Children

Always bears

were
never

Judicial Court in Vacation.
Belfast, October 10th, A. D. 1922.
Upon the annexed writ and noei, it is ordered
by me, th- undersigned a Justice of said Court,
tnat notice be given to the Libelee by pub*
lishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Re*
publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast,in the County of Waldo,the last publication
to be sixty days at least before the next term
of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the first Tuesday of
January next, that he may then and there
appear in said Court pnd answer thereto, if
he see fit.
CH ARLES J. DUNN,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of Writ, Libsl, and Order of
Court thereon.
3w41
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
Supreme

TO BUY ALL RINDS OF JUNK. Anyone who has any to sell please telephone
or send postal and I will call. Good prices

Staterooms

i

ss.

WANTED

bor...

castles fair may tumble down,

our

protecting

RUGS

To St. Petersburg

day,

STATE OF MAINE.

EXCHANGE

Nsw York

ma

W aldo,

salesmen,

STANDARD CHECK WRITING
233 8roadi/vay,

or

October 6, 1922. The said libele •lit--, mat the above allegation as to
resi<:«-.>ce of the libelee is true.
*
Bef >re me,
(Signed) H. C. BUZZ ELL,
Justice of tne Peace*

Waldo S3
ant
the

Eastern Sinisi Lines

green,
Back where the world is peace serene,
Into the land where the mists hang low
And the wonderful flowers of the
meadow grow.

y
•nur

check writer

An attractive proposition offereJ to live wire local

$36.65 RTTpd $67.83

trudge your homeward way
And dream of the man you’ll be some

Cathleen M Mottola of Halfast, in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully
libels and gives this Honorable Court to be informed: that she was lawfully married to John
A, Mot tola of parts unknown, at Belfast aforesaid, on the fifteenth day of June, A. D.
1920; that .since sai l m«rridi*e your libelant has conducted hc-r«elf towards the said
John A. Mottola as a
faithfu', chaste and affectionate wife; that being ol sufficient ability
and being able to labor and provide for her, be
has grossly, wantonly and
cruelly neglected
and refused to provide suitable maintenance
for your libelant; that he has b*-en
gu lty of
cruel and abusive treatment and extreme
cruelty towards her.
W'herefore your libelant pra>s that a divorce
from the bonds of matrimony between hers'*!f and the said libelee
may be decreed, and
that she may resume ner maiden name of
Cathleen M. Col cord.
And the libplant further
alleges that ahe
has used reasonable
diligence to ascertain the
present resider ce of said libelee, but is unable
to do so, and does not know where it is.
Dated at Belfast,*Me, this sixth day of October, A D. 1922
(Signed) CATHLEEN M. MOTTOLA.
Libelant.

Ill ill Lost lull;
mo

next to oe

within and for the

S'.enails furnUhsl on app'icrtion
Prom at ant Efficient Service.
References any Cammere! ll \tancy; Baican rrartCa, Barton.

a

Ju-tices of

tba Supreme
hold* n at Belfast,
of
Waldo, on the
County
first Tuesday of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twentythree:
Honcrabl-*

Judicial Court

Fruit and Produce
Commission Merchants.
APPLES O J S SPEOWLTY.

;

as you

I'o the

SU3 M. PARTd IDG 2.

^Dollar

Belfast, Maine

STATE OF MAINE.

AMY L. WILSON

P&r

HILLS, Proprietor*

COUNTY OF WALOO, SS.

In the finest quality of sheep
and camel's wool, ani in
shades of blue and tan. The
Jprices are lower than those
goffered in the Boston and
New York stores. Call and
see the n it the Joi:\ul e fi: e.

Into the realm now tinged with gold,
Back where the mystery tales are told
And the hills are touched with deepest

Diad,

The Rcxall Store
READ &

Big Mar-

samo

Miles

Flora the Kansas City Times.
Sometimes when the sky is gray
I wander down a quiet way,
Over a road that winds afar,
A dream road where gay children are,
Bac< where the laughter rings more gav,
Into tne realm of yesterday.

cool

cmr DRUG STORE

FROM CHINA

IR35 S

THd REALM Oh YESTERDAY.

I meet gay friends on the way to school,
On nil the curfew tolls the day,
And my comrades silently steal away.

B5£

94 to 192 Faneuil Hill Mirket, Boston, Mass.
Almost 75 years in the
ket.

Generally

Give them from a half to tiro
little cubes of Analax at bed time.

HALL & COLE, Inc.,

Most

at the songs so gaily sung,
And sigh at the sound of the school
bell rung
Down through the lane when the day is

trouble somewhere.
with their bowels.

PULLMAN’S PANTS FACTORY

1

I___

When their little faces are
clouded witii trouble. It is a sure
sign that there HEAl.LY IS

P. O. Square,

Stitchers Wanted

speedsters.”

1 window only when it is clean
and bright on the inside as well
as cn the outside. And so does
the light shine from the face of
the little child when It Is clean
from within ss well as without.

A LINE OF GREETING CARDS

H. J. Locke & Son,

children

tl 'HF. light shines through the

Beautiful Colored Photographs
Views ot Bar Harbor and
‘Nutting's Famous Interiors

|

As long as no pressure is brought ot
such persons, the statement continues
‘‘only the poor and friendless will be pui
in court.”

cross

Sawyer’s

,

longer punish

no

PICTURES^

Transfers in Real Estate

The K.u Klux mu mery in Cambridge
a few nights ago was an insult ta the inThe following transfers in real estate
telligence and an affront to the sense of
decency of every American citiz-n. One were recorded in the Waldo Coun'y Regmight say that a procession of white- istry of Deeds for the week ending Oct.
sheeted and masked men, with jack-o’9, 1922:
lantern visages and arms folded like pre
Camden National Bank, Camden, to
obsolete Druids, would be
: historically
sufficiently laughable to warrant dismis- Maitland Alexander, Pittsburg, Penn.;
sal with silent contempt, but the preten- land in Lincolnvdle.
William A. Dickey, Lincolnville, to
sions and the capacity for mischiet of
the masqueraders call for their rebuke. I Llewellyn Hail, Cleveland, Ohio; land in
They are seeking to organize themselves Lincolnville.
into a “pro-Protestant and pro-white”
Ed ard J. Stephenson, Burnham, to
secret society to cover the whole country' Dominick M. Susi, Pittsfield; land in
to
stii
up
1
in
trying
and their audacity
Burnham.
that sort of anti social and anti patriotic
Walter F Blaisdell, Fort Washington,
here
to
and
Sia
in
tnis
apply
e,
prejudice
N. Y
et als., to Philo C. Blaisdell, w inthe same sort of pressure by means of a
terport; land and buildings in Winterport.
arc
thev
that
secret
society,
pervasive
Ira A. Jessiman, Monroe, to Walter
attempting in the Siu h, is nothing shorl
Fish, Beliast; timber in Monroe and
of an insolent mischief. We have no place
propaganda j Swanville.
: in Massachusetts for such a
Francis E. Wood, Belfast, et als., to
of prejudice and of threatened violence.
!
Why do people put themselves iutc Rosa E. Fish, do ; land and uildings in
are
I masks? Presumably because they
I Belfast.
; doing or contemplating something in the
Roscoe E. Duntou, Burnham, to Edward
show
to
ashamed
doing of which they are
J. Stephenson, do.; land in Burnham.
K.1uj
the
Ku
reason
I their faces. For this
Medorah Mahoney, Northport, to Daniel
are no doubt, properly masked. Let then
I Gould, Bangor; land and buildings in
stick to their masks, but let every decern
citizen utterly scorn and repud ate their } Northport.
Frances A. Nickless, Unity, to Martin
and all their ways and purpos s.
F. Nickless, do.; land and buildings in
Unity.
72 Children Killed Past Three Months ot
Mass. Highways.
Clyde P. Reynolds, Burnham, to Horace
Furington Co., Waterville; land in BurnSeventy-two children have been killec ham.
bv automobiles on Massachusetts highJames P. Nichols, Searsport, to Nettie
Grace Sargent, do.; land in Searsport.
ways in the last three months, Frank A,
Goodwin, State registrar of motor vehiMr. Goodwin assailed “highei
cles said.
police officers, persons of wealth or politwho
induce officers to pigeonhoh
ical pull
three-fourths of the complaints againsi
—AT—

Wise Mothers

SETH THOMAS CLOCKS are
dependable time-keepers, built for accuracy for over a
century and backed by the guarantee of the maker, as well
as by ourselves.
_._
You

j

Clarendon W. Gray are not given the
tank they achieved. Ol that same school
district Sylvanus I. Roberts, the first
Republican Sheriff of W'aldo county, had
two sons in the same 4th Maine Company, and both were killed in battle.
Jacob P. Fames also lost two sons in the
same Company, and Almerin Dickey of
of Belfast of the same district, now deceased, was a survivor with Lieutenant

“L.F.’*

An old pistol was round recently in the
wall of the Falmouth Hotel in Portlml
Whether it was placed there after so ne
grim tragedy or had been deposite I there
for safe keeping and was forgotten will
It wis doubtprobably never be known
less made HO years ago
John Folwart
shny, expert on firearms, says it wn of
Belgian m ike, of the kind u luilly c irrie I
by sailors in olden times and when on the
person was placed in the leg of the boot. I

A Good Season At Bar Harbor.

An order for shoes has been received
by the Thompson Brothers Shoe Company of Brockton, coming from Cleveland
by carrier pigeon. The salesmen, who
took the order, Harry T. Baldwin, is a
carrier pigeon fancier and has a score or
It took the
more of well-trained birds.
pigeon two days to come from Cleveland, the pigeon flying directly to the
Baldwin home.

to be

■

it

I’aul, 111 month* o'd son of Romeo Lavilliar of Lewiston, Me
Dulled over a
large can of varnish that h id been left on
a low shelf, and the contents
completely
covered him.
Held by the sticky mass,
he was as helpless as a fly caught in
"tanglefoot,” until his mother came in
answer to his screams.
It was nece«sary
to cut the clothing from the child’s body.
At first it was feared the eyesight had
been affected, but the doctors say he will
be all right again.

A Crowd

■

CHILDREN
Free From easional
iX’iylwf,"*.:
fever.

..

°ri

■

When children
eat ravenously
—or hn\ e
110

5w39

GEO. E. DUN TON, Agent,
Belfast. Maine.

For Sale
We have 75 apple barrels which w<
will sell at a reasona ble price.
CONSUMERS EUEL CO.,
Belfast, Maim
3w3,

!

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

neuralgia,

or

pain from any otharoauaa, try

Sr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
Ona

two and the pain stop*
no habit-forming drugs
Hava you triod Dr. Miles’ Nervine?
or

Contain

irt V«ir

"BALL(§BAND”
Feet

VHMtKPORT

bushes in the rear of her premises by
Who can beat
Mrs Harry R Hich born.

gaining from a
Mrs. Annie Ritchie
the esriy
long illness, which began in

this?

summer.

Lcuise Hopkins is having fresh
supplies of hats arrive frequently, and
those in need of pretty winter headgear
will find here bats to suit all fares
Up
flight in Hopkins’ block, turning
the right.
one

j

If your work keeps
you outdoors in bad
solid

and Mrs. George F Shaw of Sidney arrived Sunday to visit Mrs Shaw’s
cousin, Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner. They
Mr.

Mr C

He

over

a

pair of

warm

a

Maas.,

“Ball-Band” lumber-

Miss

*

they

wear

community.
Moulton of Koalinda.e,

accompanied
Laura, arrived

visit bis p

And man, how

warm.

has been making a
Her
alow improvement the past week
family are hoping that her condition will
in
permit her being moved to her home
W hite’s Corner soon.

tia

by
eany

Julia White

Mrs.

daughter,
last week ;o

Mr. and Mrs Clarence N Hooper, Miss
was
he
Dorothy
Hooper and Henry F Rai d, who
joined
,
Mcultoo. Sui day morning
have been guests of relatives here, left
left
in Csmden for
he
whom
wife
his
by
for
vis t when he came down. Tney res
Thursday n ornir g in th: ir hupmobile
their respective homes in Kenuebunk
turned by boat Tu.aday afternoon

keep
feet dry, your legs

men’s socks, will
your

tober.

is

cur

Mr. Edward M

p

Capt Char e»
will enSaturday via S S Camden and
of Ocjoy a vacation thrcu.h the month

a

bly known in

sble to sit

Crockett arrived borne

the man who pul in
favorcur water ajstem and is well and

worn

is

a
chair part of each day, roskmg
illness.
pie,sing recovery from her recent

Taylor of Wellesley, Mass,

N

Mr Taylor

trip.

pair

Mrs. Geneva Freeman
in a

tuaineaa visit to town Oct. 9th.
has recently returned frem a two
: V sijrurn ahread and reports a :.;.e

made

Top Duck Lawton.
of these,

Monroe,

afternoon.

sixteen-inch Leather

A

iiouae, foewn indefinite stay
*
Mrs. A. A Barden has returne' from
snd
South
Swsnv.lle
in
few weeks’ stay
the home of her son.

acccmpan.ed by Mrs Peterson and
They returned heme Monday
Mr Dyer.

this

in

comfort

to

were

find

you’ll

weather,

Mr* Leslie Clark is recovering at the
»ucE
M. G Hospitsl in banger from
cesaful’ surgical treatment.
OmsMrs. Harriet Abbott Dahiman of
Abbott
hs, Neb., ia at her old home,

Mr. and Mrs. Henry i>

rents,

The Delta Alpha S

S. Class have be

Mrs Susie Rendell has moved with her
rehearsals on their ccmedy drama>
into the Frank Davis house on ; guu
Forest Acres, which they will p esent ai
School street, now owned by his daughUnion Hall, Hal cwten for the benefit of
who is at
ter, Mrs Faustina Wentworth,
c ass and ol ibe Methodist Episcopal
tbe
Mrs.
present living in Massachusetts.
returned from a two church.

I

grandson

C. A. WcKernt) finished harvesting his
fine crop of Canada lie'd corn, Saturday

TUTTLE’S

LOWER main street

Is the Plaoe to

Do not forget the date of the Chautauqua—Nov. 2, 3, 4 5.

operated

W. Lambert.

E. Davis,
Mrs S. A. Davis and Sidney
as guests of the
who spent the summer
and Aletta Young, have re-

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Goodere of Ban
lor spent a week’s vacation last week
Milton Goodere.

with his father, Mr.

Miases Annie
turned to their home in Philadelphia.

The Current Events Club met Wednesday afternoon with Miss Mary Hichborn,
the subject being "Arts and Crafts.”

R. I,
Mrs. Lewis Barbour of Westerly,
of
chauffeur
and
Cook
Bertha
and Mrs.
were recent guests of Mr. and

Providence,
Mrs. Silas Ridley and Mr. and Mrs. A. S.

The

Ladies'

will

Aid

be

entertained

Trundy.

.his, Thursday, afternoon by Mrs. James
rreat and daughter, Mrs. Alice T. Hoe.

and Mrs. John C. Stowers and Miss
Miriam Stowers left Thursday for Boston,

The sardine factory at Lowder brook
apened again Monday for work, the fish

occupy an apartment
through the winter. Mrs. Stowers’ health
will not permit the trip to their home in
West Palm Beach, Fla.

haviag deigned

Mr

they

where she has been Bince
She stood the journey home betspring.
ter than they feared, but has not made
the improvement they hoped for under
the sanatorium treatment

She is with

will

to

“come around” again.

Mrs. Justma Harding has so far improved at the Eastern Maine General hospital that she expects to return home soon

1

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln L. Colcord, their
closed their
daughter Inez and maid, have
home, and have gone to New

The Rebekahs are to hold a social at
their hall this, Tnursday, evening. Clam
stew, coffee and doughnuts will be served.

port
City,

where they will spend the
The Colcords spent the past year
Mr. Colcord s
„_r Searsport borne, and
latest book, An I strument of the Gods,

■

The S. T. Company’s barge No. 3, in
of Capt. Pritchard, came in

command

r.

Friday for repairs
Inc.

at

the Stockton Yard,

recently published by MacMillan Co.
Miss Emma Cortheil.of Brighton, Mass.,
best
The book is considered one of the
arrived Saturday to visit nercousin, Mrs.
from the pen of this gifted young writer, E. S. Farren, at the Fort Point lightO’
and the title story appeared in Edward
was

house.

Bnen’s Best Short Stories for 1921.

Miss Elizabeth

Griffin, who

attending
at
school
Bucksport Seminary, came
down Saturday, returning Sunday after-

BKOOKS

is

noon.

Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Stiles left Wednesfor Danvers, Mass., to visit their son

Frederick Morrison is in Massachusetts
visiting lelatives. He returned with Mr.

day
Robert and family.

Connor in his car and is enjoying his stay

Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Staples on the loss of their infant
to them.
•on, which was a great blow

greatly.
Messrs. William H. Morrison and H. L.

Hopkins left Saturday night

Mrs. Geo. A. Roberts, a newly appoint
ed deputy from Happy Valley Chapter,
O. E. S., has begun her tour of inspection
Thornto neighboring chapters, being in

on

a

busi-

trip to Boston. They returned Tuesday morning.
Mr. J. T. Dowley of Eastport was in
town last week inspecting and putting in

Mrs. Harry W.

Griffin of

Mass., gave his sister,

friends, Messrs. Theodore Morse, Janies
They left
Barlow and Manuei Linehus.
Kent and

for Houlton and F'urt
going across the border

morning
were

wharf

MONROE
Forest Grant is visiting

a

Lora Nickless of Belfast spent the day
Friday with her sister, Mrs. G. E. Little-

them very enjoyable.

held.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Farris are trying to
find rent in the village, so they can move
here for the winter from their present location at Lowder Brook.

S. Stevens of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Springvale were guests at G. A. Palmer’s Oct. 9 snd 10.
Mrs. A. L. Croxford is in Portland, the

Mr. and Mrs. George Avery of Rockland motored up Thursday, accompanied
by two sisters of Mrs. Avery, dining with
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hopkins.

guest of her daughter,
bank, for several daya

dren returned to their home in Winter-

Considerable interest is evinced at the
meetings of the Ladies’ Aid, a goo3 num
her attending and work planned and executed for the coming "sale” in November.
Two quilt tops were completed this wee k
of pretty design patchwork to be tacked
at later meetings. There is a nice wors-

port Saturday after a visit of two weeka
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Tit-

Charles Howard viaited Mr. and
Mia. W. M. Voae last Wednesday.
J. ft Natter and Walter Colby have
gene to Maaeacbuoetta for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Oshond from G. P. Ridge
have gone into the Central office at Free4am village.
Mrs Nathan Voae has gone to liaaaaehnaetla to visit her brother, Omar Bryant and family.
Mrs Alice Penney aad Mrs Ann Davis
viaited Mrs Emma Basher in Freedom
one Bay Inst weak.

Mr. and Mra. Roy Eilingwood motored
from Miliinocket and were gueata at A.

Knight’s for

the weekend.

home of her son, M. A.
| Andrew Holmes, who has been a guest at the
a few days last week.
Haley,
the
sumtown
visitor
in
through
frequent
Mra Julia White, who has been critimerithougb living at Matinicus, has arrived in town and will remain for the cally ill in Winterport, is reported gainMr.

ing and will

winter.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat motored
Mrs. Stiles and Mrs. Sylvester. All Aid to Prospect
Sunday, calling on Mrs.
members and their friends are cordially j Treat’s cousin, Mr. Will Killman, and
urged to be present at the Thursday meet- i wife. Mr. Killman has been very ill, tut
ioga and a sist with the good work toward is

Mrs

and Mra.

Mrs. Mary Hawes of Prospect was the

comb.

ted quilt for aale, and there will be several
Recent
smaller sizes for crib quilts, etc.
meetiuga have been with Mrs. Higgins,

NORTH MONTVILLE

Mrs. Vera Bur-

Charles Foster of Livingston, Mass., were guests at Walter
Twombly’s a few days recently.

W.

j

improving.

Dr. J. F Ryder of Boston arrived from
Bangor Saturday afternoon, spending the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Harry R.
Hichborn, leaving Monday for Rockland
and Thom ston.

Dr. and Mrs. George A. Stevens had as
guasu Sunday Mrs. Stevens’ brother, Mr.
O. A. Blaiadell of Burnhan with wife and
daughter, Mias Leora. They motored

returning

be

moved to her houie.

Mr. and Mra G. A. Palmer, Mrs. Atbie Jewett and Mrs. Merton Haley are
att ending the Rebekah assembly in Portland.
Mrs. Melvin Wallace of Phippsburg returned to her home SaturJay, after spending the week with her sister, Mrs. Fred
Palmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Littlefield of
Knox spent Sunday at the home of Mr.
Littlefield’s parents, Mr. and Mra Herbert Littlefield.

George M. Houghton returned to
his duties in Bangor Monday, after a two
weeka' vacation. Mrs. Houghton will
close their summer home and go to Bangor for the winter.
Mr.

down

soon

at night

Mr. Irving Littlefield, accompanied by
hia mother, Mrs. Isaac Littlefield, and
Mr. and Mrs Georgs Stewart, who
sister Agnes, returned from Bangor Oct
hove boon working on Charles McCorri9th. Sympathy is extended Mr. Littlehave
the
eammer,
aen'a farm throagh
field in the loss of hia right eye.
gone la Palmar, Mam. where they have
A singularly out of season surprise waa

several

relatives

and

town,

Several from this village attended the

three chil-

by

Percival Smith of Cole’s Corner in this
a Civil War veteran, died after an

few weeks in

Uolumbus Day exercises at the Lowder
Brook school last Thursday, pronouncing

Mr.

here

friends.

Lida Lane has been sick at her
home for two weeks with the prevailing
bad cold, which seems almost epidemic
with it
aa ao many people have suffered
Earl Bowden
daring the past month.
store for
waa unable to attend to his feed

Mrs. Morton Carleton and

feel anxious that proper precautions

October 9, when Miss Lucie
In the early morning hours of last F'ri- i Monday,
Atwood of Bangor was united in
Kilby
of
a
gasoiine
daring robbery
day night
marriage to Ronald Bibber Wadsworth of
was
perpetrated, in our village. When
at the home of the bride’s
Mr Hupper removed his crank at night Norwood, Mass.,
Mr and Mrs. L. C. Atwood of
from his gasoline tank he omitted to leck parents,
Mrs. Wadsworth, who is the
it and some travelers helped themselves, j Bangor.
of Lewis Atwood of this
granddaughter
The noise awakened a member of the i
village, has spent many vacations here
Hupper family, who occupy the tenewhere she easily made and kept frien s
ment over his stotg, and rousing him he
by her charming and lovable personality.
got into his car as soon as possible and
Those fiom here who attended the serthe
but
to
Belfast;
put up a hot chase
vices were Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat Jr.,
robbers having some minute.’ start were
Lewis Atwood, Mr. and Mrs. Clement D.
As there was a break
not overtaken.
Mrs. William Carter, Mrs. Edwin
Cates,
and larceny at WTinterport the same night
The
Cates and Miss Mary A. Cates.
it is fair to presume the same people combridal couple were paggengers on Saturmitted the two robberies.
day’s steamer and were greeted at the

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lavoie have moved into the Haley house.

ears.

dreaded disease.

A wedding of much interest to Winter
port friends and relatives was that on

distance and then home by way of
New Hampshire and Vermont.
some

sardine factory.

week. Mra. Ira Bowden came home
from Abbot quite ill with the saiqe soii.
of cold. Mra. Cyrus Ryder and several
others at tbia end of the town are just
recovering, and Cheney Higgins has been
under the weather for some six weeks

this

Winterport has been twice on the schedule of attempted burglary within a week,
the objective points each time being the
Treat and Lowe stores and the drug store
in the Odd Fellows block, and bqjh attempts were frustrated by the presenc
of mind of Mrs. Mary Atwood, who also
attends the Central
Office, who telephoned for help. The would be burglars
escaped without doing any damage.

H.

Mrs. Gertrude Robertson, who has been
ill at the E. M. G. hospital in Bangor for
of her
se veral weeka, is at the home
fa ther, Hon. C. M. Conant, for a while.

PROSPECT FERRY

illness of several months, Friday morning
at the age of 78 years,2 months and 9 days
The funeral services were held at his late
residence Sunday P. M. Rev. Ashley A.

being the officiating
There was a profusion of
clergyman.
beautiful flowers. James H. Foley was
funeral director, and the interment was
in Twining Cemeteryf'Besides his widow
he left a son Mandel C.Smith, a daughter,
Mrs. Luther Butterfield and three grandsons, Dr. L H. Smith, Donald H. Smith
and Dr. Percy R. Butterfield. The bearers were his son and three grandsons.

Smith

;

bom ln
»e *»•
Mary O

A PIPELESS

he ion of Freeman Otis and
in
At the age of 17 he located
Hobart*.
where he wa* married to
Madison, Me
to
Four children were born
^on.e Fogg
father
hem, of whom threeaurvive then
of one year-,
>ne, a son, dying at the age
E»rhe tun iv,ng children are F reedoni
From Madnon, the
her and Fanny
amity moved to Florida, then to Denora,
’a., wnere Mr* Robert*’ death occurred
lie
Mr
Roberta came to N lea in 1918.
t» An
vaa married at St Joseph, Mich
ta
Ha 1, who survives h m, on Feb. 17,
919
Since com, r.g to Vie* Mr Roberta
tad been emp oyed by E E Woodford
ind G C. Van T**ael! until he went into
under
lartnership with Frank Schoolcraft
| he firm name of Schoolcraft and Roberta,
he had been in the
1 iinre Isal January
and rending business until his uest [i
In Friday, Oct. b 1922. Beanie* the
ndow and three daughters, he i> survived
I iy bis father, thre' rrother* aud two
W .11 he brothers and sister* are
tera
■ am
and Mrs. Hattie Durost ot Belfast,
Roberta of Brunsw ick,
4e.; Cheater A
and
>fe.; Carr.e G Goddard, Belfast, Me ;
An*
Roberts, Be fast, Me
reeman E
dieo ii ree yrars
^ ither brother. Frank G
t
Mr Ro: erta’ mother died on S
t go.
7, 1920 Beside* the relative* oieniiontd
are
l iiey
our step children survive
Rath Davis,
, aeorge Hall,
Niles; Mrs
Stella Kromer oi Niles • id
1 list, -Mich
Fialer1 .hsries Han ot big Fa Is, Minn.
■ ally he was a member of Berrien County
Caiant .* uJ.e,
1 O O. F
-odge. No
MaS’d
135, Knights ol i*y;hia», 1 the
w ah
onic lodge at Ftil»m re, Fi«., Fa*
l ing Encampment, New century Kebckah
odge and Vie* ienipie. No 3.10, Fytl*«*u
He ** « a member ot lie M r,
iiaters.
J-li:hig*n, Da ly Star
hurch—Nne*.

CLARION FURNACE
efficient construction.
It is economical both in first cost
is

a

most

and in
It will

operation.
give satisfaction, and

several

Established 1839

to

laughter of Jeremiah and Harriett 'sbutt'
ijjgley, but came to Belfast when quite
She married Reuel S. Ward of
roung.
rhorndike, Jan. I. I860. She la aurvived
}y her huaband, four daughters and live
M grand-cbi.dren and five great
ions,
irandcmldren. She was for many years

rhorndike,

in

which she

was

service

Rev. Mr
Willis,
of the Univrraalist church Pittsield officiated, Antioch Chapter attended
n
a
there were many beautiful
body,
lowers, testifying to the esteem in which
he was he.d.
Interment was in the
amily lot in the Pond cemetery. Mr
A ard and family w sti to thank the neigh*
ors
and friends for the kindness and
ympalhy shown in their bereavement.

Bangor

C

SANDYPOINT
The church has lately been painted.
Stanley Heath is visiting in Boston aud
vicinity.
Mrs. J W. Styles and Miss Elsie Styles
spent Tuesday in Bangor.
Dr. Taplev of Belfast was a professional
v isitor here last Sunday.
Mrs Levi Harriman left Saturday for
Massachusetts. Mr. Harriman went several weeks ago.
Miss Mabel Leach has returned to her
home in Chelmsford, Mass., after several
weeks’ visit with relatives in town.
Mrs. Gerry Harding and daughter from
Stockton village spent several days last
week here with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. G. Clifford.
Mr. aud Mrs. Howard Leach have
moved from the Hopkins house on the
hill to the house near the mill owned by
J. E. Whitham.
Master Cheater Clifford celebrated his
t bird birthday recently by giving a party
Cake, ice
t o several of hia little friends.
c ream and candy were served.
LINCOLN VILL6
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INVESTIGATE the used car market and you will discover that used Overlands of present design move at

«

and

Willys-Knight

cars are rare

B
I
S

B
■

I

B

B
■

B

B

among used

H

stocks.

touring,

fl

Willys-Knight line—5 and 7 passenger touring,
roadster, coupe and 5 and 7 passenger sedan.
TF you have or can command the facilities to establish
high-grade repair shop and local sales organization,
write

B

THE Overland line comprises 5 passenger
roadster, coupe and sedan.

held

■

THE
A

aastor

BfcLFASl

J

sales and service

Knight cars handled by one
fWERLAND and Willys
merchant to do business
the
live
agency permits
with those who desire a high-grade comfortable lowpriced car as well as those who desire the larger and
more luxurious car at a medium price.
E invite comparison with other cars in the same
price class as to materials, construction, riding
qualities and economy of operation.
THE greatly increased demand for Overland and
A
Willys-Knight cars is due largely to the expressed
satisfaction and enthusiasm of our present owners.

car

and

O. E. S
were

a

agency in this community

good prices

an earnest

Chapter,

member of Antioch

Unity. The fuueisi
Saturday, Sept 30.

establish

I

-*■

grange,

worker, until failing health prevented

1

WANTS

Ward, wife of R’uel S. W«rd,
jasaed > way at her home in Unity, Sept.
!7 aged 73 yean, 6 mot. and 20 da>>. She
was born in Point Pleasant, Virginia, the

Moon

|j

WILLYS-OVERLAND, Inc.

Flora E.

Haivest

Hall, Belfast

Sold by W. A.

FLORA E. WARD.

of

save

in fuel and

BANGOR, MAINE

inn.

member

cost

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

J

MRS

its

times

repair bills.

j

B
B
B
B

WILLYS-OVERLAND, INC.

I

Sales Division, Toledo, Ohio

B

CURRENT.

I'klCfc

orrected W eekly for The Journal.

■RODL'CE

MARKET

\pples,

bush
Jeans, pea,
Jeans, y. e.,

Gutter,
Jheese,

*

thicken,
Duck,
iay»,

ewi,
Jtese,

{1 00
9
9
40a45
24
35
36
56
30
32

PAID

I

12 00a 14 00
25
20
Mutton,
75a85
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
12
1100
Straw,
26a32
Turkey,
17
Veal,
ood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,

Announcing the New Superior

Beef, corned, SOa:J2
18a32
3utter salt,
1 00
Corn,
1 00
1 00
35
Jheese,
3 15
Cotton seed,
15
Cranberries,
33
lover seed,
8 00a 12 00
Tour,
4 75
i. G. seed,
18
.ard,

Lime,

CHEVROLET

tats,
Oat Meal,

More than ever before
Chevrolet Motor Co. has again
emphasized its leadership in
this wonderful new model car
with no advance in price.

66
5

4
Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 19j20
Pollock,
10

10
6 5
1 70
Shorts,
8
Sugar,
Sait, 1. 1., bus. 1 25
Sweet potatoes,
4

Rye meal,

BORN
I Belfast, 1 •
Randall
u. 11 Mr
md Mrs. William M Rindah, a daugti
Elizrbeth.
.er,

MARRIED.

A.

DYER-ANDREWS
In Camden, Oct. 7,
oy Rev Mr Pendleton of Bangor, Walter
Dyer of Dark Harbor and Miss Vera
Heald Andrews of Belfast.
DCNBAR-BlCKFORD. In Swanviile.Oct.
14, by Mahlon E. Curtis, Wellington Dunbar of Belfast and Miss Rosie Bickford of
Swanville.
Moody-Dickey.
In Belfast, Aug. 26,
by Mahlon E. Curtis, Leon Moody and
Mrs. Ratie Dickey, both of Searsport
OSBORNE-BEAN In East Belfast, Oct.
12, by Rev William V ughan, Frank A.
Osborne and Mary F. Bean, both of Richmond, Maine.
Rane-Leighton. In Belfast, Oet. 14,
by Rev. George C. Sauer, Earle C. Rand
of Monroe and Miss Vesta E. Leighton of

W.

days.
In Thorndike, Oct. 2, Albert
Ward.
W. Ward, aged 82 years.

V

Traveling Bags

1

NO LONG W AITS

j

Foi

Xmas Trees
an
order book for Xmai
trees at Dutch’s store.
Small trees, 25c
each delivered; large size, 50c. each delivered.
JE. S. TOWNSEND.

e. s/townsend
has hired EATON’S HALL and will rui
dances every Wednesday and Saturdaj

On iccouot of continued sickness, the
well known Swan Lake Hotel property
with about 100 acre of land, is offeredlfor
sale.
Beautiful lake, 8 miles from Belfast on State road.
Summer sctiedule:
boats daily fromjBoston to Belfast, sutatu
Lake. One of the beat locations in Mann
for vacationists all year round spoilt
winter sports included.
Long -eason®
unexcelled trout and salmou tishing. B-

Gents 35c. Ladies 15c.
Good Music.

FOR SALE
the Wadsworth place.
Ten minutes from Belfast postoflice ot
Twelve room bouse
upper High street.
modern heating, lighting and plumbing
Shed and barn connected with house
Buildings in good condition. About livi
acres land.
Fruit trees, etc. Price right
Appl, to owner on premises.
|
J. HENRY MORRIS,
1
Tel.
High St., City.

CITY OF BELFAST, MAINE.
In Boakd of Aldermen,
October 12, 1922.
l_i*ou the foregoing petition.it is ordered that
notice thereof be giveu
publishim; a copy of
said petition and this order thereon in The Republican Journal, a
in the city >>f
printed
newspaper
Belfast. Maine, and that a hearing thereon be
given at the Aldermen’s Room on the 6th day of
November at 7 8u o’clock p. m., at which time and
place residents and owners of property upon the
highways to be attected by the granting of the permit
for, and all other i*ersons interested*
shall Lave full opportunity to show cause whituch j-ermit «houhl not be granted, the la.«t publy
cation of said notice to be at least fourteen 14J
!>efore said bearing.
A true copy of petition and notice thereon.
Attust:—CHAS. S. BICKFORD.
Iw42
City Clerk.

by

BOOKS WASTED
Science and Health by Mary Bakei
Eddy. Medical and Law Books and Town
Histories.[Williamson's Historylof Msine
J. D. GLYNN, BOOKSELLER,
169

Huntington

Ave
Im42

OF

THEJ

SEARSPORT SAYINGS BAH
Searsport. September 30, 1922.
James H. Duncan, President.
James P Nichols, Treasurer.
trustees—James H: Duncan, W
C.

O.

Sawyer,

Amos

Nichols,

"•

Ooodell. W. K. Cilkey, A. t. Trundy.

|

Organize! April 1, 1874.
LIABILITIES
Deposits

SL'SO.OOO

l»

15,100 00

......

Keaerva fund

Undivided profits....
Bilui p«ynt»l«.

2.6U490
—•

1306.065 45

RkSOUKUt*.
United States bonds
iO«5S00
Public funds of Msms.
1&975 00
Public funds out of Maine
1707250
Maine...
of
bond#
Railr ad
123,066 59
Railroad bond* out of Maine
z0,19500
Corporation bond# ot Maine
21 91154
of Maine
Corporation bond* out
Railroad atock of Manie.
n.tflOO
Maine ..
Corporation atock of of Mama-—- 11.386 jj}
National bank atock
•
e*U
go 00
Loana on mortgage# of raal
Loaua on collaiaral.
1.10960
.
*706
Raal aatata foracloaura
.
662 54
Cuh od
.....

c*,Donh*nd.jSTo^S

Boston, Mass.

CARD OF THANKS

|

CONDITION

STATEMENT OK THt

as

126-21_195

We wish to thank all the friends foi
the beautiful flowers snd the kindnesi
extended to us in our recent sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. AlBerj
MURCH.

|

ceilent mail and long distance telephone
services
Could add Boys’ Sumo*1
School with small expense, all underoa*
*°'
management. A real opportunity.
veatigate.
Address
E. C. .MARUtly
Swan Lake, Mai**41

nights, beginning W'ednesday, Oct. 25th,
for old and young people.

Home known

I

For Immediate Sale

I have left

tite.

MMSE

3 WORKMEN.

FOR SALE

tion* the Mayor and Board ol Aldermen of the
City of Belfast for a location for it* pole* and
wile* thereon, and the necessary supporting and
strengthening fixtures and wires, in
following
stieets and highways of said city:
Park Hoad from l'hilbrook Corner to
Poor’s Mill Corner,
Said Company agrees to reserve space for one
cross arm at the top ot all the above p-des for telephone, .tire alarm and police sdgual wires, owned
by the city and used for municipal ports tees. Said
poles to be erected under the supervision of such
officers a* said city may designate.
Dated September 27. 1^J2.
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH O >MPANY.
B.
D.
SMALL.
By
Division Supt. of Plant.

|

!

Mail orders promptly piled.
Tel 332-14

In Belfast, Oct. 14, by
LIBBY EL1.IS
Rev. W illiam Vaughan, Douglass F Libof
and
Beulah A. Ellis ol
Camden
by
Belfast.

HEARING

1
1

reasonable

BELFAST,

A farm about four and onr-half miles
from Belfast in the Pitcher district, consisting of 88 acres, more or less, and estimated 130cords of pulp wood. Hard wood
enough for family use. There is no bouse
on the place.
Inqjire at 43 Congress St.,
Belfast.
2w42

GOODS.

a

at the

56 Main Street,

KNIGHT

HOUSEHOLD

at

Belfast Leather Store

FOR SALE

rpilE NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND
1 TELEGRAPH COMPANY respectfully peti-

applied
Helen Grey, Mr. end Mre. T. E»
CunnmCuddy alee Mr. and Mr*. Lealie
all of Bangan and Mr*. Florence Green,
the fair and days
gor, were in town to attend
Eflie
Grey
by Mr*.
were entertained
Hardy.
WedneaBreathe in Health
The town fair wae held here on
eome
day, Oct. 4th, and waa attended byof our
out
or cold io the head can be
in
and
That
cough
from
thouaand people
fine and coded easily by Hyomei.
No atomach
adjoining town*. The day wae
the exhibit* botti in and out of door* wae doaiog. Breathe it through the note and
A. A.
excellent. A large aum of money waa clear- mouth. Money back if it faila.
Howe* A Co.
ed for the grange benefit

Trunks, Suit Cases ank

price

particulars apply at 46 Cedai
street, or lei. 61-11

CURL1S.
In Belfast, Oct 17, Willard
B. Curtis, aged 52 ye rs and 11 months.
WARD
In Unity, Sept. 27, Mrs. Reuel
S. Ward, aged 73 years, 6 months and 20

■

MOM ROE, MA1SE.

Bangor.
VosE-McCURDY. In Belfast, Oct 17,
by Rev. W. F. Skerrye, Ernest Shsw
Vose and Annie Alia McCurdy, both of
Liberty.

DlEIdl

Haimsscs, Horse Collars,

repaired

The new distinctive features
are the 'beautiful body lines,
The .curtains open with the
door. Vacuum tank in the rear.
New high hood crown panelled
tenders. One large glass in
rear curtain.
Large Raiator
drum type headlights.
By all means see this new car
(which will Soon be here) before you buy a car at any price.

Pork,

Y®|

YOU CAN GET YOUR

the

3 00

<

Sure,/I

Yes,

Model

RETAIL MARKET

RETAIL PRICE

Cracked corn.
Corn meal,

PRODUCER

Ha>,
Lamb,

Four Civil War veterans attended.

Mr*.

Mrs. Fred Goodwin of Hallowell visited
Ur. ana Mra G. A. Avery last week.
Arthur Swan of Boston, Masa, visited
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett O’ Neil last
Me.,
Winthrop,
of
Mrs. Ed. Clifford
G. A.
visited her parents, Mr. and Mra.
Avery, several daya last week.
with «
George Otis got hia hand cut
from Vinalpiece of steel and is home
He will return
haven for several daya
able.
to hia work as soon as he ia

of

I**'

U

throat and all the at-

be taken to p: event the spread of this
dreaded and sometimes fatal d.sease.

Hopkins, a surprise Tuesday evening,
Oct. 10th, having motored through that
day from home, accompanied by three

Thursday

sore

may

Mattapoisett,

Mrs. George

fever,

attending the U. oi
night suffering with

was

tending symptons of

and

Winterport,
week.

the parsonage fund.

Orono, where he
Wednesday
M.,

butter yearly, and bis herd waspronouuced entirely free from the disease.

Somerville, Mass.

•

B.

All

Mr.

Nealley, son of Mr. and,Mr-.
Nealley, was brought home from

Kenneth
E.

terested in this examination was Charles
Kneeland, who makes a large quantity of

of

Jacksonville,

Fla., and Mra. Edw n Carter of Richmond, Indiana, who have been guests of
their son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Clement D. Cates, left Wednesday for a
stay in New York City, after which thee
will return to their respective homes.

scarlet

son

Widliam Carter of

Mrs.

in
reporl that he found no “T. B.” either
Stockt-in or Prospect. Among others in-

first class condition the "sealers" at the

Mrs.

Jewett of Whites’ Corner.

C. B

ness

to
dike and Morrill last week, and will go
Oriand and Penobscot next

with the distemper and abscesses in

town water piped to the house, a distance
The work was done by
of over 800 feet.

The State viterinsry, Dr. Libby of
Richmond, was in town last week exam
ining the stock, particularly the butter
making cows. It is most gratifying to

Griffin,

was

years ago, nave been enjoying a slay at
their home.
They have been having tbe

The schoolbouse is almost ready for
occupancy—a delay in some of the beating t pparatus causing some detention.
It is hoped it will be reffdy for schools to
The committe ha»
open next Monday.
decided to close the Lowder Brook school
for the present, until the building can be

Warren

corn

Mr. and Mrs. Folsom of New ton, Maas.|
who bought the former Merrill place two

her mother, Mrs. Leroy Nickerson.

Sir.

ol

piece

well matured and very handsome.

Mr. Edward L Littlefield was home
Ellsworth over Sunday with his
family.
Mr. R. K.. Stevens of Bangor is spend- repaired and transport the children to (he
village schools.
ing some time with his daughter, Mrs. J.
from

Mr and Mrs. Lester Berry,
at the Waldo County Hosupon recently
is convalescing at her home.
and
pital,

where

Asa Stiles,

Sanatorium,

3c t. 9th.

Berry, the little daughter of
was

Buy These

George Smith returned borne Monday,

to his home
Harry McCaslm is confined
leg.
an
injured
with
and sons
Mra. Henrietta Nickerson
house at
are
keeping
Forrest
Charlie and
Rockland
Mrs. Hart’s, 4 Willow street,

very beautiful
while grew mg in the summer and fall, the
stalks were rank and tall, and tbe corn ia

This

accompanied by her
husband, arrived Friday from the Hebron
Mrs.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

SEARSPOKT

Elizabeth

Eerr.es and family in Prospect.

was

Robert*

Sefaat, Maine. Jan

Rendell recently

!
weeks’ visit with her sister, Mrs. Clifton

RObfcKTS

AR i ML R

Arthur

Cbarle*

is

Mrs.

Warm

Dry, Legs

CHaRU-S

lot of ripe raspberries, enough for her
family, picked laat Friday from the

a

CARD OP THANKS

^
The family of the
fellow*.
to th
ley extend thank*
thejr
*
,w>
Spiritualist Society.
kklndnes»,•a'1
and neighbor* for tbei the fuDer*L
to
for the flower* aent

^Sd

fn«“^

